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DOT-TSC-T618 Progress Report 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
October A$ 
Since the abstract was not finalized until after the start of classes, 
other committments prevented Dr. Jarvis from beginning full participation in 
the project until January 1979. Airline crew scheduling problems as well as 
a number of local and through freight train scheduling problems were con-
sidered as possible demonstration projects for the interactive approach to 
scheduling being researched. We made several visits with Southern Railway 
as well as preliminary contacts with Delta Airlines. We determined that 
both the airline crew scheduling problem, and the train work scheduling 
problem would be satisfactory problems to demonstrate feasibility of our 
approach. 
Because of the good working relationship we had established with South-
ern Railway, we decided that the train work scheduling problem was our first 
choice as a demonstration project. We began considering the various modeling 
constraints unique to this problem. We also began investigating the various 
graphic display devices available for implementation of our interactive system 
once it is developed. We determined that the Chromatics systems would suit 
our needs very well. 
DOT-TSC-T618 PROGRESS REPORT 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
November /A 
At our meeting at TSC it was decided that we would delay for the present 
our selection of a demonstration project. Our efforts would instead be 
directed toward development of the optimization methodology. The methodology 
required is a column generation scheme for the underlying set covering problem 
and a good heutistic for solving the resulting set covering problem. 
Since a row pricing scheme is central to both the column generation and 
the heuristic, we have concentrated our effort on a study of the various 
pricing mechanisms which we might use. We have determined that a variation 
of the involutory basic pricing mechanism is superior in several respects to the 
original method. There is still a lot of work to be done related to what 
pricing mechanism is best. However, we feel that we have developed considerable 
insight into possible pricing structure. 
DOT-TSC-T618 Progress Report 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
December j b 
We continued our exploration of pricing mechanisms. We have proved 
a theorm which gives necessary conditions for the prices to satisfy in 
order that we will not exclude in optimum solution as a result of the 
column generation. We are now trying to determine what form these prices 
should take in order to be of value to a human interactor. 
At the request of Dr. Ted Glickman, we began investigating Dial-A-
Ride as a possible demonstration project. Preliminary examination in-
dicates that the static version of this problem may be amenable to the 
kind of approach that we are studying. At this time, we do not see how 
to modify our approach to include in a reasonable fashion the dynamic 
aspects of this problem. We are continuing to study the Dial-A-Ride 
scheduling problem. 
DOT-TSC-T618 Progress Report 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
January -fq 
Dr. Jarvis will be 50% time for the winter quarter, Dr. Ratliff will 
remain 25% time. Two Ph.D students are working 1/3 time and one under-
graduate student is working 1/3 time. In addition, another Ph.D student 
is affiliating with the project even though he is not being paid. He is 
currently on a presidential fellowship but would like to work on the pro-
ject starting next fall, if it continues. 
Georgia Tech has agreed to purchase a chromatics color graphics system 
(approximate cost - $26,000) for use on this and other contracts. Several 
graduate assistants began orientation on utilizing the system to display 
and process the networks. The system is expected to be available sometime 
in May. 
The entire team held several meetings on the design of the overall 
procedure. One subgroup is focusing on heuristics for improving the solution 
times for the covering problem component; another subgroup is concentrating 
on the display mechanisms and formats which would facilitate effective column 
generation (new candidate routes by the human component). The groups-are cur-
rently testing and evaluating several alternatives for both parts of the sys-
tem. All members of the team are also in the process of reading several 
dozen papers, from the literature, on various aspects of the problem. 
The team concentrated on the Dial-A-Ride application. Dr. Ted Glickman 
arranged a meeting with John Wilson of the Atlanta Regional Coamdssion (ARC) 
on the Dial-A-Ride systems in the Atlanta area. A meeting was held with 
Mr. Wilson as which time he gave an overview of the current systems. He also 
identified a candidate application and is arranging for the Tech team to meet 
with the operating agency to obtain specific data. 
DOT-TSC-1618 PROGRESS REPORT 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
February  
Drs. Jarvis and Ratliff met with Fred Coleman of Marietta-Cobb 
Community Service Center, and separately with Ruth Zaleon of Senior 
Citizen Services. Each of these agencies provides demand responsive 
transportation systems. 
We discussed at length the currently operational procedures for 
the two demand responsive systems. We were able to gain considerable 
insight into dial-a-ride as these people see it. We concluded that 
some additional methodology is required if these systems are to be 
run as envisioned. We also concluded that any consolidation of 
systems will require a better scheduling methodology than the present 
if the combined system is to function at any reasonable level. The 
primary reason that those systems work as currently constituted is 
that they are small. 
We have also been working on price directed heuristics for set 
covering problem. This class of heuristics appears to have great 
potential. 
DOT-TSC-1618 PROGRESS REPORT 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
March 
Our emphasis this month has been on the development of models 
which can aid in the interactive column generation process. We 
have broken the column generation process into three components: 
pricing, clustering, and chaining. We have previously developed 
some heuristics for pricing. This month we developed three funda-
mental models as candidates to aid in clustering. All three are 
variants of location/allocation models. We are modifying them to 
take advantage of human interaction. We have developed an assign-
ment based model to "chain" together the clusters. The chained 
clusters will then go into the set covering model. 
DOT-TSC-1618 PROGRESS REPORT 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
April  
Considerable time was spent in early April preparing for the 
conference on Transportation, Network Analysis and Control at the 
Transportation System Center. Drs. Jarvis and Ratliff had been 
invited to present their research at that conference. 
Also during April, the Georgia Tech team received its 
Chromatics Colorgraphics terminal. Two of the graduate research 
assistants were assigned the duties of learning to operate this 
system and to integrate it into the overall scheduling system. 
Effort continued on refining the pricing mechanisms as well 
as gaining additional experience with the clustering models. Feed-
back from individuals at TSC, responsible for dial-a-ride, indicated 
that the Georgia Tech team were developing promising models and 
methods for routing and scheduling dial-a-ride vehicles. Some con-
sideration was also given to the larger class of problems solvable 
by the techniques being developed. Example applications in this 
class include: the moving van problem, train work scheduling, 
freight haul scheduling, and certain military logistics applications. 
y.f . (0 8cKex 
DOT-TSC-1618 PROGRESS REPORT 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
May  
During this month, substantial progress was made in developing 
and testing computerized codes for clustering, and for network 
generation and human interface with the Chromatics Colorgraphics 
terminal. Testing of the computer code for clustering uncovered 
several difficulties with the basic clustering model. Various 
mathematical approaches to modifying these models to alleviate 
these difficulties were tried. 
As the team gained more experience with the Colorgraphics 
terminal, the overall interactive philosophy began to take on new 
direction. In addition, prototype testing of example dial-a-ride 
problems with fifty trips indicated difficulties with parts of the 
overall scheduling system. This led to revisions of portions of 
the interactive philosophy. 
Several new results were developed, with necessary proofs, 
for improving the pricing mechanism associated with the covering 
model.  In addition, the emerging interactive philosophy, now encom-
passes two covering models: one associated with clustering and the 
other associated with chaining. 
DOT-TSC-1618 PROGRESS REPORT 
J. J. Jarvis and H. D. Ratliff 
June, 1979 Thru August, 1979  
These summer months were spent developing the demonstration 
software packages, as per contract requirements. The demonstration 
was conducted on August 24 with TSC and UMTA/NBS Officials present. 
The software links the Chromatic Colorgraphics computer to the CYBER 
74 computer located on the Georgia Tech campus. 
The software residing on the CYBER 74 consist of a number of 
program modules, One program module, the driver, handles all infor-
mation flows between the Chromatics and the CYBER. This driver module 
generates and maintains all of the necessary data base for the opera-
tion of the dial-a-ride routing and scheduling system. As second 
program module on the CYBER handles the solution of the associated 
covering problems generated in the dial-a-ride scheduling process. 
This same module also develops the necessary prices used in other 
portions of the algorithm. A third module handles all of the clustering 
requirements. This includes implementation of the location allocation 
model as well as implementation of the pricing concept. The clustering 
module is particularly flexible in that it permits fixed point as well 
as Euclidean clustering approaches. It also accepts varying parameters 
in each of these models. A fourth program module residing on the CYBER, 
handles all of the routing requirements within the various clusters. 
This module consists of a branch and bound superimposed on a travelling 
salesman algorithm. The branch and bound is necessary because of the 
sequencing constraints resulting from the fact a patron must be first 
picked up before he/she is dropped off. The last major module in the 
CYBER package consist of a network flow algorithm for the chaining 
process. This algorithm is variant of the out-of-kilter algorithm 
for network flows. 
The software residing on the Chromatics is designed to handle all 
of the display capability on the screen, the acceptance of information 
from the CYBER, and the acceptance of input from the human, through 
light pen and/or keyboard. The data base requirements and associated 
software on the Chromatics side of the total interactive optimization 
system are much more complex. This is a result of the fact that the 
human can perform certain functions (e.g. routing) himself or he can 
request routing from the CYBER. This same flexibility extends to 
other aspects of the scheduling system including clustering and chaining. 
The data base for the August 24 demonstration consisted of 27 
randomingly generated trips in a typical dial-a-ride example. During 
the demonstration it was suggested that the system might be best tested 
on a set of real data coming out of either Cobb County Georgia, which 
the Georgia Tech team has visited, or Rochester, New York, which TSC 
officials had data for. 
September 1979 Thru December, 1979  
During these fall months the Georgia Tech team concentrated its 
effort in three distinct areas. Graduate students revisited the Cobb 
County agency and collected data on several weeks request for dial-a-
ride service. Members of the Georgia Tech teem are involved in reducing 
and coding the data obtained. Officials from TSC supplied the Georgia 
Tech team with a tape of data on the Rochester dial-a-ride system. 
Others members of the team are involved in stripping the data off this 
tape and processing it into a form suitable for input to the interactive 
optimization package. A second major effort of the team has been the 
continued development and refinement of modules and systems for the 
interactive optimization package. A linear clustering model has been 
designed, developed and is in the process of being tested. Rather than 
clustering to a trip or a pseudo trip, the concept here is projection 
on to a straight line which would represent essentially the mean loca-
tions among the trips. The expectation is that all of the models for 
clustering will be subjected to a rigorous analysis and testing phase 
to determine those most appropriate for the optimization package. 
Continued development and refinement of the chaining model has 
progressed along the lines of application of penalty function concepts 
Such techniques are under consideration to handle the side constraints 
generated by the requirement that a trip not be in more than one cluster 
in a given chain. In the penalty function approach these "nasty" con-
straints are multiplied by an appropriate penalty and combined into 
the objective function, leaving a "nice" network flow problem remaining 
for which efficient solution techniques exist. The penalty function 
procedure proceeds with a search over appropriate values for tfe penalties. 
The third major thrust during the fall months has been a concentra-
tion on the development of techniques and modules which are based on 
more intuitive insights into the dial-a-ride scheduling process. This 
focus on intuitive algorithm development is necessitated by a desire to 
develope scheduling packages that can be implemented totally on the 
Chromatic Colorgraphics system, without requirement for utilization of 
the CYBER computer. A savings heuristic has been developed for clustering 
in the dial-a-ride process. This savings approach implements the pricing 
mechaniam to aid in adding one trip at a time to a cluster being built. 
Initial testing of the savings approach appears to be very favorable. 
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ABSTRACT 
This report summarizes the results of an intensive study into the 
application of interactive heuristics in transportation systems design 
and analysis. Project results include (1) the development of new metho-
dology to aid researchers and practitioners and (2).a set of computer 
codes which were used to test concepts and to demonstrate the potential 
usefulness of the approach. Human Aided Optimization/Heuristics will clearly 
prove more important in the 1980's as we learn more about those functions which 
humans can perform better than computers (such as spatial pattern processing), and 
find unique ways to integrate these capabilities into a human/computer system. 
In the area of methodology, the project has resulted in the develop-
ment of new theorems and lemmas detailing the concept of "prices" for 
set covering and set partitioning problems. The prices are similar to 
those for linear programs, however, because they have been developed for 
integer programs they don't enjoy some of the nicer properties of linear 
programming dual variables. Set partitioning models are developed for 
the dial-a-ride and delivery problems. The research suggests a decom- 
position of these complex problems by employing two concepts called "clus-
tering" and "chaining". 
Clustering involves the grouping of trips, bus stops, demand points, 
etc. into logical subsets which should be served by the same vehicles. 
The report presents several models for clustering, as well as supporting 
theorems and lemmas. The application of clusterin3 models to United States 
Department of Transportation data for the Rochester, NY Dial-A-Ride transit 
system are also presented. Our tests indicate that there is significant 
potential for this kind of approach to demand responsive transportation 
routing and scheduling. 
3 
The concept of chaining was developed to provide a means for linking 
the clusters into logical vehicle routes. Several models were developed 
and tested for chaining. A Lagrangian relaxation approach has been developed 
and tested on sample data. More research is required before chaining can 
become a function useful for immediate practical implementation. 
To test the methodology and concepts developed, a human aided (heuristic) 
optimization system was developed for the dial-a-ride and delivery problems. 
The computer system consisted of a Chromatics Color Graphics (high resolu-
tion) computer system for presentation of visual/spatial information to 
the human and a CDC CYBER 74 computer system to perform the optimization 
functions in support of the human aided optimization process. For dial-a-
ride problems, these codes were tested on sample data sets and on data 
sets for Rochester, New York and Cobb County, Georgia. 
The project also tested the feasibility of a stand alone mini computer 
interactive heuristics system for transportation systems analysis. Codes, 
which reside entirely on the Chromatics computer, were developed and tested 
on a series of delivery problems. Three "classic" delivery test problems - 
a 50-point, a 75-point, and a 100-point problem - were used. These three 
problems have been tried, during the last decade, by dozens of researchers 
with different approaches to (fully automatic) computer systems. Due to 
their complexity, the optimal solutions to these problems are not known. 
This report shows that, in the 50 and 75-point problems, after a few itera-
tions the human aided computer system was able to obtain the best known 
solution. In the case of the 100-point problem the system was able to 
obtain a better solution than any yet obtained. These results provide 
significant encouragement for the approach outlined in this report. 
4 
I. 	INTRODUCTION  
This report summarizes research into interactive heuristics for large 
scale transportation systems analysis and design. The research suggests 
that by employing the human capability for spatial pattern processing to-
gether with the immense computing power of today's computers, both the 
human's and computer's ability to handle complex transportation problems 
is enhanced. 
The bulk of this final report consists of three technical reports 
which were produced in the three major areas of research on the project. 
These three areas include: (1) an overallmodelingprocess for interactive 
heuristics in routing, (2) concepts and models in clustering and (3) con-
cepts and models in chaining. The technical reports detailing each of 
these areas are contained in Appendix A of this final report. 
Certain of the models developed under this contract were coded in 
FORTRAN for a CDC CYBER 74 and BASIC for a Chromatics CG 1999 color graphics 
computer. These codes were tested against (1) routing data from the litera-
ture, (2) data from Rochester, NY and (3) data from Cobb County, GA. These 
codes are presented in Appendix B of this report. 
5 
II. METHODOLOGY 
The fundamental modeling approach taken in this research is to employ 
a set partitioning formulation of the routing problems studied (dial-a-ride 
and delivery). A set partitioning matrix has one row for each trip (or 
point to be visited) and one column far each feasible route. Thus, while 
the matrix has a reasonable number of rows it has an enormous number of 
columns. 
To circumvent the column difficulty we have suggested a column genera-
tion approach which only identifies columns as they appear to be favorable 
to producing a better solution. In order to accomplish this, quantities 
called "row prices" have been developed. These prices act like dual vari-
ables in linear programming except that they are associated with integer 
programs (the set partitioning problem). 
The details of the modeling methodology are given in technical report 
#J-80-1 in Appendix A. In the interactive process, the computer solves 
the set partitioning problem at hand, generates the row prices and suggests 
candidate trips or delivery points to examine next (based on a savings 
approach). The human guides the overall process, accepts, rejects or 
develops candidate routes, and provides the stopping criteria for the al-
gorithm. 
Especially important in the dial-a-ride problem, is the need to de-
compose the complex task of developing good candidate routes. Thus, two 
decomposition concepts - clustering and chaining - were developed. In 
clustering we seek to identify those trips whose origins and whose desti-
nations are reasonably close together so that they would logically be 
picked up and delivered by the same vehicle. These individual trips are 
then replaced by a single pseudo (cluster) trip. Technical report #J-80-15, 
6 
in Appendix A, describes several models and procedures for clustering. 
Once good cluster trips are identified the focus is then shifted to 
chaining (linking) these clusters into feasible routes. Models and al-
gorithms for chaining are developed in technical report #J-80-16, in 
Appendix A. 
The dial-a-ride procedure has been coded for a linking of a Chro-
matics CG 1999 color graphics computer with a CDC CYBER 74 computer. 
The cyber performs large scale computing functions such as set partitioning 
solution generation, minimal cost network flow computation, solution of 
certain clustering models, and application of a traveling salesman al-
gorithm. The Chromatics color graphics computer handles various display 
functions and simple data manipulation. In addition, a special data develop-
ment program was coded for Cobb County, GA dial--a-ride data. 
A delivery algorithm has also been coded for the same computer com-
bination. The cyber generates traveling salesman solutions as required, 
and the chromatics performs all other functions. The current operating 
version does not employ the set partition solution procedure. Instead en-
tire new solutions are generated at each iteration. 
7 
III. MICROCOMPUTER STAND ALONE CAPABILITY 
A version of the dial-a-ride algorithm which resides entirely on the 
chromatics color graphics computer, was coded and tested. This version 
does not use the sophisticated minimal cost network flow algorithmic, 
traveling salesman procedure in set partitioning algorithm. Instead it 
utilizes the human to perform these functions. 
Moderate testing of the stand alone code indicates that it can per-
form reasonably well in a dial-a-ride routing and scheduling environment. 
However, this version does require much greater involvement of the human 
in solution development. 
The delivery code was developed in such a way that, if the human 
did not request a traveling salesman solution, the chromatics computer could 
act independently. The only purpose of the traveling salesman procedure 
is to guanrantee an optimum route among the set of selected delivery points. 
Since the human usually does a very good job at developing new optimal 
routes as he/she is building them, this procedure currently acts much bet-
ter as a stand alone method. 
8 
IV. APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY 
Each of the computer codes was thoroughly tested on a number of ran-
domly generated test problems. In addition, tests were conducted with 
data provided from three other sources: the literature, U. S. Department 
of Transportation officials, and local Atlanta dial-a-ride administrators. 
The delivery algorithm was tested on three problems from the literature 
(see report #J-80-1). These were a 50-city, 75--city and 100-city delivery 
problem. As indicated in the report, the delivery algorithm performed 
quite well in every case (equaling or exceeding the best known solution). 
These results provide much encouragement for further development and 
testing of the method. 
As a first test of the dial-a-ride procedure, several weeks data was 
taken for a dial-a-ride transit system in Cobb County, GA. The system 
consists of 4 vehicles and handles approximately 50 daily trips. 
A special data input program (see Appendix B) was developed to allow 
the graphical input of data for this system. Figure 1 gives an example 
of the input data. The computer generates the area maps and the human 
operator inputs the trips (straight lines and boxes) by simply pointing 
a light pen at the origin and destination of each trip. 
Data was entered for a typical weekday a.m. operation (8:00 a.m. - 
12:00 noon) of the Cobb County dial-a-ride system. While comparison data 
was unavailable, the computerized dial-a-ride procedure appeared to per-
form quite well in generating good vehicle routes. 
Finally, the models were applied to a sample cluster set for the 
Rochester, NY dial-a-ride system. Particular emphasis was given to the 
applicability of the clustering models in a "real-world" environment. 





Figure 1. An Example of the Cobb County Data Input Program 
Figure 2. A Sample of 42 Trips for the Rochester Dial-A-Ride System 
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Figure 3. Preprocessed Rochester Dial-A-Ride Data 
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Figure 4. A Request for Six Clusters of Not More Than 10 Trips Each 
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Figure 5. Results of the Cluster Request of Figure 4 
Figure 6. Routing Through A Cluster 
Figure 7. Results of a Ten Cluster Request (Dark Blue, Light Blue, Red and Green Repeated) 
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general, the models performed quite well. However, this application 
pointed to a special difficulty which had to be overcome before the 
application could be completed. 
In the Rochester data selected, many of the origins and many of the 
destinations were the same. While this_enhanced the capability of the 
clustering algorithms, the human was subjected to problems of clutter 
due to the closeness of different trips. A special preprocessing program 
was developed which combined several trips into a single cluster trip for 
further processing. After this was accomplished the procedure functioned 
well. 
17 
V. FURTHER RESEARCH 
The results of this research demonstrate the applicability of inter-
active heuristics for transportation design. However, much additional 
research must be conducted before definitive conclusions can be drawn of 
which models should f be employed and how great a role the human should play 
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The set partitioning model is used as the basis for an interactive 
approach for solving a broad class of routing problems. A pricing mecha-
nism is developed which can be used with a variety of methods in generat- 
V, 
ing improving solutions. A version of the approach for delivery problems 
has been implemented via a colorgraphics display. The Human Aided Optimi-
zation procedure was tested on the standard 50-point, 75-point and 100-
point test problems of Eilon, Watson-Gandy and Christofides [6]. In the 
case of the first two test problems, the procedure was able to generate 
the best known solutions. In the 100-point problem, a better solution 
was generated than the current best known solution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We will consider here a set partitioning based approach for 
solving a broad class of routing problems. The-approach is designed 
to take advantage of a high level of human interaction; the 
current implementation is interactive via a colorgraphics display. 
However, many of the concepts discussed here could be easily implemented 
in an automatic system. 
The routing problem which motivated much of this work is what 
is called the static or subscriber dial-a-ride problem.. This problem 
will be discussed in detail in later sections. It is one of the more 
complex members of the class of routing - problems which are-amenable to 
the approach presented here. This class also includes many practical 
delivery problems. 
In order to introduce the underlying methodology which provides the 
basis for the approach, consider a very simple delivery example. Assume 
that a depot is located at the square box labeled D in Figure 1. From 
this depot a single delivery is to be made to each of the points re-
presented by numbered circles. The numbers on arcs connecting the 
circles represents the travel distance between delivery points.- Assume 
also that each vehicle (e.g. truck) can deliver to a maximum of two 
points on a single trip. The objective is to determine which vehicle 
should deliver to each point and the routing for the vehicles which 
minimizes the total distance travelled. 
Each column in the matrix of Table 1 represents one possible vehicle 
route. For example, column one represents a vehicle travelling from the 
depot to delivery point (1) and returning . The 
3 
 row indicates the 
t 
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Figure 1. Delivery Example. Network 
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route 1 	2 3 4 5 	6 	7 	8 	9 10 11 	12 	13 	14 15  
c. 	8 10 4 4 	2 14 10 8 8 10 11 	12 	6 	6 	5 
1 	0 0 01 	1 	1 1 1 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 
0 	1 0 0 0 	1 	0 0 0 	1 	1 	1 	0 	0 	0 
0 	0 1 0 0 	0 	1 0 0 	1 	0 	0 	1 	1 	0 
0 	0 0 1 0 	0 	0 1 0 	0 	1 	0 	1 	0 	1 
0 	0 0 0 1 	0 	0 0 1 	0 	0 	1 	0 	1 	1 
Table 1. Matrix Corresponding to Routes in the Delivery 
Example of Figure 1. 
distance travelled for each trip. For example, column six represents 
a vehicle proceeding from the depot to delivery point (1), on to delivery 
point (2) and from there, back to the depot. The value of c6 is 14, 
the total distance travelled for this trip. By enumerating each of the 
possibilities, as has been done for this matrix, the problem becomes 
one of selecting a set of columns such that every row is represented 
in exactly one column and the sum of the costs of the columns selected 
is the smallest possible. This integer program is called a "set parti-
tioning model". 
The set partitioning model was originally proposed for a similiar 
class of routing problems by Charnes and Miller [3] and for this specific 
problem by Balinski and Quandt [2]. The model is very powerful in the 
sense that many realistic route constraints and cost functions can be 
handled easily in the column enumeration process. The obvious short-
comming of the model is that there are typically a very large number of 
columns to be enumerated and the resulting integer program is very 
large. The approach presented here is heuristic in the sense that we 
generate only a subset of the possible columns or routes and in general 
we do not solve the set partitioning model to optimality. 
The set partitioning model has two very desirable features for 
interactive optimization. The first is that any route generated can be 
included as a column in the model. This allows the human interactor 
to utilize his/her intuition and spatial perception as well as a wide 
spectrum of mathematical techniques to generate new routes. The second 
feature is that, unlike more general integer programs, a feasible 
solution to the set partitioning model provides the basis for pricing 
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information which can be used to generate new candidate columns. 
We will restrict the class of routing problems considered here 
to be those for which any subroute of a feasible route is also a 
4, 
feasible route with cost less than or equal to the cost of the original 
route. By imposing this restriction, as long as there is at least one 
1 in every row of the partial set partitioning model that we have 
enumerated, we can easily generate feasible partitions. The only 
other restriction that we put on the class of routing problems is 
that we be able to pose them in a natural way as set partitioning 
problems. However, it should be noted that if there is not a nice 
spatial representation of the routing problem, the human interactor 
is much more restricted in his/her contribution. 
26 
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2. SET PARTITIONING AND ROW PRICES 
The set partitioning problem can be stated as 
Z = 1 .c.x. 	 (1) 
.1=1 3 3 
	
a .x. = 1 for i = 1,2,...,m 	 (2) 
j=1 1-3 
x. = 0 or 1 for j = 1,2,...,n. 	 (3) 
For the delivery example in Table 1, the set partitioning 
raodelhasnesecondrow.asthevalueofthec.and rows three 
3 
throughsevenasthevaluesofthea j
—The variables which are 
set to one in a solution to the set partitioning problem will be 
called a "partition." We will denote a partition as J k = . {jlx
3 
 = 11. 
Balas and Padberg 11] provide a recent survey of results related to 
set partitioning problems. 
A fundamental idea underlying much of the work presented here 
is the concept of "row prices." 
1 1 	1 
Definition: P
1 
= (pl ,p 2 ,...,pm) is a set of feasible row prices 










It will be useful to interpret the price p
1 as an estimate of the 
1 
cost to satisfy constraint i using solution X . For the delivery problem, 
28 
1 
pi is then an estimate of the cost of satisfying the requirement of 
delivery point i using the route corresponding to partition J
1
. 





, any other partition J
2 has value. 
m 
Z2 = Z1 - 
	
	 (piiaj -c) 
jeJ2 i=1 
Proof: 
1 	 1r 
2 i 
( L pia i .-c.) = 	p. L 	a 	- Z
2 





2  a.. = 1 for each i = 1,2,...,m. Also, 13 
have 	p. = Z
1
. Hence the result follows. 
1=1 
Corollary 1: For any set of feasible row prices P
1 
corresponding to a 
partition J1 if 
in 
(pia
ij  -c.) < 0 — 1=1 
for j 	1,2,...,n then X1 is optimum. 
It can also be shown, using linear programming duality, that a 
set of feasible row prices P
1 satisfying Corollary 1 exists if and 
onlyifxI isanoptimumsolutionwiththeconstraintsx.=0 or 1 





' 	, p ...p
1
) are feasible row prices c:orresonding to X
1 
we 





mequaritity ill be interpreted as the "potential" 1 13 i=1 
savings over the value of Z
1 
which can result from constructing a parti-
tion that includes column j. Note from Theorem 1 that the potential 
savings can actually be achieved only if a partition can be constructed 
from columns with nonnegative potential savings. 
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3. POTENTIAL SAVINGS HEURISTIC 
Given a partition J1 and a corresponding, set of feasible row prices 
1 
P , an attractive heuristic for attempting to generate a better parti-
tion is the following: 
2 Let J
2 
T 0 (J will be the,indices of columns in the new 
partition) and N = {1,2,...,n}, (N will be the indices of 
columns which are candidates for inclusion in J 2) 
m 
Calculate the potential savings 	pia.. -  r 13 
i=1 
j= 1,2,...,n. 
Pick the column k in N with the largest potential savings, 
m y p"`a 	
k -c i ik i=1 
ik 	 ij for all j 	k. 
(Note from the assumption of section 1 that any subroute 
of a feasible route is also a feasible route, the new columns 
are legitimate) 
Step (4): Let J2 = J
2
U{k} (i.e., put column k in the new partition) 
and N = N - fki 
Step(5):DeletefroraNalljforwhicha..=0 for all i = 1,2,...,m. 
Step (6): If N = 0 stop. Otherwise go to step (2). 
Note that under the assumption that any subset of a route is 
also a feasible route (discussed in section 1) this procedure will 
always terminated with J
2 
as a partition although not necessarily a 
better partition than J
1
. If convenient,cj should be recomputed 
whenever step (3) affects a change in column j as the actual route 





optimum solution to the set partitioning problem is determined very 
quickly by repeated application of the potential savings heuristic 
(notethattheaij should be reset to their original values after 
each repetition). The heuristic is repeated until either optimality 
is proven (i.e., for some Xk  all 1 pkaij - c. < 0) or until some 
i=1 i 
	J 
specified number of partitions has been generated. 
To illustrate the potential savings hueristic, consider again 
the delivery example depicted in Figure 1 and Table 1. Suppose 
that we select J
1 = {1,2,...,5} as an initial partition. A set of 
feasible row prices P
1 is given in Table 2. (The question of how 
to generate "good" feasible row prices will be addressed in the 
my 
ij 
next section.) The corresponding potential savings 	p.a - c. 
1=1 
are also given in Table 2. Applying the potential savings heuristic 
and breaking ties by selecting the column with the lowest index 
yields the new partition J 2 = {6,13,5}. The new partition has a cost 
of Z
2 
= 22 as compared to a cost Z
1 = 28 for the initial solution. 
Using the row prices P
2 
and potential savings L p.2a,. - cj 
i=1 
of Table 2 and reapplying the potential savings heuristic yields the 
partition J
3 
= {8,10,5} which has a cost of Z
3 = 20. Again, from 
Table 2 we find that using the row prices P
3 
gives potential savings 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
ci 8 10 4 4 2 14 10 8 8 10 11 12 6 6 5 1 P 2 P 3  
1 1 1 1 1 8.0 6.2 5.3 
1 1 1 1 1 10.0 7.8 7.1 
1 1 1 1 1 4.0 3.0 2.9 
1 1 1 1 1 4.0 3.0 2.7 
1 1 1 1 1 2.0 2.0 2.0 
1 piaij - cj 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 4 2 4 3 0 2 0 1 x6 = 1 
0 0 0 -6 -4 -6 -6 -7 -10 2 0 	, 1 x13 = 1 





a 	- c i ij j -1.8 -2.2 -1 -1 0 0 -.8 1.2 .2 .8 -.2 -2.2 0 -1 0 x8 
= 1 
- 	-2.2 -1 - 0 -6.2 -7 - -6 .8 -3.2 -2.2 -3 -1 -3 x10 = 1 
- 	- - - 0 - - -6 -10 -4 -3 x5 = 1 
piaij -cj -2.7 	-2.9 -1.1 -1.3 0 -1.6 -1.8 0 -.7 0 -1.2 -2.9 -.4 -1.1 -.3 
Table 2. An Example Illustrating the Potential Saving Heuristic 
with J1  - {1,2,3,4,5,}, J
2 
= {6,13,5}, and J 3 = {8,10,5} 
4. ROW PRICING 
For a given partition Xk a set of feasible row prices is obtained 
by allocating the column cost c for each jeJ
k among the rows having 
a
ij 
= 1. For the delivery example, this corresponds to allocating 
the trip cost among the delivery points of the trip. When a column 
jeJk contains only one a
ij 	 P 
= 1, the row price is . = c . However, 
when a columnj contains more than one a
ij 
= 1, there are an infinite 
number of possible sets of prices. As an example consider the parti-
tion J 3 = {8,10,5} for the problem in Table 2. Since column 5 has 
only a5,5 = 1 the value p5
3  = 2 is unique. Column 8 has both a 1,8 
= 1 
and a4,8 
= 1, hence the cost c
8 
= 8 could be allocated between rows 
1 and 4 in an infinite number of ways. Simi]Liarly, column 10 has 
both a2,10 




= 10 could be allocated 
between rows 2 and 3 in an infinite number of ways. If we allocate 
c as p3 = 4 and p 3 4 






= 5 and p
3 = 5, the 
8 1 
resulting E p.3a,. - ci do not indicate that J 3 is an optimum parti- 
i=1 	13 
tion. Hence the set of prices P
3 given in Table 2 are clearly better 
since they do indicate that J3 is on optimum partition. 
Ideally, we would like a set of prices which would drive the 
potential savings heuristic toward an improving solution and would 
indicate optimality when no improving solution is possible (i.e., 
We would like the prices to be analogous to dual variables in linear 
programming). Unfortunately, it is easy to construct cases for which 
no such prices exist (i.e., any problem for which the integer and 
continuous solution differ). For the delivery problem and the more 
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complex dial-a-ride problem (to be discussed later), allocating. column 
cost in proportion to the cost of serving the delivery points one-at-
a-time is intuitively appealing and seems to work very well. As an 
illustration consider again the partition J3 in Table 2. Column 8 
has a
1,8 
= 1 and a
4,8 
= 1. The cost of serving delivery point 1 if 
it is the only point in a trip is cl = 1. The cost of serving delivery 
point 4 if it is the only point in a trip is c 4 = 4 
3 cc8 
rows 1 and 4 were determined as p - 	 = 5.3 1 ci + c
4 
= 2.7. The other prices in Table 2.were determined 
. The prices for 
c4c8 
and p3 - 	 




When there are substantial differences in the amounts of vehicle 
capacity required by the delivery points, it seems reasonable to allo-
cate column cost in proportion to the "weighted" cost of serving points 
one-at-a-time. Here the weights are the delivery sizes. For example 




the price of row 1 with respect to J3 above as P - 1 ciwi + c4w4 
and other pricing alternatives are currently being tested for delivery 
problems under various types of constraints. 
There are a variety of other mechanisms for allocating the prices 
to the demand points. Some allocation procedures may work well in some 
situations while others may be suited to other problems. The human 
(or automatic algorithm) may wish to employ different pricing procedures 
as the algorithm progresses. 
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5. COLUMN GENERATION 
For large scheduling and routing problems it is generally not 
practical to generate all columns of the corresponding set partitioning 
model. The remainder of this paper will be concerned with using in-
formation gleaned from one solution via Theorem 1 to generate a new 
and hopefully better solution. This is accomplished by either geneiating 
new columns, adding them to the current set partitioning model, and 
then resolving the model or by using the information from Theorem 1 
directly to generate a new solution. In the latter case it is not 
necessary to retain the columns of the set partitioning model. How-
ever, if the columns are retained, it is possible to further improve 
the solution by periodically solving the set partitioning model. 
We should note that for the class of scheduling and routing prob-
lems being considered here, it is very easy to generate an initial 
solution. For our examples we use the identity solution (e.g., in 
the delivery problem this is the solution which has each vehicle making 
a single delivery) as our initial solution. However, any feasible 
solution could be used as the initial solution. 
Clearly there is a broad spectrum of possible approaches that 
one might use to generate new columns and/or new solutions to the 
set partitioning model. In fact, variations of many of the heuristics 
which have been applied to delivery problems can be used very effectively 
in conjunction with Theorem 1. In the next section we will discuss 
the use of the Clarke and Wright [3]_savings,procedure in conjunction 
with the delivery problem. In later sections we will discuss more 
complex clustering and chaining heuristics as we have applied them 
to the dial-a-ride problem. 
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6. CLARKE AND WRIGHT PROCEDURE WITH PRICING 
The "savings" heuristic of Clarke and Wright [ 3] is the most 
widely known of the heuristics developed to date for delivery problems. 
The algorithm proceeds by calculating a savings for each pair of deli-
very points i and j defined as 
s0 (i,j) = 2 	+ 2 	- (d+dii+dio) = d 	+ d. 	. doi 	dio oi 	 Oi - d 30 ij 
which is the savings in mileage of supplying delivery points i and j 
on the same route as opposed to supplying them individually directly 
from the depot (d
oi 
is the distance from the depot to delivery point i). 
Routes are then constructed either one-at-a-time or in parallel by 
considering pairs of points in order of decreasing savings and including 
them in the same route if such a route is feasible. 
Suppose that we consider once more the delivery example in Figure 1 
and the covering solution information in Table 2. Note that the Clarke 
and Wright savings values are exactly the values of y p.1 a - c. in 
1=1 1 ij 





/2 for i = 1,2,...,m. Applying the C-W savings 
algorithm yields the same routing configuration as J
2 
= {6,13,5}. At 
this point, the C-W algorithm would terminate. However, suppose that 
we set d 
01 =p1





- c in Table 2. Applying C-W algorithm yields the 
1=1 
r same routing configuration as J 3  = 18,10,51 which as noted previously is 
the optimum solution to this delivery example. Hence, for this example 
at least the C-W algorithm without pricing did not yield an optimum solution 
while the same algorithm when combined with pricing did yield the optimum 
solution. 
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Note that when routes are allowed to contain more than two trips, 
only a small subset of the set partitioning columns would be generated 
using this procedure. Also, note that the prices and savings can be 
calculated without ever generating the set partitioning matrix. 
When the number of points allowed in a route exceeds two, some 
interesting questions arise as to exactly how the algorithm should be 
implemented. As an illustration, suppose that in the example we allow a 
vehicle to deliver to at most three points rather than two. Now suppose 
that we start with the solution J
3 in Table 2. We see that the two-at-a-
time potential savings are all non-positive. However, if we ignore this 
fact and proceed with the algorithm, we would put points 1 and 4 in the 
same route since their potential savings of zero is maximum. If we then 
consider adding a third point to this route, we find that adding point 5 
has a potential savings of 2 which is maximum. Finally, we combine points 
2 and 3 into a single route since this has a potential savings of zero. 
The resulting routes (4,1,5) and (2,3) has a length of 10. Therefore, in 
this case at least we can get better information by recalculating the poten-
tial savings after each augmentation of a route. This recalculation is 
not done in most implementations of the C-W algorithm. 
Clearly, when constructing a route containing more than two points 
one must decide where in the route to put each additional point. The poten-
tial savings can be determined exactly only by solving a travelling sales-
men problem over each new point which is a candidate to be added to the 
route. This is computationally expensive if a route can contain a large 
number of points. In most implementations of the C-W algorithm, new points 
are simply added on to the end of the route being constructed. When the 
38 
algorithm is implemented interactively using computer graphics, it appears 
that the human can perform an important role both in selecting candidate 
points and in inserting them logically into routes. 
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7. LOCATION - ALLOCATION WITH PRICING 
Another procedure which Krolak and Nelson 15] have found effective 
in approaching the delivery problem utilizes the location - allocation 
model of Cooper [4]. This basic concept can also be used in conjunction 
with Theorem 1 to generate intuitively appealing columns to add to the 
set partitioning model. 
To illustrate the procedure consider the delivery example illustrated 
in Figure 2. Again the circles represent delivery points and the: square 
represents the depot. The basic idea is to use a surrogate distance 
rather than the actual distance in determining the points which are assigned 
to each vehicle. The surrogate distance is obtained by assuming that the 
vehicle travels from the depot to a specified cluster point, represented 
in Figure 2 by the dashed circles. It then makes the deliveries, returning 
after each delivery to the cluster point. After all deliveries have been 
made, the vehicle returns to the depot. Under this surrogate distance, 
the problem becomes one of locating the cluster points, one for each 
vehicle, and then assigning the delivery points to each vehicle. 





the coordinates of delivery point i, (x.,y.) represents the coordinates 
J J 
of cluster point j, and assuming Euclidean distance, the problem can be 
modeled as follows: 
m n 
min y 	12[(x-a)2 	3. + (y.-b.)
2
] zij  








Figure 2. Delivery Example to Illustrate the 
Location - Allocation Model for Clustering. 
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s.t. 	z,. < K 	 j = 1,2,...,n 
J=1 1-3 
i = 1,2,...,m 
zij = 0or 1 all i,j 
z oj = 1 
	
j= 1,2,... 
where n is the number of vehicles and K is the vehicle capacity. When 
= 1, delivery point i is assigned to vehicle j and when z zij 	 ij = 0, 
 
delivery point i is not assigned to vehicle j. 
While there is no method for efficiently solving this problem 
optimally, the following is an attractive heuristic. Pick a set of 
locations for the cluster points. With these coordinates fixed, solve 
theresultingassignmentproblem.Withthesevaluesofz.fixed, 
ij 
solve the resulting location problem. Continue alternating between 
the assignment and location problems for some specified number of 
iterations or until there is no further improvement in the objective. 
Once a cluster has been determined, the vehicle is then routed among 
the points of the cluster. 
A slight modification of this model, together with Theorem 1, 
allows us to generate attractive new columns for the set partitioning 
problem. Suppose that we have a solution to the set partitioning 
problem and a set of row prices p l ,p 2 ,..•,pm . Now consider the model 
z . = 1 
j=1 
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m n 	 m n 





] 	- 	/ p. ljz.. 
	
x,y,z i=0 j=1 	 j 	 1=1 j=1 1  
s.t. 	z
ij •
K j*- = 1,2,...,n 
i=1 




= 0 or 1 all i,j 
z
Oj 
= 1 j = 1,2,...,n 
Any cluster generated by this model will have a positive potential 
savings, with respect to the surrogate distance. Hence, it corresponds 
to an attractive column to add to the set partitioning problem (consider-
ing surrogate distances). 
Since the second constraint has been changed to an inequality, not 
all delivery points will be assigned to cluster points. This simply 
means that the current row price for the delivery point is more attrac-
tive than the cost of serving the delivery point in alternative clusters 
considered by the model. The model can be solved using the same heuristic 
discussed for the earlier location - allocation model. 
8. DIAL-A-RIDE PROBLEM 
The dial-a-ride problem is a much more complex routing problem 
than the delivery problem. In the dial-a-ride problem we are given 
an origin-destination trip matrix and an underlying network on which 
the trips are to be made. There is a single item (people, goods, 
etc.) (demand for service) at each origin that needs to be transported 
to its specified destination. The items are transported from origins 
to destinations on vehicles each having capacity K. We wish to satisfy 
the trip requirements while travelling the minimum distance. 
This is a "static" version of the dial-a-ride problem since time 
is not considered. There are a number of more complex versions of 
this problem, but this version is sufficient to demonstrate the basic 
ideas of our approach. 
The set partitioning model for the dial-a-ride problem is analogus 
to that of the delivery problem, but here rows represent trips rather 
than simple delivery points. The vehicle capacity constraints are 
handled by generating only routes which satisfy them. 
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9. DECOMPOSITION 
In delivery problems, representative of the "one-ended" class of 
routing and scheduling problems, we need only be concerned with a single 
stop for a vehicle to satisfy a particular demand for service. In con-
trast, the "two-ended" class, which includes dial-a-ride problems, requires 
two stops in a specific order (sequence) to satisfy a specific demand for 
service. It is this requirement for sequencing of "pickup" and "dropoff" 
point pairs which adds greatly to the difficulty of handling the two-ended 
class of vehicle routing problems. 
When one considers examples of two-ended problems, it becomes imme-
diately apparent that the sequencing requirements greatly inhibit the 
complex pattern processing abilities of the human. Figure 3 illustrates 
an example of a 25 trip dial-a-ride problem. Rather than displaying 
order and structure, the problem resembles so much spaghetti. It is 
clear that for such problems the human interactor needs more help in 
generating good columns for the set partitioning model. 
Unfortunately, it is also more difficult to apply straight forward 
methods such as the savings approach discussed earlier for the delivery 
example. In generating a dial-a-ride route one must be concerned with 
where both the origin and the destination occur in the sequence in order 
to calculate the potential savings. In addition, the capacity constraint 
may negate what otherwise appears to be good positions for the origin 
and destination in the sequence. 
Because of this complexity, it is helpful to "decompose" 
the problem into two levels which we call "clustering" and "chaining". 
In essence, we consider a route to be made up of two components. Clusters 
44 
Figure 3. An Example of a 25 Trip Dial-a-Ride Problem 
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correspond to trips which can all be on a vehicle at one time, while 
chains correspond to movement from the end of one cluster to the beginning 
of the next. Figure 4 provides an example of five good clusters, while 
Figure 5 illustrates one way it which these five clusters might be linked 
into two chains. 
The partitioning model and pricing concepts can be effectively exploited 
to aid in generating improving clusters and chains in a column generation 
approach to solving two-ended vehicle routing problems. One partitioning 
model can be utilized in generating improving clusters while another parti-
tioning model helps identify better chains. 
In the partitioning model for clustering, the columns represent clusters 
and the rows represent the individual trips (demand for service). We shall 
demonstrate, in the next section, just how the pricing information from the 
partitioning problem can be used to generate additional clusters. 
In the partitioning model for chaining, the columns represent chains 
and the rows represent the individual trips. The function of the chaining 
partitioning model is to combine the clusters into good vehicle routes. 
The overall solution procedure consists of linking the clustering 
models and chaining models together in au interactive manner. The 
clustering models, partitioning matrix and pricing information are used 
to generate good clusters. These clusters are then passed to the chain-
ing phase where they are linked together via the chaining models, par-
titioning matrix and associated pricing information. After chaining, 
it is possible to return to the clustering phase to identify additional 
clusters. 
The next two sections discuss the specifics of clustering and chaining 
Figure 4. Example of Five Clusters 
Figure 5. Example of Two Chains Linking the Five Clusters of Figure 4 
10. CLUSTERING 
In the previous section we introduced the clustering concept. In 
this section we shall provide more details of the concept as well as 
the structure and operation of various clustering models. Figure 6 
depicts a typical cluster (in this case, three trips). 
Clustering makes sense if the origins are reasonably close to-
gether and the destinations are also close together. One way to 
develop an evaluation of such circumstance is to locate the centroid 
of the origins, the centroid of the destinations and accumulate the 
resulting distances from the original trips. In Figure 6 we could 
evaluate the distances represented by (a+b+c) + (d+e+f). If this 
sum is small then it would make sense to cluster the trips. 
By utilizing surrogate distances we lose the actual route dis-
tance evaluation; however, we gain the ability to evaluate large 
numbers of cluster possibilities conveniently and simultaneously. 
In Figure 6 we might employ Euclidean distances. In this case we 
could compare the sum of the row prices, p l + p 2 + p 2 , generated in 
the covering model for clustering to the quantity 2(a+b+c) + 2(d+e+f) 
+ g to determine whether clustering is appropriate. We can think of 
the latter quantity as a surrogate for the vehicle routing distance. 
We can develop a straight forward extension of the Location - 
Allocation model discussed in Section 7 to identify good clusters 










Figure 6. Surrogate Distances for a Typical Cluster 
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correspond to destinations of clusters and trips. 
We can also develop a savings approach to clustering in a similar 
manner to that described earlier for the delivery problem. As in the 
delivery problem, the clusters generated by the Location - Allocation 
models by the savings approaches or by the human interaction can be 
achieved in a set partitioning model. This model can then be solved 
to determine a "best" set of clusters. 
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11. CHAINING 
Upon termination of the clustering process, a number of reasonably 
good clusters are available. This set includes not only the "best" 
cluster sets as selected by the.covering model for clustering, but 
also a number of Other clusters which might be nearly as good, but 
which were not selected in the optimal solution to the covering model. 
The pricing mechanism can again be utilized to select these additional 
"good" clusters. Figure 7 illustrates a set of clusters which might 
result from the clustering process. The clusters in the figure represent 
only the optimal solution to the clustering process. In addition, we 
might have other clusters available, e.g., a cluster containing only 
trips 1 and 2. 
The clusters obtained represent good possibilities for segments 
(legs) of a vehicle route. The next step in the process is to link 
("chain") these clusters into complete vehicles routes. Figure 8 
illustrates the chaining concept. Trips 1 and 2 form one cluster, 
while trips 3, 4 and 5 form another cluster (see Figure 8a). In 
Figure 8b, trips 1 and 2 are replaced by a single pseudo (cluster) 
trip, as is also the case for trips 3, 4 and 5. These cluster trips 
are then chained together. 
The interpretation of chaining is that a single vehicle will 
service the first set of trips (in Figure 8b these would be trips 1 
and 2) and then proceed to service the next set of trips (i.e., trips 
3, 4 and 5) in the chain. Figure 9 illustrates the likely vehicle 
route to service the two clusters. 
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Figure 7. Example of Clusters Resulting from the Clustering Process 
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a. Two Typical Clusters 
  
.01•••• •••■... 
b. The Associated Cluster Arcs Chained Together 























Figure 9. Probable Vehicle Route 
for the Chain of Figure 8b 
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In the partitioning model for chaining, we associate a column of 
the partitioning matrix with each feasible chain (vehicle route) and a 
row for each trip. Column j contains 1 in row i if trip i is serviced 
by chain (vehicle route) j. Otherwise, it contains_a 0 (zero). The 
zero-one variable associated with the columns provide indications of 
which chains were selected in the optimal partitioning solution. Table 
3 illustrates a partitioning matrix for several chains in Figure 7. 
The column generation process for the chaining problem is similiar 
to that for the delivery problem in section 5. However, there are two 
differences which must be addressed. The first is that in the delivery 
problem we were routing through "points" while in chaining, we are 
routing through "lines" (one for each cluster). This requires only minor 
changes in the savings approach; however, the Location - Allocation is no 
longer appropriate. The second difficulty occurs because we do not want two 
clusters in the same chain if they have a trip in common. This is easily 








r-I 	 r-I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 1 
7 1 1 
8 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 1 
.11111•••■ 
Table 3, An Example Partitioning Model 




















































12. DIAL-A-RIDE SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
We may put all of the foregoing ideas together into an algorithm 
for the dial-a-ride problem. Figure 10 provides a flowchart for the 
algorithm. All of the operations 0 thru 0, in Figure 10 have been 
previously discussed except operatiori (1). 
The chaining procedure forms clusters into good vehicle routes. 
In order to increase the flexibility of the chaining procedure we must 
provide it with a number of clusters to work with. Thus, in addition 
to passing the optimal set of clusters to the chaining procedure we 
should also pass a number of other good clusters. For example, we might 
pass clusters which priced out near optimal in the partitioning problem 




Generate an Initial 
Set of Clusters. 
.g. one for each trip) 
Solve the Partitioning Problem lri) 




Use Prices to Generate 
New Clusters. 
Solve the Partitioning 




Select a Number of 
Potentially Good 
Clusters to Work With. 
(e.g. those which priced 
out optimal or near optimal) 
Generate an Initial 
Set of Chains. 
(e.g. one for each trip) 
Figure 10. Flowchart of the Dial-A-Ride Solution Procedure 
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13. PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
The delivery algorithm described in this paper has not yet been 
fully implemented. However, for evaluation purposes a version was 
tested which employed prices to aid the human in locating improving de-
livery solutions,•but did not include a partitioning problem to locate 
a best set from the candidate routes generated. The version was tested 
on the 50-point, 75-point and 100-point problems of Eilon, Watson-Gandy 
and Christofides [6]. All of these problems (1) employ a single depot, 
(2) are Euclidean, and (3) have a limited vehicle capacity. 
The current best known solution values for each of the three problems 
selected are given in Russell [8]. They are 524, 854, and 833 respectively. 
For each problem, one of the authors employed the interactive procedure 
until no improvement could be made. In every case, the best known solution 
value was equalled or exceeded. - Table 4 presents the results of the 
three tests. In some cases an iteration consisted of the complete re-
generation of new routes, whereas, in other cases it consisted of the 
exchange of demand points on a few routes. 
It is very encouraging that the proposed procedure was able to 
generate a better solution to the 100-point problem than the current 




. 	COST ITERATIONS 
50 POINT 524 524 5 
75 POINT 
r 	
854 ---- 	854 4 
100 POINT 833 827 11 
Table 4. Results of the Proposed Method 




An interactive delivery system and dial-a-ride system based on the 
concepts presented here have been implemented on a Chromatics colorgrahics 
terminal interfaced with a CYBER 74 mainframe computer. Preliminary 
tests indicate that the interactive procedure is able to compete with 
state-of-the-art automatic procedures for delivery problems without a 
great degree of human effort. Although the systems are in many ways 
very rudimentary, they dramatically indicate the potential for this kind 
of human aided optimization. 
The interactive procedures should derive their greatest benefits in 
more complex problems containing unusual side constaints (e.g. multiple 
depots, time, etc.) which the human is able to perceive and control. 
We are in the process of making extensive modifications in the software 
and are testing a variety of new models and heuristics to aid in clustering 
and in route generation. 
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Two models of clustering are developed for the dial-a-ride pro-
blem. End Point Clustering attempts to assign the trips to cluster 
points located in the two dimensional space of trips. Linear Clustering 
assigns the trips to lines in the trip'space. 
Each cluster method is fully developed methodologically and an 
algorithm is also presented for implementation of the techniques. 
Test examples as well as Rochester dial-a-ride data offer encouraging 
evidence of the usefullness of the cluster methods. 
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1. 	INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following class of two-ended routing problems: For a 
given origin-destination trip matrix and an underlying network on which 
the trips are to be made, there are items (people, goods, etc.) at each 
origin that must be ftransported to their destination. The items are to 
be transported from origins to destinations on vehicles with a capacity 
of k in such a manner so as to minimize the total distance travelled. 
The particular routing problem which will be considered in this paper 
is the dial-a-ride problem in which a trip represents a demand for ser-
vice by a subscriber of the transportation system. See Cullen, Jarvis, 
and Ratliff [1] for further discussion of this problem. 
Because of the complex nature of this class of routing problems, 
it is extremely difficult to solve even moderately sized problems 
optimally. Instead, the approach that will be taken here is to first 
cluster the trips together into groups of size k or less and then to 
determine a minimum distance route through the origins and destinations 
of each cluster. Clearly any grouping of size k or less will satisfy 
the capacity requirements of the vehicles; however, if the clusters are 
chosen poorly, the resulting routes will not be of minimum distance. 
Furthermore, the routing problem is restricted in that the origin of 
each trip must be visited before the destination. Thus, the solution 
of a dial-a-ride problem will proceed in two steps, a clustering step 
and a routing step. 
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2. 	CLUSTERING 
The purpose of clustering is to group together those trips which 
form minimum distance routes. In general, it is difficult to determine 
the exact contribution of each trip to the total route distance. Hence, 
clustering models use surrogate measures instead. These measures are 
composed of two parts: the distance between the origin (destination) 
of a trip and the cluster, and the distance along the cluster. (The 
details of these distances will be specified later.) The surrogate 
measure for each vehicle approximates the total distance that the vehicle 
must travel in routing through the trips assigned to it. For example, 
in one type of clustering the vehicle can always begin at an origin 
point for the cluster, go out and back to the origin of each trip, 
travel to a destination point for the cluster, and go out and back to 
the destination of each trip. Furthermore, the out-and-back distance 
for each trip can be weighted by a distance multiplier to improve the 
quality of the surrogate measure. 
Two types of distance criteria can be used in clustering: Minimum 
Load Distance and Minimum Vehicle Distance. Load distance refers to the 
total of vehicle load times vehicle distance travelled whereas vehicle 
distance refers only to the total vehicle distance travelled. The appro-
priateness of either criteria depends upon the application. For example, 
if the routing problem concerns people, it may be more appropriate to 
use the load distance criteria. (Presumably people prefer to minimize 
their vehicle distance travelled). If the routing problem concerns 
objects, it may be more appropriate to use the vehicle distance criteria. 
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In some applications it may not be possible to "split" loads. This 
restriction requires that all of the load for a trip be carried on the 
same vehicle. In some applications it may be appropriate to split loads 
in terms of some unit of divisibility. For example, if people are being 
carried on the trips, then it does not bake sense to divide into units 
smaller than one person. 
The clustering problem to be solved in the dial-a-ride application 
can be formally stated as follows: 
Minimize: 	1 	e..x.. + 	f, 
i j 1J 	
. j 
Subject to: 	x 	< k. 	 V j 
xij  = Z. 	 V i 
xij = 0, 1, ..., t i u i, j 
where: e = the distance between the origin of trip i and 
ij 
cluster j plus the distance between the desti-
nation of trip i and cluster j. 
f = the distance along the cluster line for vehicle j 
k. = the capacity of vehicle j 
= the load of trip i 
X = the distance multiplier 
This problem employs the minimum vehicle distance criteria with load 
splitting.Thexvariables are in terms of units of load and determine 
how much of trip i's load is assigned to vehicle'j. The constraint set 
is that of a transportation problem, and as such it can be efficiently 
solved. 
Consider the clustering problem. So far, no mention has been made 
of the specific method of determining the quantities eijand fj . Rather, 
e..ij was identified only as the distance between the origin and the desti- 
nation of trip i and the cluster j, and f. only as the distance along 




3. ENDPOINT CLUSTERING 
The first method of clustering is known as endpoint clustering and 
is illustrated in Figure 1. (For purposes of illustration all distances 
are euclidean, although it is possible to use squared euclidean and 
rectilineardistancesasuiell.)Ihthisexamplee..=13 .1  +. (11 
0r more 
precisely: 
- 	- 	 - 	- 	 ^ 	11 











Also, f = r or more precisely: 
- 	 - f. = ((aj  - aj
)





For this method of calculating e.. and f,,, it can be shown that the 
13 
objective function is not convex. Hence, it may not be possible to deter-
mine the optimal solution to this problem without resorting to some sort 
of enumerative procedure. Instead, a heuristic approach to solving this 
problem has been developed. Initial computational experience with this 
algorithm indicates that it converges rapidly to a locally optimal solution. 
The heuristic algorithm is based on the following decomposition of 
the clustering problem: Suppose initial values for the cluster points 




 are known. (Two methods of determining these values 
will be discussed later.) Then it is possible to compute values for e.. 13 
andf.asshownabove.Furthermore,thequantitiese..
13 
and f. become con- 
stants in the objective function and the only variables are the x..s. 13 
The problem is now a transportation problem and can be readily solved to 
2uTialswi3 lwrodpua - i ain2T3 
I 	I 
• ic 6 • X 
v 	v 
F 	C 
q •g • u 
yield locally optimal values of the x..s. With these values of the x..s 
13 13 
as constants in the objective function, the resulting problem is now a 
location problem and can be readily solved using the Hyperbolic Approxi-
mation Procedure [2] to yield locally optimal values of 3., b. and a . , b.. 
This decomposition is illustrated in Figure 2. 
The algorithm alternates back and forth between solving a transporta-
tion problem and a location problem until no further improvement in the 
objective function can be obtained. Since the resulting solution is only 
locally optimal, the quality of the final solution is a function of the 
initial values of the cluster points. Two methods of determining the 
initial cluster points have been tested. In the first method, the origin 
and destination points for the clusters are set equal to the origin and 
destination points for selected trips. These trips are chosen so as to 
give a fair representation of the dispersion of trips throughout the 
space. In the second method, the initial cluster points are selected 
by an operator using a color graphics terminal on which the trips are 
displayed. This method attempts to exploit the ability of a human operator 
to recognize spatial relationships. 
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Location/Allocation Problem (Euclidean Distance) 
Minimize: y [xx..(( 	_ 	) 2 	;.) 2 ) 11 
i 	 j 	/1 
- X.) 2 + (S. - 'Y' .) 2 ) 11 13 	3 	 ] + 1 	' 3 
y y - 	 - 	) 2) 1/2 
J 
Subject to: 1 x.. < k. 	 V j 
i 1J — J 
I x. = .e. 	 V i 
J 
, lj 	1 
xij = 0, 1 , ..., Ci 	1,7 ij 
Transportation Problem (Euclidean Distance) 
Minimize: 	I 
i j 1J 13 
Subject to: As above 
Where: 
- 	- 	 - 	- 
d.. = X((a. - x.)
2 
 + (b. - yi ) 2 ) i  + 
X((a. - x.) + (b. - yi ) 2 ) i  + 
kl
//- 	x  





) 2 	 b 
J J 
Location Problem (Euclidean Distance) 
Minimize: 	y 	[xx..(( 	- xi  ) 2 	(7. - 	) 2) 1/2 1, 
. 
, i j j 
- X. ) 2 + (b. - Y' .) 2) 15 + 13 	a. 	3 
- ;,.) 2 + (S. - iscl.) 2 ) 1/2 ] 2.] 	3 	J 	J 
Figure 2 - Decomposition Procedure for Endpoint Clustering 
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4. 	LINEAR CLUSTERING 
The second method of clustering is known as linear clustering and is 
depicted in Figure 3. (For purposes of illustration all distances are 
euclidean.) The line connecting a , b with a , b is known as the cluster 
line. The point cij,ij 
represents the point on the cluster line that is 
closest to the origin point for trip i. Likewise, the point c ij , aii repre-
sents the point on the cluster line that is closest to the destination point 
for trip i. (As noted in the figure c ij , d ij can be represented as a convex 
combination of 3 ,
j 
and a . , b . Likewise, for c ij , d ij
. This represen- 
i 





or more pre- 
cisely: 
- 	 - 	- 	 ^ 	 ^ 
eij = (( 	. - x.)
2 
 + (d.. - y.) 2 ) 1/2 + ((c.. - 	.)
2 	




I.] 	 ij 13 
x 
The calculation of f. is somewhat more complicated; in terms of the notation 
it is as follows: 
f. = ((&kj - tj )2 + ( dkj - 2tj ) 
- 	- 
where: ckj , dkj is that point for which Xk = max (X1 ) 
dtj is that point for which Tit = max (ff. 1 ) 





the direction of the origin and the most extreme point c if , d.. in the 13 
direction of the destination. This is illustrated for an example involving 
two trips in Figure 4. 
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Thus far it has been assumed that c ij
, d
ij 
and c if , d
ij 
exist, but 
no method of calculating them has been presented. Fortunately, it is 
possibletocalctdatethesepoints(orratbertlleirX. sndr . values) 
 in closed form, thus avoiding the expense of an iterative procedure. 
For euclidean and squared euclidean distances, it can be shown that 
I 	 X.1 	1 = ((X. - a. ) ( 	j3. - 	) + G. - i j )(17).j  - 1;))/ 1  
II 	
((a- - ;,.) 2 + 6. - C..) 2 ) 
J 	J 
and 
I/ 	 Iri = ((Xi - aj )(ai - 3i ) + (y i - 1) j )(1;





 + (b. - b.) 2 ) 
	
J 	J 
For rectilinear distances, it can be shown that 
A 	A 	 A 
Ai = (Xi - 	aj)/(aj  - 	aj ) if 13j - 	aj 1 / 1 6 i 	bj 1> 1 




= (x . - 	 - 3 	
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) if 	- 3!/11;. - 171).! > 1 
J1 J J 	 J 	 J 
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1 < 1 
JJJ 	J  
A proof of these results is contained in Appendix A. 
I/ 	 As with endpoint clustering, the linear clustering problem is also not 
convex in its objective. Hence, a similar heuristic approach to solving 
the problem is taken. Given a set of cluster points a . , b and aj , b . , a 
transportation problem is solved to yield locally optimal values of the x. ij 
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Given a set ofxij 's, a location problem is solved to yield values of a j
, 
b . and a,, b . . While the transportation problem for linear clustering 
is identical to that for endpoint clustering, the location problem in 
linear clustering is more difficult and cannot be solved by use of the 
Hyperbolic Approxim&tion Procedure. To , illustrate this point, consider 
the formulation of the location problem in linear clustering for eucli-
dean distance shown in Figure 5. This problem has a nonlinear objective 
function and nonlinear constraints. While one would probably not attempt 
to solve this problem in this form (since the constraints are all equa-
tions, they can be substituted into the objective function), it does 
illustrate the difficulty in solving this problem: the cross-product 







d k.) 2 ) 1/21 . 
i,k 
Because of the difficulties in solving the location problem in linear 
clustering, it does not seem possible to solve the problem efficiently. 
However, suppose that the problem is simplified by eliminating the distance 
along the cluster line from the objective function for each cluster. The 
resulting problem is that of minimizing the sum of the distances to the 
cluster line for all trips in a cluster for each cluster. Morris and 
Norback 13] have shown that in an optimal solution to this problem, the 
cluster line must pass through at least two of the trip points (origins 
or destinations). Thus, the procedure which they suggest for solving this 
problem is to enumerate all pairs of points as possible locations for the 
cluster line, and to select that pair for which the sum of the distances 
to the cluster line is minimal. 
Location Problem (Euclidean Distance) 







- x.) + (d - y.) )
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+ 
max ((c 	- c )
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ij kj 	ij 	kj 
j i,k 
Subject to: a.c.. + 	= y. 	 V ij 
J 1j j 1 J 	j 
+ = Y. ij 	13 	j 
V ij 
Where: 	ct.,f3.,andy.are the coefficients in linear form 
J 	J 
(i.e.ct.x+ gj y - y = 0) of the cluster line 
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Figure 5 - Location Problem in Linear Clustering 
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If one assumes for the location problem in linear clustering that the 
cluster line must also pass through two trip points, then the problem can 
be solved by evaluating the objective function for each location of the 
cluster line and selecting that location with the minimum value. This 
assumption can be pa'rtially justified by noting that the distance along 
the cluster line is mostly a function of the minimum and maximum x and y 
coordinates for the trips in the cluster. Thus, it is approximately a 
constant. If the enumerative solution approach is adopted, then it is 
possible to consider more realistic values for the e.. terms. Recall 
that the term e ij represents the contribution of trip i to the total 
route distance for cluster j. While letting e ij 
be simply the distance 
between the origin of trip i and cluster line j plus the distance between 
the destination of trip i and cluster line j is not a bad approximation, 
it can be improved upon in many cases. The various combinations of a 
trip i and a cluster line j which give rise to different ways of evalu-
ating e. j are shown in Figure 6. The trip is indicated by two points 
connected by a solid line, and the cluster line j is indicated by two 
points connected by a dashed line. 
To illustrate the rationale for the method of evaluating e.. in 
Figure 6, consider Case 2. Vehicle j must travel out and back to the 
origin and destination for trip i from the cluster line. Hence, e ij 
in-
cludes distances a and b. Furthermore, because the line which connects 
the origin for trip i with cluster line j intersects the cluster line to 
the left of the origin for cluster j, vehicle j must travel the additional 











Figure 6 - Evaluation of e., in Linear Clustering 
ij 
Case 7 =a+b+c 
e.. =a+b+ c 
e.. =a+b+ c 
Case 6 
0--  
MOM* 	 Nom/m=1W ■•••■•11 ••■•■••• 
Case 5 
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Figure 6 - Continued 
Case 9 e.. =a+b+ c 
'3 






e ij =a+b+c 
Case 12 
0- •■•■1111, 	 IMIMMOI ■•■■•.11.111 ■1•111 111•10■0111. 
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Figure 6 - Continued 
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5. EXAMPLES OF CLUSTERING 
The clustering techniques described above have been implemented on 
a color graphics terminal. Endpoint and linear clustering models were 
applied to a sample set of Rochester, New York dial-a-ride data. The 
results appear quite favorable and afe encouraging for future efforts 
clustering model development. 
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Appendix A 
Verification of Closed Form Expressions 
for Tr and A in Linear Clustering 
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First consider euclidean and squared euclidean distances. The problem 
of finding the point on the cluster line that minimizes the distance 
between the line and an origin (or destination) point is identical for 
euclidean and squared euclidean distances. This is true because the 
minimum of the square root of a function occurs at the same point as that 
for the minimum of the function. 
Let D represent the squared euclidean distance from an origin point 
to the cluster line. (For simplicity of notation the subscripts are 
dropped.) Then, 
D = 	+ (1 - 	- X) 2 + 	+ 	- )0 13 - 
awn = 2(Aa + (1 - X)3. - i)(2 - 	+ 
201; + (1 - X)1; - }0(b - b) 
= (X6 - 	+ a - x) (a - a) + ( A(b - 13) + b - T)6 - 
= A(a - a) + (a - x)(a - a) + X(1; 	b) + (b - y)(1; - b) 
= A(6 - 	+ 	- 	- «Tc - a) - 	+ 	- 13)6 - b)) = 0 
A = 	- 	- "a') + 	- 11)6 - S»/«-a- - a) 2 + 	- s) 2) 
The argument is similar for Tr. Hence, 
7 = 	- )(a - 	+ (9 - 17.)(S - 1-;))/«2 - ) 2 + 	- S) 2 ) 
Consider rectilinear distance next. Let D represent the rectilinear 
distance from an origin point to the cluster line. Then 
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D= IX; + (1 - X); - XI + IX + (1 - X)13 - 31 
= 	- 3) - (;‹ - 3)1 + lx(13 - Co - 	- Col 
This can be rewritten as the following linear programming problem. 
	
Minimize: 	D = A + B 
Subject to: (a - a) A A = (X - 
(b - 1;)X + B = (y - b) 
A, A, B unrestricted 
Excluding for the moment the case where X* = 0, we know from the theory of 
linear programming that if A* # 0, then either A* = 0 or B* = 0. If A* = 0, 
then either x = a and A* = 0 or y = b and B* = 0. Hence, when D is minimized 
either 1) 
- a) - 	- 	= 0 	A = (T - )/(a - 3) 
or 2) 
lx(s - 	- 	- Col = 0 	A = ci - C0/(b - b) 
Thus, at optimality A can take on only two values; denote them by A l and A2 . 
For case 1) to occur then 
D(al) < D(X2  ) —  
1((b - 130)(; - a) - ( - a) (Y - 	- a)1 < 
- i;)(3 - a) - 	- l;)(x - ))/(13 - i;)1 
which implies 
- a1 > Is - 1;1 
For case 2) to occur then 
Ia - al < 	- 1;1 
In summary, 
X = (X - 	- 	 if Ia  - a1/11; - 1;1 > 1 
	
= (37 - 1;)/(1; - 1;) 	if 1.; - 	- 1;1 < 1 
The argument for 7 is similar. 
7 = (X - 3)/(a - 3) 	if 	- a1/11; - 1;1 >1 
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ABSTRACT 
A network flow model of chaining in the Dial-A-Ride transportation 
problem is developed. Since the network flow model employs side constraints, 
viz certain subsets of arcs may only have one unit of flow between them, 
it cannot be solved by ordinary network'flow techniques. 
A Lagrangian relaxation method is developed to handle the side con-
straints of the network flow problem for chaining. The method appears to 
work well on small test problems; however, further testing will be required 
before definite answers about its usefullness can be obtained. 
1. 	INTRODUCTION 
Elsewhere [1] a framework for modeling and analysis of demand respon-
sive (dial-a-ride) transportation systems has been discussed. Figure 1 
illustrates a dial-a-ride problem in which 11 trips (people) must be accomo-
dated . Each arc represents an association of origin and destination for 
the particular trip. The problem is to route the available vehicles through 
the community so as to satisfy all trip requirements with minimum distance. 
In [1] a two stage procedure was developed for analyzing a dial-a-ride 
system. The trips were first "clustered". The object of clustering is to 
identify subgroups of trips which will be serviced by the same vehicle by 
first visiting their origins and then visiting their destinations. Figure 
2 depicts five such clusters. By employing different clustering techniques 
(see [2]) it is possible to generate a number of different clusters, all 
containing the same trip. 
The clusters obtained represent good possibilities for segments (legs) 
of a vehicle route. The next step in the process is to link ("chain") these 
clusters into complete vehicles routes. Figure 2 illustrates the chaining 
concept. Trips 1 and 2 form one cluster, while trips 3, 4 and 5 form another 
cluster (see Figure 2). In Figure 2, trips 1 and 2 are replaced by a single 
pseudo (cluster) trip, as is also the case for trips 3, 4 and 5. These 
cluster trips are then chained together. 
The interpretation of chaining is that a single vehicle will service 
the first set of trips (in Figure 2 these would be trips 1 and 2) and then 
proceed to service the next set of trips (i.e., trips 3, 4 and 5) in the chain. 
Several figures in this report are repeated from the earlier report [ 1] 
so that the current report can be read as a self-contained document. 
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12 
a. Two Typical Clusters 
b. The Associated Cluster Arcs Chained Together 
Figure 2. An Example of Chaining Clusters Together 
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Figure 3 illustrates the likely vehicle route to'service the two clusters. 
We shall demonstrate how mathematical models can be developed to aid 
the human in developing good chains (vehicle routes). 
99 
Figure 3. Probable Vehicle Route 




2. NETWORK FLOW/PARTITIONING MODEL FOR CHAINING 
The most fundamental model of chaining is based on network flows. 
In a network we represent each cluster trip by two nodes (an origin and 
a destination node) and an arc. We then add additional arcs to the net-
work which link the destination node of one cluster arc to the origin 
node of another cluster arc on the basis of proximity considerations. In 
Figure 4, we indicate one network flow model for the clusters of Figure 1. 
To establish the flow variables for the network flow problem consider 
the case where each trip appears in exactly one cluster. We assign every 
arc an upper capacity of 1, the dashed arcs a lower capacity of 0 (zero) 
and the solid cluster arcs a lower capacity of 1 indicating that these 
trips must be serviced. Arc flow costs for the network flow problem are 
the associated vehicle travel distances. If the "starting node" and the 
"ending node" represents the vehicle storage depot, then we may also assign 
additional costs to the arcs originating at the starting node to reflect the 
fixed cost of using each vehicle (provided they are all the same). 
If the network flow problem for chaining contains no circuits and if 
the same trip does not appear in two different clusters in the network, then 
the resulting chains (vehicles routes) will be valid ores. If either of 
these two conditions are explicitly included in the model, then the under-
lying network flow problem becomes considerably more complicated. 
We can circumvent some of the problems associated with the difficult 
problems of chaining by utilizing a partitioning model of chaining. (Actually 
we substitute one difficulty for another.) In a partitioning model of chaining, 
we associate a column of the partitioning matrix for each feasible chain 
(vehicle route) and a row for each trip. Column j contains a 1 in row i if 
trip i is serviced by chain (vehicle route) j. Otherwise, it contains a 0 
(zero). The zero-one variable associated with the columns provide indications 
••••••■•• 
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of which chains were selected in the optimal partitioning solution. Table 1 
illustrates a partitioning matrix for several chains in Figure 4. 
Besides solving the partitioning model optimally (which we would not 
likely do), the obvious difficulty with such a model is in generating the 
candidate chains (columns). To aide in this column generation process, we 
could employ (1) the human (which would certainly be part of any interactive 
process), (2) a savings approach to combine clusters into chains, (3) a 
network flow model or (4) some other method. The first two of these column 
generation approaches should be reasonably intuitive to develop. We shall 
briefly describe the third one. Suppose we have identified some candidate 
columns (chains) for the primary concern partitioning problem (e.g. the 
individual clusters from the clustering process). Then, the partitioning 
model will yield (1) an optimal solution and (2) a set of row prices. As 
before, a column j not in the solution appears favorable if 
1 p i  a.. - 
c. > 0. 
j 
where P. is the price for row i in the partitioning problem (see [1]). 
Now, c is the cost (distance) of servicing the chain. Also, 1 p.aij is the 
cost of servicing the given trips in the current partitioning solution. Con-
sider how these two terms might be represented in the network of Figure 4. 
Suppose we associate with each dashed arc the negative of whatever 
costs that are incurred in traversing the arc (this is the same as before 
with a sign change). Associated with each clustering arc the quantity / p - c, 
where the term p represents the sum of row prices for trips in the cluster 
and c represents the cost of the cluster. With these costs defined on the 
network, we seek a path (or paths) in the network, from the starting to the 
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path satisfies the condition for a potentially improving chain, and can be 
added to the partitioning problem. 
Again, with this network flow model (a shortest path model for a single 
chain) we have the difficulties associated with circuits and with the same 
trip serviced several times by a single chain. The phenomenon of a trip 
being serviced several times seems to occur infrequently since in seeking 
a least cost solution, the model tends to avoid such an instance. When it 
does occur, an attractive heuristic is to simply delete one of the conflicting 
clusters from the column being generated. We are currently utilizing the 
human interactor to handle the case where the flow problem contains circuits. 
The human breaks the circuits and patches the paths back together. If we 
restrict the procedure to locating a single improving path each time, the 
resulting shortest path model lends itself more intuitively to the develop-
ment of good heuristic procedures for solving both of the major difficulties 
associated with the flow mode. In particular it is much easier for the 
human to break the circuits in a single path than in multipaths. 
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3. THE LAGRANGIAN APPROACH 
A possible approach to solving the problem of multiple trips in chaining 
involves the use of Lagrangian multipliers. When dealing with a general 
primal problem P(x) of the form: 
P(x): min cx 
s.t. Ax > b 
xCX 
the Lagrangian relaxation, P u(x), is defined as 
P (x): min cx + A(b-Ax) 
S•t• xEX 
where X is a nonnegative vector with one component for each row of A. This 
relaxation removes constraints from the constraint set and adds them, as a 
form of penalty, to the objective function. It can be proven that for all 
X > 0, V(P (x)) < v(P(x)), where v(.) denotes optimal objective value. Thus 
P (x) is a valid relaxation of the primal problem. This relaxation will 
become helpful when considering a network flow problem consisting of chaining 
clusters together with the added constraints prohibiting multiple trips. 
Since these added multiple trip constraints rob the problem of its network 
form, steps should be taken to somehow eliminate these "bad" constraints. 
It will be attempted in the following manner. First, separate the primal 
constraint matrix into two submatrices as follows: 
106 
' 	A' 
A = [ j 
A' 
where A' represents the set of all network constraints and A" represents 
the set of all multiple trip prohibitiDn constraints. Then, relax the 
primal to P (x), where 	 L. 
P (x): min cx + (b"-A"x) 
s.t. xEX 
where X = {x: A'x > 
It will be noted that b' is a lxk' matrix where k' = twice the number of 
clusters and b" is a lxk" matrix where k" = the number of trips. 
The dimension of k" is intuitive since each trip will have its own 
constraint prohibiting duplication. It is therefore possible to view X i 
 as the penalty for chaining more than une cluster containing the ith trip. 
Once the modified problem P
V
(x) has been constructed, the next step is 
to solve it using a network flow algorithm, for example the out-of-kilter 
algorithm. By defining a supersource node, a supersink node and a return 
arc connecting the sink to the source, a lower bound on the number of chains 
generated can be established. For instance, if the lower bound on the return 
arc is 2, at least two chains would be generated (the validity of these 
chains is yet to be established however). See Figure 5 for an example. 
Although the return arc has been forced to 2, three chains are formed 
-' B, C + D, and E F + G). Since the final chain is actually a negative 
flow circuit, the chain was established by simply deleting the largest arc 
connecting the clusters. The chaining algorithm thus proposed will itera-
tively solve an out-of-kilter problem and at each iteration store all valid 
vom3aN SuTureq0 843 TIT poluieun uoT3nToS y Jo aTdmexa -g ain2Ta 
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chains as columns for the set covering model. By increasing the X
i 
for the 
violated trips on invalid chains, new solutions to the algorithm will be 
generated during the next iteration. The idea behind increasing the X., 
of course, is to make clusters violating the one trip constraint less 
desirable. The X. will be increased until all clusters containd trip i 
(except possibly one) are driven from the chain. 
Consider an example of this method. Figure 6 represents twelve 
clusters that are available upon termination of the clustering routine. 
The trips within each cluster are shown in Table 2 and the costs of traveling 
from one cluster to another (along with the benefits of servicing each 
cluster) is shown in Table 3. 
Initially, the problem was solved using X i = 0 for every i and a return 
arc of 1, with the result shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, a chain of 






was formed. This is not, however, a valid chain 
since trip 6 is contained in both cluster 6 and cluster 2. If a return arc 
constraint of two is used (Figure 8) two paths are generated, neither of 
which constitutes a valid chain. It will be noted, however, that the raising 
of the lower bound decreased the value of the objective function, thus 
increasing the benefits. If this were not the ease, it would indicate that 
the chains being added (or augmented) were not particularly good ones. 
Taking the simpler case of only one conflict (with the return arc constraint 
of 1), we increase the value of X6 
to 5 (since 6 is the violated trip) and 
resolve the conflict. Figure 9 indicates that two chains are formed, with 
one a negative flow circuit. Since neither path contains any conflicts, 
two valid chains have been generated. Their corresponding set cover columns 
are: [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1] t for the negative flow circuit of 
x8 .÷ x9 -* x12 and [1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0] t for x2 4- xl . Computing 
• 
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Figure 6. Twelve Clusters Available for Chaining 
* 
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5 4 5 6,8 
6 2,5,6 6 6,9 
7 2,4 7 9,10 
8 5,8 8 8,11 
9 6,7 9 12 
10 7,11 10 12,13 
11 8 11 10,15 
















































































































































































Figure 7. Example of a Chain Through the Clusters 
SWIM 21■1. ■1,1 
• 
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Figure 8. The Network Flow Solution for a Two Chain Requirement 
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• 	 the reduced costs for x2 
4 x
1 
the path is source 4 node 2 4 node 14 4 
node 1 4 node 13 4 sink and its reduced cost is 0 + (-16) + 7 + (-13) 





the reduced cost is (-9) + 3 + 
(-2) + 9 + (-7) + 5 = -1. Now the most expensive arc of cost 9 is deleted 
(eliminating the circuit). Thus, the true reduced cost is -1 -9 = -10. 
An alternate way to approach this problem is to increase only those 
costs corresponding to clusters containing violated trips. Thus, in 
Figure 7, where clusters 6 and 2 both contained trip 6, only those two 
clusters would be increased by 5 (in the Lagrangean relaxation approach 
all clusters containing trip 5 would be penalized, whether they are in the 
basis or not). The difference will be noted in Figure 10. Now there is a 
conflict in path 2 which contains clusters 12, 8 and 5. If the costs for 
cluster 5 had been penalized for having trip 6 (as was done in Figure 8), 
the cluster would not have entered into the basis, thus avoiding the con-
flict. More generally, penalizing only the violated clusters goes against 
the very spirit of the method developed, since it only addresses selected 
members of the A" matrix. 
Finally, the lower bound is raised from 1 to 2 in the final model (with 
A
6 
= 5). This breaks up the negative flow circuit (Figure 11) and generates 




which is a proper subset of the column generated by 
the negative flow circuit. Since its reduced cost is (-7) + 5 + (-9) = -11 
and it is not dominated by the negative flow cycle column, it is a valid 
column. 
Summarizing the example, there were three valid columns added to the 
partitioning model for the clusters presented. By varying other parameters 
(such as lower bounds of each cluster, which could be made 1 to force inclu-
sion in the basis), a number of other possibly valid columns could be 
generated. 
Figure 10. The Network Flow Solution When Only 
Certain Clusters Containing Trip 6 Are Penalized by 5. 
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Figure 11. The Network Flow Solution 
for A Two Chain Requirement With X 6 •= 5 
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It will be noted that it was not explained by how much X. should be 
incremented so as to drive the violated clusters out of the basis. This 
problem will be addressed later on in the extensions section. For the time 
being, let it just be noted that for some nonnegative value of X a "better" 
solution may be determined. 
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4. OTHER MODELS FOR CHAINING 
It has also been suggested that a shortest path algorithm might be used 
to address the problem of chaining. The mathematical formulation of the 
shortest path problem is 
min cx 
s.t. 	xi . 	xv . 








i 0 1 or m 
i = m 
x.. = 0, 1 i,j = 1,2,...,m 
As can be seen, this is a special case of the out-of-kilter algorithm, with 
the return arc restricted to one. Since the general case is the more useful 
one here, the intuitive approach of using the shortest path algorithm will 
not be considered further. 
5. 	EXTENSIONS 
The first extension which will be discussed is calculation of "good" 
values for the Lagrangian multipliers. A good value, in this context, con-
stitutes a value which will drive at least one violated cluster from the 
basis. To do this, the dual variables arrived at in the termination of 
the out-of-kilter algorithm were examined. Considering the example pre-
viously analyzed, after the first iteration (with all X i = 0) there was 
one conflict, which arose because clusters 2 and 6, both elements of the 
basis, both contain trip 6. The dual variables are shown in Table 4. The 
reduced cost for each cluster ppears in Table 5 for six values of A
6
. 
It will be noticed that if the reduced cost is less than zero, the arc is 
at its lower bound; similarly, if the reduced cost is greater than zero, 
the arc is at its upper bound. If the reduced cost is zero, however, the 
out-of-kilter algorithm states that an arc could be at its lower bound or 
upper bound thus (as evidence by the data in Table 5) there is no obvious 
way to find the minimum X needed to change the basis. There is, however, a 
strong chance that further research in this area will yield a method for 
calculating the Lagrangian multipliers which is superior to the haphazard 
method previously employed. 
Another possible extension of the Lagrangian multiplier method outlined 
is investigation into the possibility that a certain circumstance or set of 
circumstances might cause the upper bound on the return arc to be varied. 
Since this ripper bound constraint does effect the chains produced (as shown in 
the previous example), it is possible that a certain upper bound or sequence 
of upper bounds, should be used to generate chains. 
A second, more general, extension that should be pursued is the incor-
poration of time constraints into the model. This would most likely be done 


































0 1 2 	3 	4 	5 
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0 0 0 
2 8 0 0 0 0 0 
3 	-1 	-1 	-1 	0 	0 	-1 
C 	4 	0 	3 0 	0 	0 	• 	0 	0 
L 5 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	
0 
U 6 	0 	0 	0 	
-1 -1 0 
S 7 	0 0 0 0 	0 	0 
T8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E 9 	-3 	-3 	-2 	-2 	-1 	0 
R 10 	-2 	-2 	-2 	-1 	-1 	-2 
11 	-2 	-2 	-2 -2 	-2 	-2 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Smallest value of X 6 which eliminates 
multiple trip within one cluster. 
X6 =3 
• • • 
0 indicates elements of basis, i.e. flow is one. 
Table 5. Reduced Costs for Various Values of X 6 
clustering would then be done on an hour-by-hour ,basis so the chaining 
would be forced to take into account these time precedent relationships. 
While this has not been addressed in the chaining study thus far, it 
remains a worthwhile topic for future study. 
Another possibility for chaining is to utilize a savings approach 
similar to that described in [ 1]. The development of such an approach 
would follow directly from the method described there. 
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6. 	CONCLUSIONS 
Futher development and testing of several methods will be required 
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5120 CsS "CLCSE 6 NET34%E" 
93c0 aFp., 04 * REORAI: ROOTINE 
9010 	CPP (271 : . '0A1". 1 9 1 ,5 :0 	 ( .121 Ck.7 . 
8125 PIT Ci R4(27) :"01,1 —N1 9 t431.74E.510";j":C:- %: (f.2);CH 7':- (27) :"OF": 
bin P7TURN 
9020 1OS"0,77A% E F NETEAVE" 
9030 INPUT riI HU 
• 93C IF MN=0 THEN GCTO 9090 
9050 FO I = 1 TO MN 
9360 1iUT 	E; Nt4(I,1),NW 	.2"1“ WU / 	 (1,5) 
9370 GOSUO 4000 
90P0rr--- YT 
9090 DOS "CLCSE 6" 
9395 pi:  
9160 RETURN 
9500 PEM 44" CLEARROUTINE 
9510 
9520 PINT CPRI(27):"XL1 — t ■ Jvlp5103co.:":C"..(12)%C+47::(271:"OAC": 
9525 PRINT CPR.: (27) :"0A1 -141.0 14,3124, 	c" 	112 ):Crtz"; (27) :"040 — :F"; 
9530 FETURt. 
6-, 7 
4 ;! 7 7 






202,427 7 51"C4 , GE" 
2G2,425,19"CLEA;7 " 
709F02,79"CL7L - A - IDP NETWO - r: CE- NEFATION" 
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17r OC: , ; 
140 ON ERFCc.i: 	GOT° 500 
OUT:;1 ,:Cs 7.: 
GO:0 1r-C 
500 a'LM *::* VAIN rz . ;.0 RCCTINE 
5135 XrCUqS',4?1!):%"=CUSV(4) 
510 GOSOB 4003 
520 IF VI=0 1MEN PESLftE 
530 
(0 F2=0 
560 PRINT " — W1,4013495.10";CF, R(12): 
562 M=0 
S IF F1c>4 THEN GCSUD 4500 
570 M=F 1 4-1 
575 IF F1=4 TH.EN 
56( SOU3 4500 
590 IF F1 	THEN GOTO 550.0 
592 IF F1=2 INEN GOTO 69fl:; 
593 IF Fi=3 THEN GOTO 7900 
594 IF F1=4 THEN GOTO 9000 
595 OUTc.W-30,0 
630 RET.:MF 
1000 PEr 444 	'ID—RUN PE17T1RT 
1005 CLEAR 400 
1010 RP=1 
1020 COTO 94 
20CC RTV v'f* TPANSMISSIV, FCCTIf.LE 
2100 PEM 	IT/INIT 
2110 ON EFFOR40 GOTC 0 
2159 PETURl 
2200 Ft 	XVIT/CCMEIET7 
2210 PRINT CHR5(27):"CAF"lOHR(27) "IA4":, 
2215 7=0 'THIS IS A Dory STIITEt, EitT 
2220 PRINT C!'::(27) 
22.30 V.:TURN 
2300 Pit- 1 	PECEIVE/INIT 
2310 CU ERROR;1 0 GOT° 0 
2320 PPINT CFR7(27):"CAF":CHP -7(27)1"IA4": 
2330 7=0 	• THIS IS A.OUMMY STATMENT 
230 PRINT C7(27 riA0"1 
2350 Pfl•URN 
2400 REV 	PECEIVE/CCVFLETE 
2.410 P RINT O27);"IA4"; 
2420 PRINT C:-, R(27) :"Ir40";CFR',;(27);"0,A0": 
2430 RETURN 
2500 R:::M 1.", 	TALLY ACTIkE TRIPS 
251n TY=t0 
2'..;20 FOP L=1 TO NT 
2530 IF TA(L=1 T;EN TY=TY+1 
L 
2550 FETUM 
vPIT ACTIVE TIP  
210 FOF L=I TO NT 
1r Iti 	TLT25C 
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ITI 	,,:‹ 	TtLLY 	l'j.:TIE 	CLES'IH. 	TF.T. 
L=1 	IC 
?fIE::; Tr" 	il..)::: 	":C:t.,2!nCts 	THI!! 	TY7Y4:. 
2F. ,,:: t. 7 YT 	L 
21 U 
1;c:T•V: 	CLIP 	Tli, 	;• 	' , '= ,,- 5 
E'YTH7, PCJ 	L:771 	TC-  
2110 IF 	TAC:.1!4:J 	CT: 	P.::(1.421(>ON 	T , EN 
2(:i5 1;717  
? -fLU PPIN1 	:1!. 	uSic. 	"“": 1-; 
272':; LEYT 	L 
2727 Vi;.IT 	Ci-F:i211:" - C6ACTIV.: 	CLLSTEF.ilITT i7-.J;" 
2735 .vU;r 
2-C3 ,7 P. 	') 4' 4- 	X-IV 	Li- we,?,: 	01'. 	ItJlrif.,TE 
2ff, :;2 P ,:i 	"- W7.51.1.510510"ICP:::(12)ZCZ21);" -C4E, :GIN Y-;IT 	"INT:" TIPS" 
2CF GCUF: 	2100 
2e:, 1u Fi-,T.T 	-Ii4:1 
2i2 PINT " - 7005- 
2.F., 1 GOEn 2200 
2i.).0 Cl 	i-7.37.;;;3 	Gi2T0 	2530 
2E2L.: G(31- 0 	225 
2?0 P- -_:SUi'E 	235 
255 GOSUTI, 	2100 
2840 FIT 	v4: 	1I","INTI",": 
245 FO; 	It2.1 	TC 	NT 
2 C FOF: 	J711 	TO 	4 
2.6E2 PPTNT 	?L.: 	uSING 	"ii;7" .: 	Til,..:1: 
2254 '“=7. 	?'CC 	FitIF 	J74 	AND 	(YX=0 	CP 	II- T$ 	T!-=N 	2:i5E 
2855 PRIT 	f/:: 	" 9 ":2GOTC 	25/ 
255(, PPI;;T 4I 	" 	" 
2557 !:ET 	J 
2862 IF 	r“>0 	AND 	I<)-NT 	114,E1\ 	I\EXT 	I 
236 PRI;,T 	"- ?035"I 
2 3 €5 GOSJE, 	2200 
2870 ON 	EFT“IROZ 	GOTO 20E0 
2875 GOTO 	2575 
2850 FESJVE 	25!!5 
2885 ON 	ERROFi=G 	GOTO 	0 
27 P7=XNT 	"- CETRP 	"II:" XY1ITTF.D" 
2590 NEXT I 
205 PRINI 	"- C4XMIT 	OCMPLLITE -?C10":1,7)I"-G"; 
2397 ON 	EF.r, Oq1!0 	GOTC 	0 
2900 PETURN 
30:10 R ,:." 	1." 0 	It-:ITIALI7I7 
3010 DOS"CPENS 	R NETAE" 
3020 INPUT 	V5: 	NT 
3030 Fir 	TFtt;T 9 4),TC(NT,2),TA(N7),CK(23) 
3040 FO F 	1=1 	TC 	NT 
3050 INTur 	f51Tpci,1! ,TPCI,2),TP(I,3),Tp(I,41,TC(I,1) 
30f',0 TC(1,2)=TC(IT1) 
3070 NEYT 	1 
3080 DOS'CLOSE 	5 •  
331,5 I7 	R0 	T1-','N 	GCSU3 	2ZGO, 
30b7 FPT N 1 	"- G": 
Z050 FPflil 	"- 0,511511 - :8":(12)"-1 ": 
3395 COUr: 	7i100 
31n0 r:ETU7N 
3205 Et 	" 4 	111:CRC 	- 	LOCATE 	T51',' 
3213 1i:7- 0PT7-0 
3220 FU?- 	1'41 	TO 	NT 
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FL CT IP 	• 	crY( 1 1.4) 	(T. r•.45 
""! 
-34NLLT 1I;( 1 ,!_) 1 IFfI,2),TPii,3),TF(174) 
P:77TUTN% 
3600 	I vA0P:0 - DR.-! CLUST7 	(CLLS'fER CH ; COLV, ri 
.4T3 
:51C PRINT — 0'4 ; 
3820 PRINT USING "C: 
3830 FOP 1=1 TO NT 
36L:0 IF TC(I,2)<;-0; ,; T IFF 3E70 
3655 TF C=0 THEN TA(I)-1 
3650 IF Tt(I)<7.0 THEN GOEUS 3L 	TAT. 
3E85 IF Ti TH[.N TA(I)m, 0 
3870 N;.:YT I . 
3OC PETU7N 
3300 	 VACRC 	LOCAT: OLUST!:2. 
3310 ON=0 
3S20 IF Y>400 THEN COTO 3 4300 
3:30 00SU7L. 3205 
34,0 IF TN=0 THEN REIU2N 
3850 CN=TO(TNI2) 
3355 C=TC(%0.1 
3;71 60 RETU. 
3900 REH LOCATE OLUSTEF, FRCP. CCLO' 
3910 K=K+1 
3920 IF K . --NT THEN K=3)::J.0'!:5EILM 
3930 IF TO(K,11e::-C CR TA(K)=C TFF.N 3,c)1C 
3935 IF MJ=0 TI - EN 3ci7O 
39(40 FOP J=i TO MJ 
3950 IF TCW.92)=CMJ) TI-Et GOTC 3910 
3960 N7XT J 




4000 FEM 444' HACRO - LOCATE ITEfr CN MENU (M'LENU V) 
4010 MI=0 
4020 FOR I=1 TO :ix(e) 
4C30 IF X<PENUfm,I,1) OR X>:-. EN1O-1.1,7.4 THEN 405C 
4040 IF Y< , 2NU(1,1.921 OR y:I.F.NL(;1I.T..4) 7!-IN 4080 
4550 GOTO 1:9e0 
4060 NEXT 
4070 FETUPN 
4036 NIzI1FRINT CMR -Z(7) 
4062 IF M<>0 IF, EN 4086 
1:rJz4 PRINT " - 040CF.:11511";C:(12):" - F": 
404?.6 COTO 4C:50 
456E FP,INT 	 C rF:  
P R INT 
i4Cg PLCT vEt.t.IC•t9T9:01.MErliW(T92 ) ,CCJ ;I?:fly 0-'ENU(m , T“. 1 
 41:.0 PM;;T "- 2"; 
41;f0 PE TUN 
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1- :,: 	.1. -, 7 	CC 	t'l 	.. 	l:i, ii-IN 	fli7J.:T:i 
s. 	(i-', .::. 1_ 
t: -.7:1, 	:1 -) 	5 	17, 	° '4:7. 
47,H.:. ii , :.:Th• 	.:-.: 
4:- ,1 	'.-, !;-- 	- T '0 9 ''.:A. , .ri%121;HF.! 	. 	(; , : !..i.. 	..),, -:Y('..3,S'
,!x() 
Fr.:r:  
4 . .':0 	I:.UTr . 7:% 	...:),SH;1 
;3 -,-, 	.:'.!: -.:',:y(1 
1.3i'0 	rOr 	T=1 	:-. 	'...'/.. 
4:W.': IPUT 	i:, !".: 	r,1.!(.,.I..,.',;,.! ,,..t ,:t 0.::::,:2)i. --,7 	;'.r 	-.5) s;',: i.( .
-C,I,L;),N:.NU(KI T.751 
ifbi'.1 	Yx:,. st) 
4141 I ,' ';-:'1 r 0 fl,;1 	i!4(10 
4430 IN7UT 	•F: iU(K,I v 1),:b.t1 ( 1-..7,2!., Pr : 	.:.! (K,I,3)9r:. (KJ) 
4440 t; }'T I 
44C-, NE YT K 
4470 130 -S"CL(SE 5" 
44F, 6 ,,,'TURN 
4500 F7M ',",* !'ENU nn ',s 	PCITi'l 
510 PRINT " - C - ": 
4520 FOF I=1 TC 1•4M 
4730 RTTNI " - F - C”; 
4540 PRINT USIlv,7, ":5;";!'Et., 1:C'7 11, ,.., 1: 
4550 PRI;.,T "-;-"; 
45C:: F-LCT 1-17.:u ;-,I9 i) ? V7vtl f T T, 2) s.!:- ■ -: 7:31 ;- ,-, :m., c-. ,I,41 
4570 flnT g: - C7 - t..4".1. 
4500 PLOT ■'.F.:0.1(i11I,1),MENU(NtI , 2 1 3MENL
(.I ,1,3)5 P-a (41 t 4) 
4590 NFYI I 
4600 PPI•T CA-R,“21); 
4610 IF S"/;(M)-0 THEN RETUR:. 
4f.,20 FOR I = 1 TO ShX(A) 
460 PRINT "- G - !)"1 
46f•C PLOT PIJE , ',.: Et/ It LI I FEILNU (t)., I. 2) 
450 PRINI " - C"; 
4600 PRINT USIt,5 - 0"; HCC7NU(t',I,3); 
4670 PRINT CPR:=A21):W.7(H,I 1 t 
4660 r: :Yf 1 
4685 FRINT •i- G"; 
4690 RCTUFN 
5000 REM "*" 7 DIT FUNCTIONS 
5020 IF Y<400 TNEN 5060 
5030 IF X.7750 THE 	0 N K=:Hi=0:P!";.INT " - t( -i4350405.11 ,711";CHRii2W
- IF".; 
5040 IF X<250 TEN t.,.=21C,C'SUt3 4000'J*2=1'I 
5050 IF X).350 TEN 1".=5:GCSUO 4000IC=MI-1 
5060 ON F2 CATO 5100,5400,5201:?5C , C0 
5070 IF F2=0 TF'EN 5930 
5066 PRINT " - t1:1,4UF.10510":C1.. R1(12):"-579755,-f-00250511":  
5015PRINT " - Ul t i s 51.0417;0 - TCF(12);" - :r"; 
509U F2=CiTF1=0t0UT!.i - ?090 1 PES;; .c.E 120 
5100 REM *" E D IT - PFSTCF:T: 
5110 PRINT "'"Wiv19510.719c - ii"C(121 t 
5120 F.11F, I=1 TC NT 
5130 T1 (I)=1 
5140 C=TC(I,1) 
5150 GOSUP 3400 
5160 r.!:XT I 
5170 PRINT " - 111,1,5115.1.1 - ;;CPR=Al2);" - sF": 
5183 F2:40 
0i -: IF F1=0 TP .,:t4 UTUPJ,  
51r.!0 COIL 5903 
54q0 '. -, t', 4 " EDIT - SUBUUil AFC 
5210 :02 Y<WAl '1::'. F230 







;"'" !A -!.11 	 CLLI:c 
• IF Y(4:10 (.7 11-Th 55CC 
5!, ?0 
PINT " — Te — tql,1/511G0o - tc(12);"— tr"; 
(70TO 53N 
50J GOSUE! 
5510 IF Ch=0 
552C C=C 
5570 GOSUE 
5540 COTO 5'200 
5600 FEM 414. 5:CIT 	FIGFLIGPT CLUSTER 
551:.; IF Y<402 CR X>3r, 	9700 
5615 K=0 
5620 PRINT " — Iti,M171,51.410':CI- R'7(12);"— tP": 
5025 1 ,1,1=0 
55:.0 COTO 5:.JCD 
5700 Gosue 7800 
571c IF C0 i 0Q 
57U PRINT tz — ,742 — vi1 s icS1ii,J;C"IUT7 :,(12);" — F - 1": 
5730 GOSUB 3600 
5740 PRINT 
5750 6010 
5000 	 ECIT — RESET LIGHT PLN PVT, PliTS;_:: EDIT 
5305 OUT7.173 
5510 PE=F7 525 




591;0 GOTO 7300 
6020 REV 4 '"'" CLUSTE5 FUNCTICt.S, 
6010 IF Y<LiOC THEN 6C50 
6020 IF X<3.50 THEN K=U:MJ=gril:P,T " —IF; —,:;35CLIC!';11F1.1";C(12);" — IF": 
6070 IF X<350 THE? 	SU9 4:5:0;F2I 
6040 IF X>350 THEN I. =::GCSU5 
60'30 ON F2 GOTO 621J54f],700,E.400,U(11,6€00,6700 
696C IF F2=0 fl-SN 6r_=00 
6070 PRINT " — W1,401510510"1CH2(12)1" —C7'35C400350511"; 
63A1 PRINT " — N1s1.: 5104110 — ;E";CFR(12);" — IF"; 
6030 Fa..notF1=CtOUT7,H3L7CrRESLL 
62::C REM 	CLUSTEF 	SELFCT CLUSTER 
6?:r; IF Y < 4CC OR X>750 THEN 6250 
6220 K=CIPJ=0TCOn0:0A=0 
62;i0 PRINT " - 2 — W1,1 7 5.1.1400“;C(12)!"- 143500051111'':C ( 12):"— sF": 
62i40 GOTO 1900 
6250 GOSUS 3e30 
6260 IF CL TFEN 6900 
6 2 65 CCt , t0C=C 




CLUSTEP 	CFA1E CLUSTEP 
(10 IF Y5;1 TPEN 6000 
6:‘0 IF ):>:!-5C T:N 65 
• GOTO Pc3 
138 
as: 
637ti 6:flO r?z: 
r" - Y  






(475 Pr:INT -- e - ; 
64 ,30 Gfr0 6 - •00 
65GO f;Et 4• CLUSTE 	C2LETE Fr 
6510 	OC'-'G 	PINT " 7 4CO3;::CHP:- (12); — :F2 77 0tOTO 
6520 IF Y<f!GC THEN C40 
6525 PRINT " - s6 - W.34n!:11511":CP 7 :.(12: 1 " - F"; 
6530 GOTO (-9•0 
6540 GOSU 32N 
65f.if; IF TNLC Tt.L. N 6900 
IF TC(TIN,2)()0"i TEN 	CO69 
TO(T 5 1)7TC(TN,9?.inTC: 7 
657( COSUO 34:20 
6500 GOTO 6900 
66C6 PL- M 	R;.:QUEST CLUSTER IrFo 
6602 PRYNT " - 1.11 9 /1041)C - t8";C:(1.2)="- vF": 
6E05 PRINT " - H351=i1:151.01C"ICHF:.(123.21)7""OCELN CLUSTEP RD-WEST" 
6603 	 6f.;13 
C51C GOSn 21207P1-ZIT ;ik? 
E611 PRINT " - ?005":=CO2IE3 2200 
C512 ON EFF0P3 COT C 
6C,13 60TO 6,613 
6614 RESUVE 6615 
6615 GOSU2 2.100 
6617 INPUT "CESIRO t:0 CF CLSTRS";00 
6620 INPUT "V .!- .HICLE OAPAOITY";VC 
6625 YO=3 'DUMMY C1.P4CITY 0 
E626 G0'.3U2 2500 
6627 IF D0 4 VC < TY Ti--;EN PRINT" - C7INSL:7F c. - 07":TYZ"Tr;IFS- "IGOTO 5617 
6630 FITINT4t7';","10C;",";TY:"9"vC:" , ":Yc:tCOSL 9 
6635 PINT 414:" "IPRIt'J "TRIP ii,FUt - AlION '.e! , ITTCo" 
6640 UI 	5C(TY),TO(TY) 
6645 FOR J7-A. TO TY 
6649 GOSUe 22001G0s1.2 2200 
6550 INPUT 04; S4(.1)71.0(J):I=Tt(.fl;TCCI,1)SqCJI NUJ  
6552 IF TC(191)=0, T:-EN TCtI,1)=E 
6653 PRINT " - c3CLUS=":TC(I,23 1 "CLv=";TC(IfsWTRP .-7.— ;I 
6655 NEXT J 
6660 PRINT " - OlICLUSTEP INFO PETUE - C -W1,17510390" 
6665 FOP J=1 TC TY 
667C I=T4(J)1C=TC(I,i)TGCSUP 31100 
6675 NF. XT J 
666C om , orloctc,osuR molERAsE 
E685 PRTNT --vi251Q1E:131:10":CHr:(121=:coS9a 4!5C 
6r , 7 PRIkT " - G - ; 
66ti P:INT 
6660 co 
65z., c OuTFIG0T0 5c30 
ucc 	 CLYSTEE IVFC 
67C5 PPIT 	 CLUST 	IT" 
6707 IF Ci“73 6 7":)1 
139 
r.r:0 1 1! 	 Tf, Er, 
c7177 
67:5t: unio 
— 0(ND CLUiT.TEr 
7 r17? 
• E: 	67Y: 
675(1 PP3j:7 	 5./Ort!T 	 "-?305": 
• (7:.R 220C 
no C- ! 
Fr,TC, E7t1 ,7, 
6770 FESUPE 6775 
677E GOU?, 21iJ0:G .7. 	22:0 
674, 6 Fp.1.:J 	 ic(ro!, L;:...1: - 7022";cue 2200 
• Prun' —1,:-.17;i4c151c517,-(12):,,1:$G01 	45uulp7-:N7 - -G-: 
6786 PINT 
6767 CN=0 
6790 00 -0,H 430v0.150TO 
6900 fZr'V. 	CLU7,T 7-:P. - PET LIGHT FEN M 	14.(:7SIJP:T CLUST:R 
OUTF.F9E'ef: 
6920 RESUt'E CV.:70 
69t; ON r1M)P.:-2 GOTO 6960 
694c 
6950 COTO Eci50 
6960 X=CUSX!41-TY-=CURSY14) 
6970 GOTO 6:100 
7000R :F 	 7.:(;(.1- L FLINCTICNS 
7016 IF Y.ci400 	720 
7020 Ir X435C :-:.flavj=0!p7TA,T 
7030 IF X<50 IJi 	0CS 	40007F2=1 
703'; IF X>3Y13 1E. :0="•:GCSU1 ,CO3 	i 
704C CH F2 VITO 12...:000 
7050 Ir F20 	790C 
7000 PRIM. " .- Wl t ilr151C!";Cft(12);""T ,701:CU.E 11 "Z 
7070 PRINT " - 1,■ 1 1 1 1.51029T't:7- ":(12):"- :F"z 
7080 F2CIF17tOLJTc.E901C: RESLVE 120 
7200 PFY 44" OCUIE 	SELECT CLLSTER 
7210 IF Y<(400 CR Y>350 TOE 	7%50 
7220 K=0ZPJ=0 
7230 F'INT3 - Thi?EiC:71 (..: 9", C!“7 12);"- ZF' 
7240 0-010 70 
7250 COSUS 3e00 
7260 IF Ch=0 TEEN 7900 
7270 PRINT " - :8 - 1,11,195103c.:9";CHF!i2;;"- xF- 1"; 
720 GOSU9 3E0C 
7290 FRIOT " - 2"; 
7295 GOTO 7910 
73LC FEM "". RCUTE/ELECT PECRA teTTAF. CLUSTERS 
7305 PRINT "41,1 1 r=103':+9". tF";CF(12): 
7310 FOF I=1 TO NT 
7320 IF 1A(I)=0 it-EN 7350 
7330 C=TC(191) 
7340 GOSUE 3400 
73E1 ITY1. 	I 
7360 P;,IINT — 141 1 ',. 1 511511 - g":CFr:7(12; 1--( F": 
737C, LR=0 
77.L3 r.-7 1- 1J5k 
7400 	*.7* PFJ)UE'fl- rULTE INFC 
7t:05 PFINT 	
RFr)u,vs:". 




(-!; 	 6CvC 
r. L":0SL:: ',-AO:is6r.2. 	2 2.n 
T 	1 in 
7!7 
74(0 
76 ,7, IF PT(I):.- 2 1 TH ,7N 	"-C3  
74CE IF RT(11‹: 	 ';-PT I) 
I 
7475 T)7-Offq-J.NI"--C6- G": 
itau FOP. 	TC 2i I 
74fL, 5 
74c-iG IF 7<11 THEN X.22TPi-Z,70tY2=TF(-Z, 4 ) 
74?5 IF 21, 0 THEN X2=', VP(7,1);Y2r-TPIZ,2) 
7500 IF Iz1 THEN 7515 
7505 10=-TC.+SC=“(X1-Y21 - 2 -i- CY1-Y2) -21 
7510 Pi;:INT "";;PLOT )<1,Y10:21Y2 
7515 PPINT " - F*";sPLOT 	 "0G5- L" 
7517 X1=X2:Y1 11 Y2 
7710 i- EY.T I 
725 	"- P - 1";sPLCT 
7530 Lf,=2', TYieLV,v;CyoiGcTC 
7531 CVT ,290:-: 	7532 
7532 PRINT "-ifi:i5ie45151010-vF";ImP::(12155GOEU 	4500 
7535 GOS:J3 7.,300;GCSU3 2200 
7540 GOTO F120 
7600 FE 	RCUTE/.rOUTE XMIT 
7605 PPINT "-W:f5140151510";CHR:12):211t"-ClIk ROUTE X? TI 
7610 GOSUE 	 CNnO CR TY=U TF:A.• 	1E7 C L1.ST7 	aLECrE5-
7030";GOT(: 75, 
7615 IF LA<2TY TFEN PRINT "-C6I!.:COV;;L:“ =72.?c:i2-;viT0 7531 
7620 OUTN01.0=Rr-- SUI. F 7625 
7625 Gosue 2100:PPINT416;PFINT " -?005 ° ;;Gc5 2200 
7530 ON Ei'07 3 GCTO 7E40 
765 6010 7635 
7640 FESU!'E 7645 
7645 GOSU 220CtGCSUB 2100:FFItsT 	 r4; USING "Vf;, #O0f1";TD; 
7647 PRTJJf;%;";";TY;:GcLe 27002P;IN74 - - - T 	IC5"; 
7650 0:%; EF;0;r3 GCTO 7660 
765 GOTO 7255 
7660 FESUi'E 7E62 
7662 GOSUB 2206 
765 GOUE3 2200IPRINT " - C6XVI1 AC:.1:COGv- D-70 7 0" 
76C6 GC:Still 2230 
7670 COTO, 7532 
7b00 RE- *" RCUTE/POUTE POST PARTIAL TOUT". DISTANCE 
7 1 +715 PRINT "0455510510 -2 F";CH 721; 
7810 PRINT " - C7- 060fig7";CHR5:(21):"TOTI-A. DISTCE = - ;:PRINT USIr•G 
"#;Tu; 
7.20 PRINT " - G"; 
7830 PETUi7N 
7930 REr "" ROUTE - RESET LIGF1 FF- r, ANO rsut, E: EDIT 
7010 OUTF,h (300 
7920 PESVE 73315 




7970 COTO 7000 
6005 	 PCUTE - PCUTF Ptt.CFC 
Klir; 
bo2C PP1NY " -,41%1.:.510";c1-( )2 ) : 
141 
17:10 E10"; 	 457.:[• 
	





7; tj:Ti 	 ti 
cs, 	! 1JJt 7" 
(:(:1; 0 :1140 
N 	C'..1 1 :SVC-0 I 	 (0 
01.5j IF V01:1 TE-,E 
IF ;<<:;50 THEt, 	CJ 
'0C3 
cc C; F 	CC1C t2 C, C3 	7UJ6.7 1 :.OP inn 
61 'C(3 TO 61C0 
8200 1-:1- 0 	 ETART 
8 -,L•C 5 IF R2::-1 THEN F9INT """ /0- .11, 1, 51039;" 1 :,CHi;- 5' (1E): 
8210 P.:3=-1:TC= 
8220 LA.7.0 :FR 	CI9107 10 35S"; 	(1.2) 
8230 GOTO 810 .) 
(. 7,60 r.Fti 	 C-1.1 
8310 PRIM " - "',;3'Cz.:0551151:,.":C -1P: (12111"“: 
8320 IF 1..11<,2 TEN .51110 
8330 . Alr:AE-S (PT ■ 1_1\): :H:=11i/RT 
834C 	2=A2S(FTC_!:-1 )) !H217A2/1* 
6350 IF H1 , 0 THEN X•117-TP(A -191t :Y1=TF (,i1s2) 
8366 IF H1c0 TI-'N Y17-:TR(.01):Y1rIP(A1, 4 ) 
t3376 IF H2>0 Tt:EN Y 2TP(?,iJ 	(A2 1 2) 
8180 IF H2.70 IFEN 	 31 t YE:tTP (A210 
8390 F;RIF:T 	CI. 	ce"; :PCT X1 Y. t. YE Y2?LI" - F="; :71_0T YilrY;.“ :-7 
839:: TOzTO-S673.1.(X1^Y.2) - 2 4 (Y1-Y2)"21 
8393 GOS1.19 70,C 
8395 ,A=LA-11CCTO 8155 
8+00 RE?.1 .1,1 ` RCL TE/ 7,.) 1JTE STA FII;■ G POI!•1- (; IVE:N 
8410 LA=0 
81;30 GOSUC 3200 
8 1, 0 IF TN=0 THEN 8:100 
8450 IF TC(1 • 12)<>CN OR TA OM =0 THEN 8100 
6=, 60 IF i11<0 It-EN 6103 
• 8470 LA:-, 1:RT (1}7-Ttic Ft3=0 
8475 PRINT " - I 8- W35 Uft00510E:•/1::* * ;CR.1: ( 12): 
8480 PRINT " - 3C- Vill 1? 510399"ICHT ■ 12): 
8490 ID= 0 
8495 X2nTP (TN71) :Y2=TP(IN92) :GCIO 8E55 
8500 REM "5 4  Raf:Li RCUT E NEXT FCI t■ T 
0510 IF R-1 THEN 640(1 
8520 IF LA=0 TI-EN 8100 
85 1+C GOE.L1-1 3200 
8550 IF Tisz0 Ti-FM 8 1 00 
8560 :F 1. 0(“, .2) <> CM CR Ti (IN) =0 THENE11.)6 
3562 PRINT "--18-ill,it510:35.9":C1.121:'3-tF : 
8565 FG -:-.0 
6570 FOR 	IC LA 
85E0 IF TI-EN 8100 
8590 IF RI 	)-TN - 'T T-EN 
k00 t1 XI j 
EF0 5 IF FC - '6 AN 	1-1 T 0 THEM 810(J 
851 0 l_AnL;51-1 
DE)20 PT () 	-&T 
(LA-'1) 
tr-)3 	IF H)-fl 1K14 Y 1 '7 17-JP(Ail2i 
Itir 
142 
1..: 	71-:_ 	s;17.:Tril.:!:';',T;''CA1,: , )  
IF HT ., o 1:: yI,-;:: ,1, 2: - li,2) 	, 
r.c. ,:, IF  
C.1 -,c;.7Tri!:317.-\: - .1-Y., r -L: 
I!'cli2, ,,'2 
PR1•f " - ;.-- (:.: - .1 - i--,- :;:r 	 -' ,, TT "OCL- zF"1 
Oft.F: 7.:J2::: 
6., ,-r: rrY7C )1,lis 
r' r i m 	;;.C!'': r./ .- Ki. 	S1CP 
"67Y; vYT;a " --..i -: - .7240C1 , "tCic-;(12)= -- :F": 
6720 PPIT  
f, 722 r-, 1;i1 
 
4:7? 	- ,?:,!;SE f:T 
8 -i- 1/ 	Gas:, 7ii -: 
if 	79L`J 
90V0 57.11 "":A covzP. suu"JhoTict: 
5, 01 -1 COTTa 
902C F_:. cfl;.0 
50 .-.70 PFrENT Ca-.7:,!a71:"OAV': 
Pi:iNT ""c'LlTi10:39c - 5.F";C(12):"- OZ714:17:1";C(1. 2) : 
9056 PRINT Cr-7.::(2i -C42EGit. CCVER !z:_s.GUEST" 
90[7=0 GC1,U2 210.7IN“47.7 
9070 PRINT " - 71:35":°iGOSL7?. EZ06 
9UO CN EFiS7C43 GOTC 9100 
9150 CO10 
9103 FasurE 911CJ 
9110 GOSUe 21ou 
911 .17, PRINT 4f,:l:P7IPI7 "0"::120 ,-3 20 
9120 PRINI Chc-A27):"OAI:':" - 2:7, 14Z1':, 1:,510 - CEOR ;-, LJUEST XMITT2D-?005" 
9130 GOS'J3 22r.,, C! 
9135 PRINT CP“.20; -0A1 -c't 
91/40 INPUTL,:t,C 
5150 PPINT .r.:;" Ct.';SILPS F- -7-.:'1D" 
91J- 0 FoR K r i 10 t ■ C 
911:14 C.77-v. VOG -,';Ii: CO THE:.: C:.!6 
9170 GO62 2200 
910 INPUTf;L;RT 
9I.C.5 PPINT C.,1-(2i):"OTAI":CHF ,:;27:.)! 
910 P!'iTNT FT:" 1- Pirs IN CLUST:.;"!K 
9,1 1-.?5 P2INT c7):"0A0"1 
9200 FOP Jf„ TO  
921G GOEUe 220 
9220 TN:T'IY:1 
9230 Te(I.,flzteiTC(I,2)=K:NT " - E":fGOSUG 71,'4;:i7..tTI-, (II:=1 
920 NFYT J 
9245 PRINT C!-, P0(21,17:CPR(27)-1 - C1": 
9250 NEXT K 
92(7:0 P2INT Ch i27) 	COUT:ST CON20-r.TE -?030" 
9280 n1::Nc4.1 
r3290 PPINT C!-F, '1112):CNR(27}1"CP-0 -1.": 
9350 REM -v.;':. CcvEP P.ENU S ,:ir.:ViCE RCUTIkE 
931'.0 CUT1I-90S 
5320 CA Er, F0Pg2 GOTC S340 
9330 GOT() 9330 
9340 X=CURSx(4):YT.:0 1,_. PSYt4) 
93'.:0 COSU2 400U 
OUTU' ,20,D 
9!4.0 1r N17 , 0 ''.:Th REW':1 q,_'::,-1 
S'.. 	lr MI-7 1 T;::: 	17.!1:WME 1Cn3 
971. IF 	12 TH:i: c.:CO 
P.Yti.:F. c::6 
'C''6 	PF:- : 	. . 
'CJ- 7 7:f:,1,2Z - C,,'':',, 'L-::T:::';: ,- ; 
c, -.:.0 FL=-0. 7 ] , 	i::.!: -:E -.1.3 
143 
PTTNi 	 NU CLI.;:7 7C1%G" 
. C 
lc_:7 ;;IMT 
P;3.t, T  
tj::M 
RwP,T C!;H  
100 	1L, rji 
10C.;t5 PlhT C 	 45[1".: 
100iF 	 1LI 	GOSU ,2 
PRI;,T  
OUTC,C 
10 .1:0 ON Ei 7 C;;.;'? 0070 101 140 
10:110 
10120 GOTC 1;2120 
10140 Y=CLP7X 7 Y:, CtIRSY(4;';GCYC 11r.1 37.? 
10300 P.EN 
10355 PFINT " - :A.1:4F10:“., :";Ct12)t 
10310 FOR K:=7: TO VO 
1533 Ii F2< 	(7;' V2=6 ANO rA(K)=1 	TA()= -!:G3 	1L:e730 
103h2 NEXT K 
10353 (:LC 
103c•0 IF LC=0 THE1-, 
10370 FOR K=1 TO LC 
10325 rCR J 12 1 TO 6 
10S5 CP(KrJ)=CH(Ci....0)iJ) 
10400 NZYT J 
10410 CL(x)
10420 NrT • 
1043C: R:TLC,  
10502 RAH 	Ci-;A:INYNG 	S2T UP CPtIN LISYS 
10505 OLTF,5fi 3 O 
10510 GOSUE 2100 
10022 P1T :4 P:IT ---A0E1'.:COSUi..3 221, 0 
10030 PRTMT ch;:A27):"0;:1 - CECIOTNG 	OLST XMITTi.S"C" 
10500 INPLTi44!, 0 
10550 POI- 1., T NC.7" CLLSTFS PLTU:C" 
10569 r1T1 CT(NC16),C:11216),C ,.:(2'.3.),CL(2'A 
10570 FOR KL- 1 TO NC 
100E0 C=K frOC EzIF CO TEN C=6 
10600 GOSLE 2200 
10610 15PI.Tii4;OT,1),CM,2),CTiK,71,57(K I L) 
10630 PRINT -- 1 - : 
106411 CTO(r517, C 
10600 CT(K96)=0 
10655 TA(!). 
106.0 GCSO 10300 
10673 PINT 
106E0 GOSCG 2205 
10693 INPL1r4tT 
10700 PINT CHI. (27)2'0FT" TIPS It. CLLSITK 
10710 FOR J=1 TO RT 
10720 GOSt:D 2203 
10730 
1074 	TC(IsiL, C;TC(IT2) 1 .7, INT" - C":11:n.3,00 	CHI. (27)V"CAI": 
10Y7:0 NFTXT J 
Nf'XI K 
7'RitCt 	 INFC FTAD Tr:"?1" 
PrH 	 Ci 
10.) r;It.1  
1.53 	1CT Cc 
10L-(0 --"; 
:)CC. 
10:, & IF C:-:? THI'N 
10E 1.:6 IF C72i.: 
11E:0 P.E ,A 
11C10 IF Y<E4C0 TNN 1C 
IF Y.<3 ,31 	L=:!!CIPP..7Vc " - IF- 7.;5C4 1.i0E:11';.11";CHR::(12).1" - tf, ": 
i1C30 IF Y.<773TiJx=2;GOSUE 
11.C.1 IF 	 :11.1COSLF! itC2CsCaKT-1 
1105'3 0!: F2 ICTO Il2r.r.,11;.00911CC1120'.:01250 
11060 OUTFC 9 0 
ii07 	SLE 1"J090 
11200 PE'1 	6r-!AIING - SLECT Cr' IN 
11210 IF Y-:40j C- 	TFEN I125C 
• 11220 L=2:NjOC:::!6;,=C 
11230 PPIU.T 
1.2C 0CT 1'.i--)Cv0:R:S1.:MF coo 
GOSLE, 11C3:1 
112E79 IF co 	OUTKNGO I DS.W.'E ICOCO 
11270 n=a1CCC 
PrIrsT " - t?. - 1919511 14C";Ci-P(12)"- F - i': 
I=C:\GcsL 
11 -.S0D P2INT " - 2" .; 
i1i 	UT 	 St.E 100c20 
11' 00 RIM CHP.IP!G 	ECIT SELECTICM 
11410 DT- . IT " - ,60171i711CfiFt(21;:=:77,60Si 
. 	114171 
11‘,2;2; Ot_1- 10 : 0 
11430 RESur 	1400r 




11620 603L0 21COSIINT41.5:PRItsi" -?005";:COSU5 22i; 
11625 (n Ef7pc:3 GOTO 11635 
11630 GOTC 116.0 
11E35 RESI.W. 11640 
11640 GOSLP 2100 
11645 it.PLT '"Mi1XT. 	NO CF CHAIrS":DC 
116E3 PkINT 	LDC 
1115 2 TY=0 
11653 FCR 1=1 TO 
11(!54 IF 11, (I;=1 1HEN TY=Ty.ii 
NEXT I 
11656 PPIi, Tfilt e's”;TY! 
11657 FC7'. I.,11 TO F.: 
1161.9 IF TT)=1 -MEN 	 "#";I: 
11665 NEU I 
11(7.7 
11670 PPIt-sT 
11675 GCSL 	 100 
117; 
11: PINI  
4. 
145 
11 1 	VC , Fri 
:1 1.7 Orooc E:Ti 	 r „. 
11.7:0 
	
gi" 	 1. 6 Ci-rt , "!1- 
IAIZQ 
 - J. TO F 
111 ,,c; 
* 
1170 tCP J=1 TG PT 
11.75 	2EU 
117E5 CIC:,5)=C!CT(G,J0 7-- CT,6 (G)=1 
11,770 V- j(7 TFEN C(Cti 7 JY:=G 
11772 PPlt.T 	 TO ":t", 
117!ri NEXT J 
11785 LC=LC+1:CL(L0)=C 
11790 
11795 57O7.'=GCSL'i 1500 
11600 PRI N T CHP21)ICHR7A27):"C1": 
11.05 
1:.210 PRINT C=7.7)1"041- CCHIN 
11).7.7,.5 
11617 PPINT 1 11,510712“:E(12)Y--.:("! 
112 72. F1=-1:GCTO 1006.5 
12060 PEH 44q CAI;4 - XT C1--ATN 
12005 PrI:\T " - WS,::;1C15i05- 10" ,iCr7(12):21)! -- C:C7j, 	Y,..11T' 
12010 IF CN=0 TH:N PRINT ".;C C-AIJ EE1.7(.:1- E,.'. -7:126":0C“.0:7;i2St.ME 12 1 5: 
12615 TY:70 
12L20 FOP J=1 TO 6 
12015 IF CH(CN,Ji=: *WET, 
12023 HC CJ) 
120,5 FCR G=1 TO NT 
12040 )'F TC(6 T 2)=H THE:N TY=TY*i 
12043 NE_XT G 
12050 NEXT J 
12027. LO=LC4-1:CL(LO=ON 
12055 FFIt'T TY;” lIPS ly 
12060 OUT%F90 ? 0:ESL''E 120€5 
12065 GOSLe 2100:FL:INTql4:5!FR15T" - ?005 - ::GOSUB 
1.2070 6;N EPr--.U.H;3 GOTO 12080 
12075 GCTC 12075 
12650 RESLNE 120E2 
120E12 GOSLE . 2260 
12085 GOSL5 2100!FRINTf1,";:FINTg4:LSIJ,G"P““, ";OC(CM): 
12090 PRIt,Ti74;" 1 TY:. 
12095 FOR J=1 TO 6 
12100 IF CF(CNeAn0 Tftt 1213;..1 
12105 H=CF(Oth,Jt 
12110 FOR C=I TO NT 
12115 IF TC(C v 2)=H TE;EN PPINT#: - 'G 
12120 NEXT G 
12125 !.:XT J 
12130 PINT..:" "gPPINT"- ?00':fGCSLS 2260 
12125 CN Effl-70e3 GOTO 12145 
. 12140 GO7C 121110 
12145 f" ,.'ti , E 1:147 
1214r 	 2?.U0 
12170 C,OSL 
■ .12);" - tr": 
12.11U 0;'; ,i-"301U1GO1C 10C90 
1277 CC  
.12Y1 :;CTC 
22CC 
Y7Y.C 7-EO - 
12C3 
1261C  
120 	NFez2TiT 	12:'700 
126/,0 FC•: t'=- 1 TO Hi 
vCC 	C=C, lt , EN C 7 1 
126E0 ('OSLO 2202 
12670 	 !;1' 
12675 PRT:!, T CHR2:271t"0;,1";C(21):"Cl.AT. - :Ht"COLL":rr 
12(75 	" 	 LIST 	:12,L(T) 
12U.3 
125:2 7=CLT) 
. 126F.4 	,.;=1 TO E., 
12636 Ir. CHI:/,j0 TEEN CT(Cr-i(7.,,fl,9)rCICrfOX,.;!. ,=, 1=Z 
121.33 NT J 
1260 N:=IXT H 




- 	 CLUSTEPS 
12510 Pq!lr.T CHL7?: -01- CEL!, COV7PfC CLUSTEJ;AC 
.12020 
12,0 FC 	I1 TO Ur 
12840 C=7 
12e50 GOSIP 22CC 
126C3 INPLTPL2:7 . 
 12670 PPIrJ"- G';;;GOSn 3400 
128 ,A 	XTH 
12890 GC 5V 22C, 0 
12890 	" - :030- liu0SUF 103CC 
12900 GOTO 1C0i:5 
13000 PC:), " 4 CHAINING ?ACC - LOCATE CtIAIU 
1301D Ch ,, 0 
13020 IF Y>400 THEN 13200 
1303 	131,35 
1n40 IF Tt.=C.TH:% PETUN 
1307,0 N, =°T(Triv ,S) 
130(.:0 C=CT(rN,51 
13070 F.TIFRN 
13200 Pr1c* 4 CHAINTNG nORO - LOCATE CH Ii FRnM 
13210 1..?=L41 
13223 Ic L>nC THE1, L=01MJ:- 01T 
CTfl, 	TA) .:fl T ,.--Fr 12210 
13240 3. F t'j=0 	J -J2EG 
132:C FOR Jr1 TO 
IF CTiLse) ,-- U(J) TFEM 






IT: !:7: 	10 
H1- ,t;. ::50T3 
NFY.: 	I 
- 	 C 
1F 
13 , 10 	 UST; 	" 1='1C; 
136Y0 K=Ci'fI c LAIGOSUo. 1000 
13643 OX=OT(,21?0Yr.CT:Ki.4) 
136SCI L=1...41 
17i3 IF L<7 TH2N K=OH(T,.L.) 
1:7767) IF 1 .,6 C 	KC 	kETLFN 
13Z75 GOSLEi 10::33:OC(7):7CC(I14.TL 
1368.0 NY=CTEK,1)=CT(K,2) 
T1=CT(T2=OT(K,41 
13E-35 IF C=7 TI-:N PPINT 	 US7J.;J. 
131:90 t7,7.St. 	13f!C3 
13695 IF Cz7 I}-'N PRINf 	 71 
13E7 OY=T1rCY=J2 
137L• GOT° 1.7.:750 
136G0 Pj'A ' 4 = CHAW CASHED LIN: 17 '7CH (C'/,0':1 TO (Y) 
11F:10 TL=ECRC(CX—N)- 2+(n—N73 - 2: 
1315 CC(I)=CC(I)471_ 
13820 DN=7L/E. 
13:!33 YD ,uNif—Cv/YP=YO/rN 
13.8C0 YOz:-:Y—CY!v0=';CIDN 
13&50 FCR TO O74/2 
1380 PIM 
. 13L70 PLOT OX,CY 9 04YD,OY4Y(I 
1386G Cfl::!cxi.24xa 
13890 OY=CY4, 2 4 YQ 
13900 NEXT K 
1'3910 RETLPN 
14000 REM '" 4 CHAINING — 70IT St9FUF.CTIC 
14010 CUTF,v90,0 
14020 O 	Ci2 GOTO 14040 
14030 GCTC 14G.30 
140L0 Xz.CLRE)(4):Y=CURSY(4) 
14050 IF Yt4C0 TH±N 14CSO 
140E0 IF Y<3.70 THEN L=Tt"J=02 ,,, INT "— ::2.- 5C4C?F11511":OHP(121; -- 1F" 
14070 IF x<3=30 THEN t.1=3:GOSU 	4C50!F2=X1 
1E40E0 IF )s350 THE: M=C:COSLB 
140r3 ON F2 COTO 142:)C,1 ,4400,ii-FOC.14:1U91 c, 001].152EC 
1:-100 IP F2=0 THEN Ol3T&H90,C!RE5UN: 	U. 
14110 pF, II,T -- /s— wit1...511sli";c:(12)F—wi,4o1z,43510";cFRz(12); 
14120 F1:;--lsV=2:CCS1'9 4500tPRIrT " — G': 
11.130 OCTFA-90,0:RESUE 10065 
14200 P.;.:M " 4 CHINPCIT 	SELiFCT 
14.710 IF Y<401 OR Y>350 TPEN 14:250 
14220 L=D:t, J=0:CO=0:00 
JA2.70 PP.171" " — t3 — N,1 7 9153c":C(12;"— iii0 1251:0"1C.HRAl211"— :F"! 
1.2-C 0!:1F.F'.;3 7 0sF:ESUE it; Cyj 
142'3u C;CS',E icfl 
IV CO 	 1/Jif3a 
1:?270 OACIN2CO(-; 
11,2:^A PIT 
1 	 148 
.1 140 If:C_:  
l!C., 15 frIvf71-.:' - ' 14:—:.7 
— il7:::Cr.: CiN 
r 
1_:0:- J0;60-61%n-C 
14,,:r! p71!,r -- t -- 3t...-e:7- ;Ci-M1?;" — R"; 
1. 144, i•• 	C-0.iTcJ-H:C,":  
1?;c: SL,-. 
.1. 1 : , i2 I5- 	CN0 -ft ,: 	UJI ]'A -3'0cfl•S.E. 	141: 2 
0=7;7=C: 	13EC 	4, 
1 (“itC 01- !--79::. 	1400: 
— (.477 CI',  
1.415 Tr \>L0L, 	I O 	, :.-25 n -1- 4L!. oc.c 
141b IF Y‹,:4C0 Oq V.4350 IF 	OLTF.Vc, C,O;RESU  
1 1460 PIT  
1480 OC=Cr:Ot=Co-i- :::C040„!:1=c 
14(.40 FCR j=-1. IC 6 
1(!850 C(CP7J)=0 
14E(!8 tE-.XT J 
14E73 OUTFO-0,0:Ri.:3 	14i5C 
14860 PEM g 4—,- Cf.AIN/EDIT — I(:0t7 : crAIN 
14610 IF Y<'400 C. X352 Ti 	1',5C 
1:7.0 L=0, J=0;0=L; ,..)P=0 
1!;1 P-7.7.t, T ' — t5 - 1,1,5105 (JY'IC!- P - r.121! -- 1451(,51 ,:."=C1 - 121;"— F": 
14840 OUT0,0!R;;SI.:mE 
140 GOSL2 13000 
14L60 IF Ch=0 Ti-iE 	CUICA-90.01PEFUE 1ion0 
14070 I.C.1%1C 2 0 
14Ei'A PPIWI " - 10 - 1;11511400:ChR1(12);" — ;F"; 
14590 GOSI 	13E10 
1 4900 OUTF.k9210 
1V:1CSI„.r.: 140f20 
15000 KEt1 4 " CH:WEDIT — ;, 1) ,1 TO CL 
15010 IF CC=C C7 C.c.—t- 2 TP:Nc7 ;:It.T"— :6— ;411 46033505 4.3 — :F';:F2=5:09',: 9 0SUME_ 14c 
15020 IF Y<405 THEN 15CF0 
15030 PRIM' " - 1z1 - 0.3504005115a1":CrFl12F": 
15032 CM=CV41 
15033 FCP J=1 TO 6 
15034. CH(C t J)=C11(0:, ,J)1IF CH(CA f j)<', 0 P-iEN CT(C(C,J),6)0'i 
15035 fEXT J 
15036 CA =CM 
15040 DUM-, 90,0;R7SUME 14060 
15050 GCSL8 1 -',40G 
150E.3 IF TN=0 CF CT(TNvr.)<>0 T. 	OUTr, H8tC:R.SU.1  
15070 CT(TN95)=OCsCTM,61=0A 
15080 FOR J'1 1 TO 6 
150A IF CV(CA,J) ,4 T4-EN 15120 
15 NEXT J 
15110 GOTC 15120 
15120 CH(C4,J)-=TN 
15130 T=041C=OO 
15140 PrIt+T " - 1";FGCSU3 136C0FPItsT " - 2"; 
15150 OUTFJ=.90,G;RESUIE 1 (1000 
15200 REM '''" CHAIN/FOIT .- FESTCPE 
15205 GOSC6 10300 
15207 RPIhT " — s — ;-'11.1,510510"CPP12);" — F"; 
15210 OUTO t 6;f:ESt:YE 14CO2 
31000 STC;: 
, I 	 149 
C-.1L,L 	 rcJu 	ILE c? 
4r7F , ..,4;C v (;00,3 
31:-;004:2$3E9,14 
3:3F,410,4200:505 
4311 1 4:C y 4:77:145Cv6 
455,411, 1 9.45:17 









709502,71"CiA'-RIGE PFINCIF:AL SELECTICN 
0,9, 	C4EDTT MENU C2 
5g433,4!7,40;217 
55,430,9.50120/7 
105,43g,145,4F0 9 7 
155,430,19.5,43G,7 
20c:$430,245,460,7 
6,425,2 1 "RESTOFE" 
55/425,4,"IGkOPE" 





513 1 :3C; 
951t,31"if_HC,4,":,7 
itC I 430 
165,147r., 22C 	C,7 
2C5,47.''23 2ES LIF:0,7 
3 0, 317.“:!- 057 
4:14 ,r,,"CLUST 
50 4251 3 9 "CPEATE" 
50 • 41.4,3,"CLLST" 
95,425,2,"t00 TC" 
9,4•1,4, 2/ "C1 ST' 
13e t li2F s kts"DEL 
1421414, 4 9"CLUST R" 
94257 5 ,PT' 
236,425/ 6,"XVIT" 
27ST425::7,"EIT" 
70, 5n2,7,"uIrLiczoE CLUSTCR St a Fli r,CTION" 
0,5, 	C4FCUTING rEJA., C2 
5,430 s45,- 017 
55, 1+3f), 9.5,412.Ct7 
105,430,145,4Z:t177 
5,425 f "SELECT" 
5, 1;114 1,7,"CL.L.STP;" 
5r:0425s 2,";-:OLT.i:" 
• 	110 7 I;25, 
150 
151 
P.Lt:TiNf::. 	 v 
W:7, v 4,n74 2 1.3.7,7 
	
4. 
3ci!; v 14,21 c 0,0" 
3q5, 1, 1!-;05 t FV .' 
41!;,414 ,t4y l'E" 
445,414y31PC" 
47!; 1 41495 T "X! . r" 
i; v 2i v M:), C2 
5 1 4:7 0,45,41,7 
55f43rv95045Cv7 
100425921"CArk" 
61 1, 112;:v4,''E/Ii" 
CCVEPli;G 
152 
C ' 	 C 	■.nt . 
Ci4CCLOr r - 
cl?“) 	■:‘ 	 0 17 :± 
-t. 
3.-2.51. 141.0,1:20 	5 
ts5C. t.'3 
4659410v LI14 5,7 
0, 3 v CitCOVER MENU C2 
470,45,L.F.7 
552430v .151.t.C1-.? 
10,142 Se 2 "CH t 1r" 
142. it2 59 It " 
70 s ‘;0217‘'DItIL-..!;--RTI:77:" CCVERINI:: 
#11C, 	CtoCtitlir,ING i.:ENU C2 
504 30 	C9 1460,7 
509 43'..":9 a5,431.:,7 
959 1-130,130,i4i.:Df.7 
14C 9 433,17.S 7 43C, 7 
2%'..S,i46!)., 
42516/"SELECT" 
9, 141. 14,5r"CA 
E;L' 4?39 3 "EDIT" 
53,414039"Cl-itil\S" 
1034 1+25,2 t "P.C.ST" 
95, 14.1.t.,2s 'CH P INS" 
150.9 42'5, L -r ,''XPIl . " 
0:14, s n CF 2:::" 
(7. Li2 r 	4"17 	i-E r‘ 
1.;.• 
C fiCH; 	 7 
iLIC*4!..11.175. 7 
ir,5043::1 3.22.417 
230,1Y.5.0,2E5, 4 C , T 
275.43C y 31C,L:60t7 
511 1:25- tes'aLUCT" 
,1j4,6,"CAik" 




1e, 5142592,"ArD To" 
lES,k1412,"C1-1.:M" 
• 2240125,11"REST0 7 :" 
239425,7t"EYIT" 








r 	IT YT 	 t 
I:YC:; 7 : I-..;C`-'0 1 ( ; 
	




nc 10:1 io 
CO IC) 
T.;:CCL_C 1 ...;; 






IF(IFUtICzY('.13 CALL ISTC7 
IF(IFUhC.E0.2) CALL CLUST 
IFIIFUkCe3) CALL FCUTE 
IF(IFU-C610,..4) CALL CSTCR 
Tr(InP, C0K.5) CALL 
IF(IFkJC,',7(71J, ) CA L 7.r.;TCF 
IF (IFUk7,0771 CALL CCUT, 
 GC IC 110 
END 
SIARCUTIi,E TSTOR 	• 
COMPON ITX0!“.5.TTYGi7(00),IT)CT(5U),ITYDT(1 , 1TLOM 50 ). 
PTCOS(!:0) 1 1CYGPF;0),ICYD(50)1TCYOT( =.7:C;,IC v nI(5C). 
ICPTP( (30 	(25S ) 	(1 00 ,5C`. 	SCCS C,C ) 
DATA ITCIS/1/ 
C 
C 	FUCTIC I° TRIP STCS4GE 
C 
C 	ENTER 1 OF TRIPS S. TPIC, CCOFOINAT:S 
C 
REAM, IREST, ITSTC 
IR (IREST.En.1) INTRP=INCOL=0 
DO IOU I=11ITSTO 
REAP, ' IRYOR.IRYOF,IP>DT.IP.YDT.IRLOC 
C 
C 	STORE TRIPS 
C 







C . 	STORE COLLIMVS 
C 
ISCCL(INCOL÷I,INT7p 4, T)=:,, 
IF (ITDIS.EQ.1) ISCOS 4IT:CCL +I) 
2vIf Ix (EQRT ( 	 ) 	2+( IPYC-I F, NOT) "2) )+0.5) 
IF (ITUIS.E0.2 	ISCCS 	+1) f: 
2 4 ( ( IP :0;,, -IrOTT -1 ( 7 PICF-TYDT2) 
IF (ITDIS.Ef).31 ISCS ( 	4-T) 




7 ;; ;7Tc,% ; ),;%.00(5D), 
f3) 
c IEC 	f 







DO 	1'7 1 1CC'A.. 
C 




IF (IECCL (It c:) c7Ot C) GO TO 100 
FiRCCS=FRCOS—!-7 7COS LI) 
100 C(NTILE 
IF ( (f7 RCOSc:-.:E. c.SIDLUI 6C P.FCOS.L 	 ) C, C TO :.30 
INCLS=INCLS+1 
• C 
C 	STONE CLLSTEc TFIPS 
C 
ITCCV=C 
DO 11,:i J=1, 714TF:P 
IF (IFCCL(I,J) ct7Qc Ci GO 10 110 
ITCCV=ITCCV 
ICTF“: 	 CV)=.! 
RTYCF (ITCOV;=ELC,:,.1 (ITXC (j) ) 
RTYC7( ITCGV==.FLOA 1 (IT 	(J) 
RTXCT ( 1TCOV ■ z7LCAT (IT YCi" 	) 
RIVET (ITC0V1=FL CA T (IT Y;.";7 ij1) 
RC 	( ITCOV;I:FLCA (ITLOD (j) ) 
110 CCNTINLE 
ITPTR-7.IYPTR+ITDCV 
ICPTF (INOLS1= ITPTF 
• C 
C 	GENEFSATE f, ST CFei.: CLUSTE F cocRnI:, f.T:s 
C 
P.CX0RzFLCAT (ITXOPAIOTRP( ITPTR) ) ) 
RCYCR=FLCAT (ITYCR (ICTPF (ITPTP) )! 
RCXCT=FLCAT (I TXDT (TOTPP (ITPTR)) 
ROYCT=FLCAT :I TYOT f P (ITPTR) )1 
120 CALL WELV2UOYOR 9 PCYO,YCC110.7)7,T0';, cTY 0 ;,TCITIPTYDT , 
ITOOV I ITOIS) 
PCGR 	(4'',':SOk'FCXCACR) - .l 	2ASO:''PO 'IO:710R) 4 *2+ 





IF (FiC6P .GT cf:CTOL) GO TO 120 
TO XCS (I%CLS)=1 7 IX (CY0.17. 4- 0 c 5) 
IC YU( IUS 	F IX (PCYC+0..5 I 
























PR1tT 	 Cl t.T) 	t1),TOXOT 	,IC..',VOT :13 
150 FC.F:t'T.T (if 
IINC1 ,-:IC:7 TP. (I 1- 2TFIT. 
PR INT 1C,77. 
DC 170 J1,IIU  
PRINT ir: Ot IC, T 	( T 	) 
160 FC.P ■'AT (I, 
170 COt. ■ TINI,T. 
IT PIF:=ICTTFt (I) 
180 Cet-iT :NUE. 
RETLR 
ENO 
Sit3F,CUTINE. 	4SLI- 1 2(PcY-Of:'-;..: .?C`r0 7 ,F:C>:07 
RIXDT,i.CflfDTF<C'riGT. , 
TT DIS1 
DT!CNS ION F;TXCR :10 ) 	110) ? ?I'XDT (101 t r,:.TYDT 	CWGT (1 
DATA rEcSL/C.• 01/ 
C 
C 	CtThFUTE SUS 
C 
RWSCF=PitA0;:=7 . 	 .0 
DO 	I=1,ITCDV 
IF (RCL.:r..:T (I) &I_ E.C. C) GC TO 100 
) 
IF CITDIS.E.O.2) PC1,157=1.0 
IF (ITCI'.3.7:Q.3 ) 
Y0P-PT):CC CT ) 	(PCYDR-RTY0F( 1) 1 +PEPSL 
RVISC 0 - RCdt3T (I) /DI 
pti/ACI'c::6;:aca,RC:.!ST 	 (I) /r7r:T.si 
Rw3cR.17vo0-4-1,;(:J;GT (It k-r;.1—/ c,:-, ( I) ./RDI.-YI 
IF (ITC IS.E01 ) 
* RDIST:*-3C ,T- T (t RCs/DT- 7.- TXCT (I) :"2-t(RCYVT-PTYDT:1)) --- k 2-4-P,'TPSL) 
IF (ITDIS.E0.2) PD 1513:1.0 
IF (ITCIS.c. ).-3 
POY;T7:ABS (FOY:DT-FF.:0T (I) )-1-;:' , E3S(PCYDT-PTVI7rf (I) 
R'rtSCTar:W.:0T4-TZC.'.4GT (II/RC:1ST 
RWACT01' 4,1 ZCOGT (IP.'PTYCIT (I) /00:ST - 





COVC:N 	 ),ITXOT(50} 1 TTYc3Te:;;;),ITLODt50) 
53  
t'C3 • '.;01 ; T5C:1;;;00),. 
INCLS.7 INCOL 
C 
C 	FUNC 	C:-; 6 - CO tki !'N STCT:jCE 
C 













DO 1C. 	ITCOV 
JAC: C.C ■ iTINLE 
ISCCSA 





CCHrON 	 (7;01, ITYCT 	
),TTLoncr..0 
RTCOSt 	TC), Df= (50 
ICPTi-Zt 5011,ICT: 	(25C) .7 7SCCLC..0;t5C.: 
INOLS4 ICCL 
LCGICAL 2T4 
DIV,ENS1CN 	 , 
IRT PT (1110e ,ZPATI. (10CS 
RCYOT (50 ) ,'COT 	qF,-7v:C•st 
RIXDI (5;.; ,F;T3T (iD) 	(3[;) 	 (7) 
DATA ITDIS/1/ 	 ISV/1.,5C/ 
C 
C 	FUUCTIC 2 — CLUSTIi'G 
C 




IF (ICCAP.5T.0) IPAPN (3 )=ITAFt 4 (3)i-t 
IPAFfr(4)=17SRP1.1 
ITOTC:IC 
DO 110 1=1, IP:US 
R.CXCI-7(:0=7CVOPCI)::RC!-:Dietil=i 7 C‘fDIrC) =5.0 
(ILCCr4E.i) GO TC lea 







C 	ENTER TRIPS 
C 
ITOTL=0 
DC 120 T?-1 1. T1RP 
PTYCR(I) 	T 3 -1 
RTY.C.T(II=TLC.T CITYCT 
RTYCT(1.1:71, 1_05i( TT rc:T 
ILOnr11::iT!:71Cif 





1 :-;5 	#ILC:f 
Loi 	I 	,rç . ; 	 ; 
Y1, 	 C.; 
CO 17.: 1:;3 
CALL L.CO“ 	 '" .XO" , 	7 C, Hyl:TXOTi r TYDT* 
(ISICP.ErItE)) GO TO 133 
C 
C 	"F 11F 	CLUST:L 
C 
1 4.0 	 GO IC 193 
00 1G3 I2,1LS 
Ti (IASST (II „70. CI GO IC 1 , 0 
J=IC:1"(1)-1c'tRr.:3) 
Ir (J.GI.7 7-ZT 	GO TO 1'30 
P 	170, i T.T 	(,1) 





IF (]ASST 	.E 	0'. GO IC 203 
IF 	 ) GO TO 
PFI\T 170, I„ 	 (z) 
2C0 CONTINLE 
ENO 
SLBFCuTIt.,C 0I TCIOiT, 
DIMENSION IDIST(.50,5C)1;Cxc:;7(53)."'.0 	 C'70),''CYrIT(50), 
RIXCF: (50 ) IFTYOP 150) 	(5C) ,P;Ti DT 	,Rcosi (5 ;;;) 
ICLSIP 	U) 
IF (IC:C4 ■2 .GT 	1 -1CLS=IF;OLS - 1 
(4) -1 
C 
C 	COMPUTE VISTA NCES 
C 
RTRCV:FLCAI 	3z.1 UP) /FLCAT 1RCL SI 





IF (ECYCR.GT 	.06ACO.PDYOR.GT.0.0AND0 
' 	PDXCT.C, T .0 .0.V.- T.F:OYDT.G1. 0.0S GO TO 100 
(FcTi!OL*FLCAT (I)) 
1J1 
PDXCT:-:1:TYr: 1 1 (..1) 
RDYCI -zIYOT 
1 00 P0 100 
IF (II01IS.F..C;411 
FOIST"F;C:IJ ti r.Ds/.3P—PTX.". LAI V i..?{ 





( I)) 	• 
2' 	.".':"•••••,;'.1'..P.1v:::1 
	
r•T..7 --;- • 	 (,;) ) 
-"?: • 	 i .trt 
CC :H.r 	t 
17: .1 .1 (It 
T 
)O 11'; J.1, 1 
IOL7T cics 
115 	;,:.). 	f‘,. 
LO CAT ( FC 	 ccni , CY. r. 	::.,P.TNOP, 
111115,11- 0r) 
Di , 'E.: ■•Sit:N PC .; ER (50 ,Pc_,"tOR (501 ;;PCY,LIT 
RTX0 7'.t ; L 	 TYCJ, 15(1 ,T:',01 .,. ,5C't 
IONPT (iO31,ISST (1n0) 
RESCPi50)3."-iwiko..7 	 7 771:::Stri" (5 -3 
RWADI (.; 	,R).;'30)1150) ,IFAP;1' (7) 
PIC:Li/0.1/ 
IC5LS=IP;;T:Ii:3) 
ITf 	111 (L 
RIO! 2:-:SQ:;.1- (PT C.L.1 4 :, 2/Ff CAT tIjCLS)) 
C 
GENERATE CLUS Ti-ER 
C 
DO 100 I=1,IRCLS 
DO 100 .1=:, :1 7.TP.P 
PCI-u.:T(1;,.)1n0. C 
100 CCNTINLE. 
IF (.1.T.CLS.±.7 ,2.11 CO TC 1.10 
DO 105 I29 
RCHGT (1,IONPT (I)-IPCLS) =FLOAT (IASST ("II) 
105 C.C.N.TIM.E. 
110 IINCL=IPCLS+1 
DO 11:3 J=IIrOL*IINCL) 







IF (I17,sCh.GT.0 ) 
DO 120 1=1, II NEW 
CGLL WSU)'.:L (I, FC >OP (I) t ROVCP (7).,PC)!DT (I) .PCYCT (I) eRTXOP* 
itt 	 RI YOP,,TzTXDT e p -r -To1,pc1,:GT,Ps.o7 	 07)1 
Ft400T-f.T.) 7 T(I:-.!:;T (I) 	(1)/1P:“::t1,170IS) 
RTGRA=PT:.;,•.A“ 	 y 
P.12,50F, (I) ~• , (;•.'('..;Z .rf:1-;--...•70.:;..T; I. — 2 
c,-.)-R±P,OT II) 
(ST (7) 	(..:YET (I ) -;';(34111 - 
120 Ck7..;i1W..E. 
(RTGPA) 






110 	tT.7  
IF (:MSC`- . 	r/t 	;. -..(1IC 1.A0 
C C 	 C 
IC 1 
(1) 
<7) 	 fa . 
 /rt.!;T (T) 
.0 	(I' ,.i."..:YC,"•(7.1. 	T,!";Cv 
(I! 
	
I) 	(T .; 
IF (R.GT.;:.Trn_P..) GO 1 . 0 1. 




SU3CUTI 	 CY 	rcvC 	T.L .:YDTc 
F-14;:i E . '. 	 nj 	) 
DIVEI ■ STCt, RTYC.T. 	 ,:5•1!) t r:- . 7 vol ) 	(SO, 5D1 
P-; (7 ) 
DL•Tf) ESL7t [1/ 
C 
c 	CO;•r-LTE SUMS 
C 
=0.0 
De 100 J1 	TP 
IF 	 C.0) CO TO IOC 
IF 
F DISI:7 S CRT I 	X0T>C3 (J ; 
IF CITOIS,.:11.2) PI)1S -17,7 1.00 
IF IbIS ) 
R01ST=.:).C2S I1'.PT'( 	 )1 SL 
(1,.))';7.IY-3 1;Z„); 	̀. 7T 
R)-13CR:zR:.45OR4r;:CGT (i t ,!):- 01"(0P.(J)/:'il1 ST 
IF (IICIS.::(2.1.) 
POP.:T=SCT (f, 	 -7-t-. 2 +RIPS!) 
IF (ITIV...S.Ef.)..2) 	DIST=1..0 
IF (IICISt•.:.1.7z 
:I9J} fr;r2.1.ST 
RWEET:IFr;TiFC: , ,ICT  







• C 	vUi.“.:11C7N 3 - ITC%!.!i"1;`,•,`,1 
1 	 C 
C 	FT' 	ri_;;.„1"1:,:7 	P 1f.l.':IL -::• 
	IP:1j'  
• REAL'1  
I 
1 	It O  
"" ,. 	 F;.!. ," 
"Ube , ii-X::::::j 
Mr 	 IIFF1t..11 
t!' 	
- 
MiTt%',.t.f---..,11 	'i:Tn:n .., 1 
I 	
.0;"; 	..:E 
i 1:j=.11 1. nT ----  
c 
C GENEFAT 	Cc0;1 m.n.Tri 
I
C 
DO 110 .1: 77 1 71r:TR ,2, 
 DC 110 JT.!:,,:RI,.-:P 
I 
	
	 * IICCS fi r J) 7-Iff.:ST (ITIHS, ITY.CP (TY:WI (I)) I ITYCT (IT t L!- -i (I )) , 
ITCCE ZI,J:z71:3I.;ti 
IF (I.NE...)) 
* IDf CP (ITL:; 4. (.:1) ) .77V C:' Cr. -P,CN i,31) 
I 	
v IICCS (I / J:-IPT i=r-):17ICIST (ITI.IS, IT ;.•.:'' -,7 ,[ IT:.:, 	(7') ), Fr.,.- c1:: uTku'i(T)), 
IT 
LICC:i(1.41-'::TF1;,".'1ITC:1.1 	
'A" . i r f :It ,:"tj) ! s .3 -11. 0I (IT!.(..11)) 
IT.CCS(11, Dz:i 1,-',J-PI:T ,l'il;;-. T.211G!'. . 
I 	 • 
4. IICCS(I4IRTF- --.Pcj+Ii):77 ICISTtITDIIITLIZI; ), 
IF ( Cr+lz1 ■;;P,E.(J -1- IPTEr ) 
IT'..:: Cr. '.:. L: -(1.) J . 
* IT:x::: 	f.T -rf : 4-,'3) ) , 
in2TRP- 
 
• 11.) coNT.T.Nu- .. 
CC 120 .1=1, II rDU 
I 	
IICCSL It 710-1 9 1 )7„.79IG!.. 
IF ( .1IIINO) IICOS:( IINCL1-1,T)=C 
I:Cr:: r,":1, i-1,T.',1 
L TC  
IF ci.Er>,iiriw-.)) Fri.:CS (T, TH.5i,', 1):- t" 
IF (Ci.CT.IF.;TP.P).ANC. iIFINC.E0.0); 1:::Cr , S. 1.7: ,II ■ f:?1.. , -L1):.-.0 




C 	GENEF.ATE RCUIL 
C 
CALL SCLVEINNOi-j;IICOS,ICCOS,IOTO :=.i 
C 
C 	RETLFi, F.CUTE CISTP,ICE & SECL7NC[S 
IF (ITOTP.E0.21 CO TO 17S 
DO 130 Ji IN 'OD 
IF (1CTOPAJ).E0.INNOC; CO TO 140 
130 CCNILVT 
1 140 DO 100 I1,IRTRP 
IF (J.C.T.IN!-icr,) jz..1 
150, 31 NU ;II 	 ) 
1.3171 
ir LCKTIH:: 
DO 13'u 	3P.Tr. 0 
J=1 






175. IF (T*R'f 
DO 1L3 
,ITtJ:''f 7) )=1 
1 	CCN1 




FUNCT:CN IDTST (TTPIS, 	 i) 
IF (ITDIS.C (4,1 
IOIST=7. (SC:RI- U . 1_01j ( (IC YCP-If n.-)T 	 2i 1+3.5) 





SUB;OUTY.NE SO LV 7 INNOO,IICOE, IOCS TGTO 77) 
C 
C 	TI IS 	 SCL 	THE  
C A LEAF.T-LOWE-3 CUM: 
C 
DIIE.GIC 	11000 (51;,F.C1 	(271-7:ti 	 )1 
ISPTP C27 1 2) ( 	)4 
ICHAT c50) 	 C.3r) 91. 	IS (1[30; , 
IPEST ii2) 
DATA IE.T.C!•:/c_:':0,_'.c:'::, i-1/,'1!•.'SU73/27'.:/,:P'STO /2/ ,Tcr;..Y/IT-3t-3/ 7 








DO 103 I, II 	 :1 
INPTO=TC:-TR4TNNCD-i, F. 
ISTOI;MCPTR)== I!.;PT 
ICPTRf Ir, PTR 
103 CCTINLE 
IS to (ICi, Tr;)=0 
ICCES=IW.OD -',1C4Ax4i 
IREST (11) 0 
IPEST (1 	 TOCCS 
C 
C 	SOLVE S iGENI FFCLU 
C 
110 CALL LG 	YC(i1OI d Cfl IICC5 c IASTIL. 	JIAT, ICHAT 
1L 1ST,IMP;.:<11ZLIS,I;ST) 
IFICCS=IcEST (1 	-.0-;.7.ST (10) 
INASS=D,.ASS+1. 
IF (I.SS0GE.T !-SSI GO TO 



























Co IC lcr3 






IT'7;'.T 77 7 -1" 
IFAIIS(IL:11.EC,:ti 	GC 	TO 
(rT fV  
TCc4  




GO 	IC 	130 
180 IF(IrCL2.LT.INNOC) 	GO 	TO 	240 
C SAVE 	riN .L.luTI 	COST 	TCUT 
IoCCS=I'ICC3 
TNEisT=P'ENT 




IF(ISLT3.EQ.0) 	GO 	TC 	270 
C 
C RvMCVE 	FLiHCO 	SU3F-PC2LLNS 
C 
200 
DC 	231 	Iz1,TSU ,7, 
IF(ISTO CI)42).LI.ICCCSI 	GO 	IC 	25f 
IPCITP=ISFTR(fl 
210 IPPTISTO7Z:T7PTi2.1 
ISTCF%tIRFTFO=II 0 TF 
IIP17.:19VTR 
TF(I;,-PTR.EQ.C$ 	GO 	IC 	220 
ISTCPCIP:7 TR.4-33:77STOf;(1F:: TP 1- 3) - 1 
IF(ISTCF(IPT3).CTO.,CP.T.FP':?.FO.IPT) GO TO 220 
IFFTF=IPPTR 
GO 	IC 210 
220 ISPT7(Ii=ISPTP(INSU) 
INSLP=INSU:i-1 
IF(I,LE.INSUE7! 	GO 	TO 	200 
230 C0NIINUF:7 
GO 	IC 270 
C 
C ACO 	SLETCUR TO LIST 
C 
240 IF(IIPIF.GT.0) 	GO 	TC 	250 
GO 	IC 	PDO 
250 TAPT=IIFTR 
IIPIP=ISTOP(11PTR) 
IF(ISLP..LT.YxSU3) 	GO 	TO 	2F:0 
CO 	IC 	LOO 
260 1-:1t, sut 
IsS1 ,=,(IFYTA) ,, YF 




TTI1 	 :4 
ISYCPCI; -0 .1 1 CP 7 . 2 
Dr) 
IPH;NT7".1--- 1 . 
I FT 
265 CC-JE-: 
Ti(iT."7-.1 11.0i GO IC 3.5 
C 
C 	RESTORE JCS 
C 
273 IF(17PIq.EC.) GO TC 31F. 
IIPCiS .T?!:; 7 PV-R. 4 I'-z rCC 44) 
11CCI-73(107, (7EFTF + ITOC +4)1 
 ITCCE(II=,0,1T(nL;ifflICCFAIIFOW, I 7. 00 L I-IeTGI  
TF(tILC(IIP.CIOHATCTICOL)I.LE.IICOS (TI7-ZCW,ITOOL))  
GC IC 275 




IF(ISNCD,.L:aISCRI GO TO 360 
ITNEL7ISCAa -1 
DO 280 in1,1ITI 
	
IIRCi!D' 	1114) 
IF(Iiqi- T.fl;) CO IC 2C 
ITCCSCIIPC I TICOL1TICCS (1 IF- OW , IIC
OLIIBIC7-1 
 I1EST(S1:2 IPE=;T: 
2a CCLTIY_:E 
IFFIr=IST:7!DAII-tP1R 1 
265 IF(IPPTP.EO.C) GO TO 305 
ISCtF=ISIGMTPPTR 4-4) 
IIRCW=ISTOPCIPPTP.IIShO [7. 44) 
IT:-00=2 
TIOCL=ISCISTOF, CIPPTP 4 ITts 0111.4)) 
 IICCS(TIFO9 IICCL)=IICCS ( TI P OW ,IICOLI-I2 
 
IF C (IL tiVO 	)•1-ICHAT (1.IC ,r)L) i 
CC TO 2'./0 
IPESTV3)=IP.EST(9) --IIICCStTIRCW , I I C OL1 




IF(IV, LU.:.T.1) GO TC 300 
DC 2'35 I=1,IIN1u 
TIRULIISTOR(IPPTP 4 I+ 4) 
 ir(InCq.LT., G) GO TC 205 
IICCir-Ift'3S(1STOR(IP P IV+I“: ; 1 
ITCCSCIT04,IICCL) 7;TICCS ( II , IT 17; OL)+InGN 
 
20G CC;T1;L 
IVSIf'7:± 7 1R:ST(0) - T 5 ICH 












7,1) T;7(7'_47C;Tf.:.3)cGT.C. 	GC T;) 715 
1C: 
(:0 TO 317 
GO 	310 
C P7nVi-: ON LEAST LCWF..E 	U SL3:PO3LC:: 
C 
315 TF- (13.040 	GO  
ICPTR 2=C 
I3CCS=I ) TG1 
DO 220 T=1,INS02 
IF(ISTCR(JSMI)42itGE.I;:7CC5I GO TO 32G 
I9P1!:;LISC.TP.(1I 
IBCCS=7.STOSCEPTR .:2) 
320 CCT 1,.:: 





PEOHITT AND PUT-.3 4RG": 
C 
IFPTRaISTOP(IPTAII 
330 Ti:(IrTi.:t':C.rfl GO TO 37.i0 
TSCPzISTC7.:1 1 
ITNCL=ISVC.1 4 1- 
IF 1T 01 	f]TOifl i'Uj 
IINIL' 
ITCCS(11.7.1!:CCL}7; , 71C(IY! :01-iviICOL -t- IF-1 TP' 
IF(Ili.CC,LT:1) GO TO 245 
DO 3VJ 
IIR0i=r310;IPPTY 4 I+0 
IF(rU..CLT4.0) GO IC 340 
IPEST()=ISTi'?) 47 BiGii 
IF((ILC(ITTC:4)i-SCHI, T(TICOL)le, U7..TICCS(TIRCI? , IICOL )) 
GO TO 340 
IPEST(1) ,;IPESTk79)41TCCSiI7 r).C,ITCOL1 
I14d, u(TIF0 ,(!)=I:coSCIIi.C:40:..COL)-TcH:iT(IIcat 
340 CONIii.LE 
345 TSNCE , 'ISTOI:(I7PT 4 1) 
IPPTFrISTCqUI= PTR) 
GO TO 33C 
353 ISNCG=1 
IFNCC=G 
IS ■Wr2 =ISTOPAIPTP. 44 i 
3C0 
IECIIC 7 CGT; GO TI 3cr5 



















CR E I 117.N 
- 	LOO RETijN 
ENi.) 
) 4 IT \C 	(SO', 
PT 	 t CY 	; ,Cist 	 :• 	5 :-; 
1 4T,:!'t ::.0EJ) v NS(1JC),NT 	 9 F(1.00) 
DirENSION 	(11.11.7 	110 CI f. 
f'') :C.-. V, 	 c .c. (1 5 3)) 













AC*, INCLS(I) 9 I -::71,INCLS) 
CO it.0 I=11M 
450 	NUS:: (1)=4 
CIO 4E0 r=1, 1NCLS 
46C' 	NUS!: ft;CLS (I)) =• 
C 




no 	o T.71,!! 


































. 	• j. 
IF 	■ 3-',..,,CT.'!.;1)  
• C 











G(L,r;1 7 1 
G (L 5 C 1 ::(j 
L=L1 -.1 
1-1:1= -P- M 






DO 306 I=10 
IF (J 	I)(010 Jrj 
IF (S(Iv,15Gi.(3) 11-, OTO 























C CPLCLLT It.;C 1:CUC'AT CCSTS 
C 
CO 9,e7 I =I T N 
iTi:TC f! 
cc c:: 
DC 	I=1 t 
T71 Nt;TC;:Tc:(I) 
DO SE1 




C 	 CAYTtC, C:XSTEP 
C 
[)C  








L - z1 
DO 	 f17 
!.11H 





EP;Ck 	 ;•:),SS 	 LC(.!::= 
GO IC 
N2:1 ■ : .;(..1) 
If(-14LI.17?C:) IC 1-.70:2; 
1..=L41 
6750K 





















St;.. 	 Co 
s. 
cotfi, cv, 11:Y .:1 7:; 	.1'71'0 17. C.;[", ),71. rt-iT (r3] 	 "rz ).;-17LCH)NYj 
ICYCT 	 ,Tr,V.)7{ ci. 
(50) 	 ,7 	 TOSC.;!_ ;cCO 
C 
C 	FlIkLTYC%, 7 	S:IT COVP 
C 
C 	Et“Er: CUT TJJI 
C 
C 
TNITI,', LIZE, SD W .TICN tCCS1 
C 
IF (IUiFiT.F.02 ) GO TC 0 
IOCTT.;=10Cn=0 
DO ec_l iri, 7NCOL 
ITCCVrO 
DO 0 -(0 Jr 	INTP 
IF I 3: 	 0) GO IC 070 
IT cCv=1TCOV -1 
070 CONY li,LZ 
IF (ITGCV.CT .1.) GO IC C..?"10 
IOCtP7, TOCAT. 
RSCCSC ICC 	);.;FL.C.:T (ISCCS ( II) 
TOFU (10CA 
ICDCS ,', :rj033-!-ISC; CS (I) 
ICLF 
IF (7.Ci;U:mie:;::T :P) GO TO 10=3 
CC0 CC:NT 
("1 9 IOCCS9? 
00 100 I-1. 
RSCCS C1):=TDO:“ I} 
100 cerl 1J; 








C 	C7:-.`.,.1. T .:: 	i ....'.'-.:, 	i - C'. 	..-.:',C7', 1 	C-.CU; - 1, 	
‘: 	!:•:. !...-: ‘',.1  
I. I 'NU' Lyr — • ,: :. 
r;r ':. 
.,rf, 	 IC 
TC 1:79 
f; 	-Pr.:;C CS i.11 
125 
• CO 
( 	 CS 	-p.:; 




AnD 	 COST CCLt:!' 
TCCi 	C:1 
DO 
ir UP.:IC 	: 	 CC TO 1. 143 
C I) 
IF (1C ,...;-7: 7 . 11 CC IC 
tL 
IF CITCCV.LT.INT Sr 	GC TO 11.5 
C 
C 	REDt:CE S'ZT COV:P. TC 	
CCVE4'; 
C 
DO 172 I=ITICCV7 
1145 TTCCV 7--.0 
00 150 	INIPP 
IF (ISCOL CIZT.SOL C fl 	D,'A) CO TO jn 
IF 	 GT.1.1 CO Tc.• 
150 CO ■ iT.T.i.j 
(ITUC'-i,GTc0) GC TC 	"t 
Do 
IF(1CL(....01(I'ic.0.C.:) CO TG 




















(I_C.I,T ,::tT;C: , ) 




C 	R7CLC LEf, ST COST COVL 	TC 
C 
DC 273 	71':V;:P 
IF ■ IC.1 1.-0 TO 
CC) CC Ir 	 <Er:H-1 
TOLC fl  
1rucLsi eE 	CC 
2e0 
27C 
C 	COMFLTE COSTS FCC: PAPTITICN 
C 
DC 3L0 tz.19TCCA 
ISSC(T)=0 
DO 	J:1, 
IF ITCCL (ISOL 5A 	Q kE.1 ) CO TC 
ISr.CV CI) =ISCOVi. I) 
2a0 ccrTINL;:z 
DC' 2c J=1: INIPP 
IF (IECCI. (X.(L II s J) 	• 1 	Cf; IC 











1.111 	7:fJ; 	!7is 
IF J: 	co !f: 
173 
C 









Data Generation Programs 












0; 	 CCTC 	.?:0 
127r, C.2TO 
23[7, FEN 	INiE-, PUrT 	PTLTINL 
201G N:"CUF,SNT:.4-Y=CLFSYc41 
21);?0 jr 	 tiL0:1 




2050 OUT 	•i 
4000 Rr 	I nEGIC 	LIGHT 	FEn 	hIT 
40?C IF 	Fl7D 	F1-3 	fl-;EN 
4630 Fl 	G:770 	42205.400E0 ,35(5$5:'60!!'_2'..-, 
4340  
40!,3 
42C; rELETT.L 	JUNCTIO 
41C 
42E0 IF 	I:0 	5)nc 
4221 IF 	JI\CIv34‹:. 	LT:.- "J!._N;r7I0t: 	ti0T ciscp 
4222 FOR 	J-1 	TO IF 	1I 	OP 	TPC,.2)=I 
4223 NENT 	.1:C.:M.: 	4225 
4224 Er2="JI:kCTION 	IN 	3SF- 	NOT 	CEtETEc - :i.3 	.4';C 99V1 
4225 C=C!CJ;-- 1:GOSU:: 	1'52E1Fri: 7 03 
4230 FOP 	J=I TO MJ1 
0 FOF 	1:=1. 	IC 	5 
4200 NENT K 
4270 NEXT J 
42P0 HA=MJ1 
42 ,-20 FOF 	J=1. 	IC 	VT 
143 c:C 14=1 	IC 	2 
431D THEN 	TPf.J,TP - 1 
4320 t.1:.:(T 
4339 N7T 	Si 
434(i C_ TO 	'290D 
4400 P4C•i 	JUNCTICN 
43T! MJ 7 1J4-1 
1 ,;2n 











;7)To 	 JLi.,CT1C 	NOT 
C -4CYCfl -2.7:',7, CF.Y2 
l'„5200 
D. 
Firy. 	!7,1! 	IrC!LIfy 
7CD 	Ckr,: f.; 
5210 CnSly: 
S) I T=C 
5?..7c IF 	0:-, ?,It . 7.7c 	5251J 
523 ,L; fi,:t.."JUt;cTIU! FCR 




52:fC C:=L!.' 17J3 2 7. 1 t3L. ..? 	15f4CC 
5:500 (''; .)  
51.0 ,c1 f77.:t 	4" 	 DEL:I:L. 	ReliTE 
USW:. 	151CO 
5420 I=C 	Tr;,1 3 
54n IF 	°Jr-0 	T!-EN 	0J7IICCT0 	c.:c_!0C 
5440 10c. 	J71 	'IC 	MT 
5450 IF 	1Fr.J 1 1;0.1 	rNT: 	TP(J,21:7 1 
560 TE 	IfLiJt1T itJ2CJTLEti 
5470 J 
5400 0J=0:Cnle 	G?CiC 
5Y3C C-;:alcTrJ!GI:.SIK:t 	i5500 
5z;.5 or 	r=„: 	IC 	KT-1 
57.00 17 0 ,- 	L.:-71 	TO 	3 
5510 TPK I,L)-it:: , :,1.) 
5520 L 
553: t. :7:;eT 	K 
5540 !7-- rT-1 
5550 0.v70tGoTo 	c.“:100 







tE(, -tH cc: 
• 
178 




71'2:2 ::(rj-7U -2 
[rjvi 






Cl2C 0 - "( 1,CEE c" 
820 	 NETP.K 
6210 
FrJc, T:=1 IC ;Yr 
CliLTLItGC 	15500 
".:“ I 
CL'. 7 C FO; 1=1 TC 
C. 	1' 	 C'.:17.0„1:.:I7GCSLF1 
e-7."C IF Ji:;;,_ -, )=:!_ THIN C=2,CFCSL 7! 





r• N INTFRFUTT 7c- TUM 
•••:. 










1.Z ,̀. 1 .10 	rj-, 	 `".. :17 ",t0 1-:f• (.27; 
17) 	■ ' Ne 
s 	f.1971 
	
'j 	 y < 	t,2) 	 f:4,.) 
CrIC• 
I: 1; 




1 -21L1ii  
121.3u 1.-.ET:j". 
151:10 RHM 	1510 	LC0141il JLNCTIO:. 
1;_0 	 15200 - or 	jUNCT3:- : , 
jSQ J- 	 FCIL7TY 
15;1=A 
lf.:7GGQ 	 ET:!;0. 
r-CJI 	 LC(ATU 
IF .r! 	FF. Tij 
1E; 20 	CH: 	:-- 	T r) 
11 	 x-.".1',-;,1));:":.. ,!.LC 
1.5“1 	 I 
P-Y,T  
i -CC QC.' 1 	 i'i2.CU fJ?7. ..!,ICTICH 	9J,  
P —Le•T 
771: . 	P 	; 	 :•••_, 	• 
f • 	 C 	I T 	,-- 
179 
180 











15E.00 0 TS FLA 	Ef;.Fc• 	IN 
PFT.1' 
1c20 PP:11:•CI 
2000 F-?.E. 	 St , OF.TEST 	r“ i2. 




FL 	I=1 	IC 	J 	FO 	1 	•C *41- 




20195 Pf7i;.1 	;-,j;" 	1i;'ES 
SOIL 
2021C FCR 	 -',;:..;:(1C: 	TO 	t-sj 
2022tJ 
NEXT 	 I 
20240 FOR t,51rC 1 , 
2025!) Fr' 	J=I 	Ii 	 1 C 
2021 IF 2320 
20270 FOR 	TO 
20200 IF 	C 	0:1.-7--:::950 	 C 
202'30 
00 IF 	T 	H1N 
20310 fiEXT 	K 
2032:: nncl 
2032'5 PRINT 	"f“, 32 ";IZ"CUPLETE" 
2tn311 NEXT 
203!0 C.OS";.:74. ■ , 	" jr 4He' 	D' 
2036D C 
20:.:711 
20:,n• ''" 	CIt.T 	PAU- 	c:.7k.tir I 
2U0 PTtT " - kS s.0 1, 
20 1;30 FCF L11 	0 1,.;::'Fo!: La=0 IC 
000 !7'RIT 	 C.: 
25 4 1 5 FF1 L0IH" " 	:="1 Li 
20 1t00 JCPLI '" - C?CC;iTINIJa":A 
20 1:0 P.7 L 
24F; T I7J?E'jTsget .,-: 
245,F, F.:129;iC13 
7 7, 1 7 7 4  :"EEL" 
137,1"UL" 
197s13,L;i'PL" 
17,2 ; "i.E0" 
77,53 c 2,"00" 
137,53,2,'An. " 
197 7 5:3,2,"PDC" 
25773i"FNEti" 









Display, Optimization and Data Manipulation 







20r:2 • r .,— ; 	 INTIJALIZATI 
20::1 • 
?DU? 	(20:10) 	i LIGHT FEJ, ItsTET 
2r.;:: -J 
20 C .1= -- Y>li 
20f-, ,-) IF 
2:272 
 
7 	I22 	 9 - 72CGC1C 
9CE.0 TE 270(i 
2C C's T= 1=4 Th;j: 5C60 
2lAt: 17-MD 




PINT 	 SCLLTIC: 
IN:=UT 	SF 
UOS'Cil'Ek 	r 	R "4-s':+" 	75" 
2240 
2 2 :7:0 IF 	 22=2 
2:2b0 El'rnS:i4" 	IS 	A 	SOLN 	IC 	 VCT 
2272 F7.',INT ti: 
POS"CLC. 	5' 
22b0 GOT(} 	. (:A.rj0 
2262 PPINT 	"— G — i $ 112511151.0"12;!— F( 12) : 
22::4 F0,; 	I-1 	IC 	4j 	. 
22(127 1NFUT 
225'/, r .:. YT 	I 
i“,7;Lmr tt. 
2.535 P 	T;LN  
2Z 4,0 fr,1C 10 c tFV5; 	Af';1):::::'/T I 
FfIL: 	IL:1 	TO 	AL:IN't, UT 	i4;:(I):t,EYT 









!•,. 	 'r;"' 
184 
.!•‘ 	••z 	 ! 	, 	 r 
(!..i 
7.1], 
2727, :IF LJ J 
27 7:. 
29 	° 
22 " 	;',7t.tj 1 	EXIT 	 t1:-..t%•U 2 
29.3 




307: 	 ;,z4) 
311( IF Y>111 T Cr. 
30Y; F2—:F-- 1.!:::17-•: 
33(:3 	Fl Gf_lc 
3OT3 ITC 
31 C C 
erNi!a 	Lcr 	ior 
310i: 
3110 	 THFA, U0 
3120 CMSUE-: 1 E:JX:;..; !IF I=C)TH 	53 




 fTL A nc 	3TY":!(;OEU 7 '.. 	 rinTr; 
t ' - 1`-C.r 2.1 P RINT '2" 
±T.CISUE: 
G31- 0 c."*. -.C.-! 
31 f , 1;I 	Jis 	 Ti EN 	










31 	- ■". 7 	 1 1:r 
çr 





' 	 2 	KJILD 
3 -11 	(71 
,±1 C2 ° 	F:.NU 2 	EUILD 	L:t,E 
° 








1-;=1:!17 : 	 EtH 
3L , 7U ,iN(K;5):'? 
3 1 : 	r... 	J 
347; V 7:::32 -1- C!::;LIT0,50tT2!=r, 
2490 GrITO 3600 
* 
3 02 	NE1.‘U 	— 	FETAEY RCLTE 
3504 ° 
GOSU2 1::](C3 
351F.; ICI=C“0!=Y;TStI7 CLTO Ar:701N..;=0:7,T=11 
3520 FO:7, J=1 IC nJ 




ne2 	 2 
3604 ' 
3:.CE, IF ;1f-.7-.=1) YLEN 9n00 ELS:: IF V 0 7.1 '17#-7-.N 
360:: CCEPPINT 
3c1, 1i) JN(FIJUIR)1 .7517 
3r,12 Pi-J=!, i(V);C_._,!GOZU7 1U U 
-.3St4 
!7.1 17. 	F I• 











4013 ' 	 7 







3 	— 	LIT r,L7N 	 '.C:71 N•7 
41E 4, • 
41.0 	 Gc..To 417;:: 
4125 C:! -iu 
/i170 
4145 IF. Y):1 
41'10 
GCTO 	CC 
4 2[.12 	tT.ENU 3 	— 	PLCT RE.GIC.i ., HIT FC!..TIN:_ 
42C4 • 
4210 IF F: 7-1 1.; IFF.N Y9C fi  
.4;70 GOSU . 11(7uEIF 	THEP, 97:,.0 
42Z ,L, 	 IFFt: 
4? -65 IF ri=3 CC F1 7:4 THEN 
&2 G , 
4240 E':="F(C;;TE 	 L7j-GTh";GC,"--,: 
4250 O' Fl GCTC 
421, C cnTo 
43CG 
43C?' I!'111  3 	— 	PRIC7 
(43C 	' 
Cfl!TUF 
4315 	J1 1•5 1''ENJ1=J?GCTO 
4 -J27 J"?.=- J 
f4?,ED 1 1 j17-.12.1- 	j1. - 1,1 ,12i- 5 




—T.: ■ 1:;,..l 	f 	fiL. 
L4(5 1 	 G j.2n0 THJ 





r4 5 .1,0 
1615 
' 
rc.. 	3 	- 
' 
IF 	!“-;c2 	Al<:.1 	TOE!: 	2W,1 0 
TF THI!, 
If' 	,..<> 12. 
452C (,07L F: 	 JzO 	TFTIN "- 2' :! ;;)V O 
TIF 
c.; (“iC 
4547 17: 	(.1::=J+1 	J1.=J-1) 
4!;51! PCINTS 
4555 "-2": j27,!.----p -f(j2:1:0=5!:r:;:kT 	1"-1":1GCD.H 
4571] IF 	JL.7j1-1 	J:L=J1-1 1 J2=J1+ 1 
460C ° ?T (J2) 
4.5C2 • r., nu 	3 	- 	 C:F 	J3 	 :7
:1C,111 	f rr C 
kEflt, • 
Cr:f1 TF, 1 
4515 Tt'-', ifT2-T3J 3 
4520 4701) 
14622 1- 2=1 
462:: FU•7 	L=T", 	10 
P.T(.+12-L:1): 4 F+T2 - L ) 
/.;C:X5 NLXT 	L 
14.37 
L:53 FT(12 -=T7 
r:;.;t•T 	 t'74r.::,;;7] 	 152f'0 
4542 F.. LITT 	'-'0";C;-!R::(21.)';"-ti"!f7'LOT 	-,
-73 5 iJt.iT.:1) 4 17:P!.INT USING 
4544 JN(T371 






: , "1",\T 
Ii 
	
:'1ct; 	C:;': 	t,11" 	.-. 
,:=1 IC 
4:9?.C1 i 	i;i1..1)LI 	48 ,30 
J 
3 	- 	 t•JiLf 
14t,E2 
ifgril2 • 







r.7,r!7- r 	• 
4 - 	EDIT 	SE 1-liP 
57)10 
5Cf•_"5 
OUT!'J'SJ 9 C; 
5 (.7 25 1-'un 
50.52 PFSV: 
5! 	 f- Li`.:T.T.t ■ E 
5610 IF 	Y.i<=, 0 TiLN 	521.1 
56 2 Ir 	Y2<>C TPU:•. 	c., 90!"i 
5(1 C-7. 7;.(7);" — C — C1'1.":::"LOT 
51 .; Y2=XtY?-7, V 
Sb?5- MIN 
5;"). Ytii 1-2:Y:1=Y1 ri I 	Y'2,1*Y2=Y 
PRINI 




6C, 7 ,3 
EriT 
“.:A4 
17 	 //00 
15 1, 05:C=17.:tGOE!.. 1 ;7 ',:siNf.1.3) ,-C 
67;G 
tCOEU 
5f,0? • 4 	'EDIT 	ADC 	FACILITY 
5404 ° 









551:: TH:h 155eSOTn c3c2F0 





55 4 5 JN(Is5)0tJN(I,31 
5550 GOTO 	9::A0 
5600 




6C C: ° 	t-Eru 	ois:LY 
;17'YN 1i"  
=t3 
( 







(-4 	PrlY 	 — 2 
6135 &.CS1; 7: 
1;1L6 
"f- F 
6147 IF 11v2 
6146' 	 6:5U 
615e 60TO 
62L0 ° 
6 2 02 • 	HLT:W 5 — 	 PLC- 	FIT 
L2U4 
6%30 
(-;077UF 15147;;IF 1=0 THE r 99011 
62c3 t4)To 
65[2 	1 i=j1, 5 	— 
e7:t14 
IF:1N C=f? 
61'.15 	 7:3 C!-:!;-:::CM:):;IF 	 itiC**2 
C317 ":.,XT '2 
GOIO 
CI,50 














C7: -(t- LH7.;',..- 3 
TT::- (3; ,7.;:“- i...=; 	;771.":2.;GT!=c i.-IT? 
IF  
1 . 57 	J;.Y'0:)+ 1 	TO ..J3 
65 2-.5 F07 U 
'2•1:0C. 
° 
C2 • F.it.j.; 	5 	- CETEM:ft7.' Oi7 
 
61,10 FO 	J=1. 	TC 	A.ilE 
YT 
6C:i5 
€62.5 FOP 	Vvi 	TO AP ,TV)<= 
E2:32 KrK-1 
6 4535 r, 7:.TUts 
6722 




6712 1- 1 4 'i 	=T1: 
675 FO J=4.7=N-1 	TO 






















C- 	- 7 
Fff 	bTC 










6E1C2 • 	(E6C0) - 	I:NTC 	:!Rc1.7v,7 
E.E.C4 • 
E615 IF Al<)- 0 MEN :'C2 ,3 
r:;CSUE 	 !-:=0 TtIM 
8S,?L 	 '7 — 2":11Dttl 
t62.; 7,1-7 A3:3.0 THEN !.1 64 („) 
kZ7C7IF 
8035 ICir-ItEn;II:Czt,iF2.2,:ki 	 "-?“;!GoTo c.;:)09 
8 1.0 GOSU2 6E.Or.J:IF 
I.Giri IF 	 cp 
IF 
IF 
857 L' 	 -.7_5(1!(-(771, 075 
trI7 IF A2<i:;1 











Fcp. 	1.;:j. 	Hz. 
(?. 	3) 
10133 !,.:71—,<•1 
FCF. TO 	ti.: 
IFPLT 
I 
" (11135 	ll'OLCF 	C'F•o- ouT 
C10 PEINI 
1102U FCR TC NI(*.. 1 72) 
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if. ,  TT C 
194 
• 
• : 	, ,,,: 
3 	....,..:  
; 	. 	, -,r; 	-, 	",- 	:. 	' —,;...• 	: 	'.. . 	... 
• --, 	• ':-'  
• 
1.53 
1:7-3r2 • 	F;,'‘.: 	) 	••"CD 	 r 
• 
F 
:;,; ,1,.•:{.)r- • -( 1 -'.."..,Jt.:(D.: ?r"- 
"L"2 
-,;• ct; 
1344 Pr'1- 	 • 	 • 
1.5L, Cri • 
15i.f12 g 	(15i;'30 	••' 	 DE-!-'r-L1 	 CO.? 	C 
1+3 	P LCT 	:),61 •  
.1:".4f4"! 	PLOT jt‘ ■ Cr.) ; ;,,1,--, -., Ts.“, 
J-5/4.50 :"•.1.-.Fit 
1'7 122.0 " 
J..; 	• 
15C-L7. 	 (2.1.!:1:-!:-: (12) 	"?2u“ 
15C."..: 
i5 Ci 




1'..;c(fl 7),_TUB  
297U, 
° 	 - 
297:2 	Cz1P 
CF 	 '; 
"- C7ICTIL CC ST 
TC 




2C17;5 	' - C - t 
• 	 PcOC' 	 ,7 
203 	PC1? r 
29C2C 
298H0 FC-"• U.:=1 TO :.f - tr'PINT 	 "- 1->v• 
FCP CC:171 TO J",,LlciN! 
" - G'; 
29910 	CHP 
2c.:c.)40 
nerA A .:-- 	 L;;v 
2, OCC5 PF.1,7 C.F - c? 	 !:!. 
3A I. 	Tcrir. 	PCUTI! 
















C r  
21;7E0 €7:si . ;T: 	 ;: j r•• 
3C 




71:, 1!1. 1 
C.CT 
-,f -„ZI,T 	• 
3i -2 0 	• (:,:11.":0; 	 4 	i7 10 T-;.7.PL!'C,- 	f")1") CNE 
3'125 	 CflST "-!TC! 
)F Fr.= 	 Vr Y.:7n iP":f:T.' 
s. 	
7:7 Tr f-f:C 	GrJTC 
7:.;7 	 " 
7 -; 7 
197 
tLr 





601r • 	 IFP:JT S1 7: 
P 7 Tr:T 
EJJC,0 	 ? 
RC.Ttir 
70rJC 
YOjC 	ricre! 	mu:,c, 	A STNCE CH!„R“:7=' 
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155, ": 1,22t. 
245,3 C 	7 
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Us (j':, v 7 ,"7; 	 — 	31:11: 
7,270._s"C 1. ; 
c. 
125,27 $ 4,"Ikr" 
27. 1r2 7 , 7 7EX 17 " 
FOUTING 	rj...! - ■ 4NC 
-ft,?7,G7"D" 












fl, ; ,̀ 
(; 
C 
13 	P.E1:1.:2 T. 
DO 	T;::, 
P LL) 
Ci1  C 	T 
Tt.: 	C 
00 110  
DO 	CJ 7- 1 
(. 7 TYCF7::!, 	(ji 	• 	:•_H 
(j.TY0r:. 	—RT 
IF (iEC-.J 
110 CCNIL - .UF 
SOLVE TSi' 
C 




IT CICTCPAri 	 CC 're 1.7,C! 
120 
130 	C.0!;7:NUT 
DC 13 J 1, 1, IT t:t3:-1 
WvITr Y;TO; 
135 	FCP.L'....T 
1. :7 .17+1 
IF :10C, T 
1'O CONTI!NL: 
	
WRIT (3 	TOCOS 
GO TO 1:1 
END 
sUCTI SOLVai 	TIC CS I.ICCO 
C 	TFIS. 	 SCLV:S 1H 	
CL  
C A LE,t, .S 6i2t.; 0 F:R;4ZNCz- t\C, 	LL E 
C 
DISTC 	1COS (509r., 0) sl'ZTnr-;(27c,:t7) 	
T1 7 ( 
ISPT'27 	5i1 “30),ILT.!-:r; 
ICHbT(53) ,1- 1..I.ST ft.:0 ,11';:?7,<O3L1 	l'..2"s 	t. 
If:F 	f121 
DATA IFilC:.1/c...:“3:.:',...Li2/:,INSU:... / 275 / , IOS




SU5 -((ji: LIST 
C 
TOPTf.:=1. 
DC le0  



























DO 	120 	IL- 1 
INV IS 
123 Cr.r..T1:-,C7: 
130 nc‘14;::T1 	7or) 
140 
IF (Itsvis(1).:: -.C.C', 
cc!-11ru 
GO 	IC 	13 





IF GO 	TO 170 
IN111F• 
1E0 CC111 .-AE 
173 
IF 	CICCii;. 1 	.7!•■ C":4..:: 11 	GC 	1 . C. 
IMCiF. 	ICCAP2 
INEN,T=ICENT 
GC 	IC 	17i0 
1?3 IF (D'c2.LT. Ii.3G GO IC 
C 




DC 19G I=1, IN t.:Or.) 
INa-INT=TIASST CI NE- NT) 
10 TCP '1 	IN 
1 c23 co  
IF ItN3LD.ED.r.: 1 CC IC 273 
C 




203 IF (If:ICP(1.Si'T 	fl 2).LT.ICCC:3) CO Tr; 250 
IQPI- F 7:1SPTP, 
210 
IIPlvzIPFT P. 
C3 IC ?2:' 
ISTCP 	 Lf. '-; 7.1 --* - 1 





GC IC a71:. 
 
205 
Act) Stj.:.TC ,...T: 1 
C 
Pz,o IF 	4;1' .6 ! 	Grs! TO 
t;r Yr: L,Uet 
PF;Z.) 
TI F 	TSTC! 	) 
IF ( :) 	'IC 2'AS 
GO IC 400 
2f;0 iFL 






DC 	 P1Cf'.72 
IF IN 
265 
IF CIF;PTi-:.:O.CA GO TC -Lt Ei 





270 IT (IP.PTR.Er?..r. 	GO TO 
IICCL=T-4•CS 
( (IL 	(1 	 T  
- 	GC: -T() 27' 
IRESI 	 ) 
4 	 •"1 9-1LtUril : .C!!) - .1.CHi' • 1.11.00.) 
It..;.VCCTTFlow)=- lICOS (11;“.- w 
275 IPNCF:::77;LOO 
IF( ISNCO LEcISCAR ) GC TO 3;0 
ITNCL=ISCAR-1 
DO 2SO I=1,1INCU 
II PC1SIOR 
IF ULTPC:i.LT.0 	GO IC 2!';0 
ITCCS f I 	ICOL zi:CCS (IT iTOW,IIGOL, 
IRLST ;91=IF-tES T(9) 
2b0 CCNTTN!it7 
IS1CCSTO7 
IPPTT;='ISTO r' tT 
2C5 IF 	 CO TO 3(5 
IS C17,r:::177,TCHrij, H' ,2.;- : 
TTNC.C: 
( 
ITco 	 ( 
f 
Tr ( 	 ) 	1 1- r_ 	(T 	, • CCL 
206 
; 
1r 	 I,: 




RFMCV:.: 	 r C 
C 
:<05 IPPTFFP1 
310 IF (I:_TTU , IPPT 	 ,1GT.C.) CC 10 
IrPTF=ISTCR 	 TPTF1) 
1.1:P1 - - 	-Ti 




C 	BRANCH ON LEST 	 EICLi‘i) 
C 
315 IF C I3L 	C} GO To i.,03 
TE3P11:7-- 0 
IF.CCS=G71 
DO 32( Izqs 








CPO-J0 Ii 0:D 1.7..aliPE 
C 
ISNCC.:"-ISTOR ("1.5PTR:11 
IPRTR=ISICh il- L!PTR) 
330 IF CIFP1 7:,F.'.)00 	GO IC 3.0 
Ti F-',Ci ,4=ISTO'-‘!(I; , -F-4 TR:4-1si.CO.Yfi) 
IT Ci 
IF (1.1. %C .CoGI.ISCP, i0 IT!sCr1 
IF 	 (;0 TO 3 1.5 
DO 34J Ii IIf,O!J 


























T1 	 C C 	• 
IC L 	 GO IC :3712 
cc r 















SCLVS 	 AssIcN : r.:T f7:7-0;Llip1 VIA 
TT SS IJ LIST 
C :IC 	10 
■:Yr'71'; 	 P T 
LL 	cC 
-11.47ff 	 PelASE 
I;SMG 	 A! . 0 C:VE.1...C.PLD IN 
C 	 4;:.!:: 	IS A 
C 














C TJ'. e 	(-23 
flC 11.50 It 
I( tC(ILfl1fl 10 
1.1.50 
IF (I: tirT.%; 	.C:1C,, :.) TO .120C 
IF AT (J)LIM; 
12CU 0 .0f,"C:7 
VAL 
T 	 (I .Li121  
OiCt- H Th'iflt:LT7E LIST 
0 






DC 22 2 C 	Ni 
rr: -.71., IS 
no 
TC 71'1 0 
1TESTr-C 
TFiTTLS'i—Ci'M) -J1L f2. 9 3120,7,C  
31.2U 
7LIC 1 (23 
FULLL.F;ASE. 
„ISTF.T=0 
Gt". 	"IC Z1 ,-!: 
IF(161;:;1r...LT, ■ 71:,.)1CO TC ZiV! 
FULL=c-IfTh. 
GO ":C :4 1 145 
3140  
7LIS1NLEr".0)7__J 
F3;7i11-KY±IPC:. 	IF II CCCAir.:; 














3440 f 0 
31,c50 
1151( 7.71' -‘1 7-1HATi4r.C. 
35!:10 
S 	IF fi!..L 7Lr:C 
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no 






















S.3 	 T1 
Ii  
C.N 	= 
C 	7 ; 	 '  
I .:) 	EAT:t 




E; 	P 	C 
70, 	t Tqir' 
18C 
20C: 
20 	LLY.-.1.7'.c.,:=--;:1-1 	FILE" 
220 	FLAC,7.1('-f;) 
23C 




2'30 	PRTri L2): 
300 	REHI 	 1.1fAnJ 
31C 	PT G-'(7  








410 	PLOT 	VE 	(Atilt  
420 	Pi;rINT 
43e. 	PLcIT 	 2} 
440 	FiTINT 
k51..1 
14c;0 	PLOT 	rar,w 	 ) 	( 1, 	) 
47c 	ppINT 
40 
tj 	PFINT 	""' C—r —CY 	" 
500! 	PLOT 	 -D0 
51C 	;:;OSO•-' 
F.;2o; '—er 




570 Crf-H, (271: 	 oLr: 
t..;? 
06T 






7. 	c:fyrr 7F.a 
3 
71;.; • ' 	T 	;".1 	r• 	 .1r; 	
• 
IF 	2 > !;00 00TO 2:.70 
1C PPI-A 




65C OUTF.H (iCTO 
CC 
9.71c 
(AC PVT Y2Y: 
9,4C 	 LCCAIti 
95C TF 	< 	OR X > 	
GCTC 
cj , fT 	= 	2 13 	< ;CC 
	
fr:V > i5 f."; 	I1 	6CIC 
9k, :; IF N' › 221.; 	< THr (
1 .7- C1 
9•:;3 TI 	> 32'..; ;4ND Y < 2:03 	
GCTC 
4 00C 1 V> L:25 AD 	< 	C 
COTO 1= 





10;-,0 FLCT 1,‘CNU(1 7 !:.1,HE;-.WC112)-.1'ENi
(117! ),M: ' ft' i1041 




1100 PF.INT gE: CH - (30); 
1110 DOS"CLOZE  
1120 IF 1: LEO = 1 7!-EN 0C"'7, 1_(SE 
1130 FTLEC:0 
11/0 
4 130 PP.IN7 	
Yed W:,NT 10 CEEri:-. 
1160 Pr.Tt;T " P.00 IC 14.CTI-47.R 
11/0 INUT 
lie-0 	 STO;., 
11=.50 " " 











1 7 2C vi; 
":"".": 
172:C r. ^ .'*'7": 
176..rj FflINT U3jr,c, 
1%70 PRIT 
17': F'''..,  
1NO :=LCT 
162[3 PLCT Xlvv1 
1E5ae PLC1 








. r'r f 	c! 	: 	 12 
CLfl 	Lf 
C;- 7 7.7% 
	
1r; :.,e IF C'11.7.C.- 1 	DC:S 
lr, r7C; FTLF.C.% 
DOS 




Stand Alone Programs for 
Dial-A-Ride 
217 
5 7 	r 	 GC; 	r:t1 
	 1 
G 1 T7i 
is 	fl 	 -nr t. 
5 -_,C OUT '= 
2;1;:0 
22.f;0 
211C GOT 0 tl 
2 1.9 
(?"-i^! !" 4.:.;• 	 t 
2:):10 
...7 ';17 "It.. 
TH.TS IS A 
F- 1;;INT 
2350 FZTLIF“ ,, 
P•f!,1 
2 1,10 PnTNI 
TU7 T 
3C1f! DOS"cc'Lt -, 	r NETSIU" 
3a20 INPU1 RE.7: NT 
3030 DU TP4P, T 1.4)ti- C(kT,21,Til 1 ,C!“) 
:!-C40 FOP 	TO NT 
3CSO INfUT 
3270XT 
30i, C 1113E"CLOS',.: 5" 




- 	 (1 , i - 	 C 
' 
L7; P1CT 	" -f; 
FLC,j 
C CLC2 1 	1 CC 
3CC5 1"i77 
_,1C Ct1T " - C' 
36rG r7- 1 
FOr:  
7, 14C 	;' 	TC(Ii.??<)- C 
367.5 	IF 	50 
	
IF GCSU7, 
3r):"., 7 	IF 	“(I)=-1 	THLr 	V.(I;=0 
3r, 73 I 
32 	C - O 
IF 	 (IC 
32A7 	CO1L 7: 





IF 	TC('-',- 0 
3:I:L.::: 	IF 
31;C 	ro ,J71  








402C 	FO ; 	IC 	nx!H) 
4070 	IF 	x.t.t.Er,,('iii) 	OF 










t 9 10 
I:11c 
14 .10 	SC 





,y ip ilf ' 
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45C:- 	1.v 4-  v:NU D:Li; 








r'INT 	 ; 
7-Hti RET;.:1:;. 
462E F07 I 	TO 	
fd.",) 
6 -1,1` 
t CT 	 itt1.;,1.1 
1 1- 
4,557 " — C"; 
f';'21. ■.1 	.;f:TtG 
P;;Ifj,1 	C;i; 71 - 
t. ,1"): ■ • 
!"-;7:1 1,7i. ■ 
LOIT 
3;": 	se ,:riCG 
5:::FQ 	X<3'-.., 0 	T+•rits; 1:=0 
	 t.1 
17. 	 TH:N 
F 




C2J-; 	 EDIT 	
C 7:F. 
P ,̀;:1 ■11. 




S!.. $.3 :5 	Ir 	r 
, 










(-1 - 7 1 7t,• 






- 	 CLST:- ; 





57C0 GOEW2 3000 
57 1 0 IF CC' TN 5900 
5/20 PRINT " - I1,1tF171.L.CC".T.Ci“-L(12)"-F- L - : 
GOJ'2. T1EOU 










60CC 	 CL ,JST'::; ELNCTIChS 
6010 IF Y.<4:0 
602C IF k<35U 	K=Al!, J7-70: ,7 PTT 
6:.F3 	IF X.3:C: 
604C IF Y>,i'A," 	r=07C, CSU3 
6050 CN F2 (“0I0 
6060 IF F.:=C 
6070 PRINT ' --.1!,..,47.11T.', " .;(›;12)!" - C.7' ,, : -. - : 
coen PRINT 
60 ,,JC 	 12C 
&2CC PM 	 SPL7CT CLUSTir.R 
6210 IF Y < 400 OR >;-SC TFEN E250 
6220 K=OwN.J.t:OtCC=OICA ,-:0 
6230 FkINT " - :L - t41, -.1. s 511 1;00 —;CFr:3(12):" ---14 11";CHR:.( 12 ):"- F": 




627C PRINT " - t6 - W1,1,51140C";Ct - FTT(1%):" - zE - :"; 
C2F:0 U1 SUE 17.0 
62 ,30 PRINT — 2": 
6255 GOTO f•oe 
6'.02 !TY 	 - Ck=j.TL CLUCT 
IF v<0o 	U00 




6;;DC 	 CLUsTF_F:. - cir!r) in 
■ i 	 222 
IF OC1  
tT%-.:7 	Y. 	'1:.;'  
!•U.1' -- ;-: - :;::.t7 .Y';C - 1! , : c:: 
(=0 	C.;:! -: 	7, 20 
1"Ci ■ ! , ,i 7-..-7i .-:::: , :, .::- 
,7,4('-- 	Th; 
64F'0 GOTO CL,c-J 
1;;CC Fri: 	' 	CLLSTT 	- 12.7:LH"... Ff•:"; 	C.!.. ,_.IT, 
(;50 IF OC=0 "C; - 	Fi,ii-j 	 ,cC:..11.. - Ci 	_:' 	 1"2GOTO V:::0 
t.-,F; 	IF 	Y.:4c1.: 	7f-i: (.5; : 7,: 
(75 .c7 i.,1, 1T 	 1-2711";C 0 ": 
b0. 	GOT° f-'30 
670... cnsuF,_ 3?,7: 
c:- s o IF  
65F-5 I.: 	IC(Ti.,,R1‹-,c1, It.-N 6 ,7Jui 
E-Ac 7c(1- 1, ,i)=;;Tfr:LTN,2):-- ciI=7M:C=.7 
6570 1,0S:': 3 4 00 
65t0 (y)To 
nc=i• 	!'E r-1 	'I' ''  
G71:0 F7N1 -,.' 	T:-.7..r CI.A.STZ 	Ti,FC 
67C -.7_ c7,17rf0 sLr 
C=300 F.7.V -' 1, ' 	CLLSTr. 	- FI:S2T L10!;1 IT::.!'s 4Nfl 	.3'..:' ::-. 
(Al: 0010,3 
6920 FESU:c: Er::Y1 
6fZ0 (!! 	E ,7 ;7 ;.!“"2 SCTC 6<i6.0 
6)40 CUT i-
69.7;1: COTO ,:A 
N.  
6c170 U.:17fl eccli 
700fi FL-Ei" "''.', 	":0,..T 	Fet-:CiTCS 
70 -f. 1: IF Y<:0 T ,.:.- r, 7200 
7023 IF X<300 i!lEl. KrOIVJzg::F 7 1:T  
70:',C IF Y.<:!.0 7'..Et , il=4;GCSUi':  
703::, IF Y.>300 T".-“T.N .-1 =0 	40c;C:=:.1 I-1 
704C U! F2 (,CTO 7'..Cf.'2C0C017C0s79CO 
7050 IF F27-0 11'N 7UC  
7060 FRDiT ":1,402510510C:12 1 :" - C7 - C; g :: 504.00-2. " ; 
701,5 Gol::)p, 73C;J: 
7370 P7INI 	' -- .i. s i,';10'.0C - g&";Ci- F,-1(j.2 ) ; - :F": 
70C F2=f."ItF1=':20UT-9 1J,CT. FE.SCE 120 
7200 rc -.:_!4 44"1' r'. alTE - SELf.:C1 CUSTFR 
7210 IF l'<t-,, C7 X)- 350 TEr 7250 
7220 l''. :0:1- ,1 7.:0 
72'25 Ic LP.---:1 T[ -::::: GCSL.3 -i3rb 
7230 r7, CT  
7240 C370 7SC!": 
72':0 (i)SUE .11.12 
72f":0 IF Cts=2 Ti- Th 7900 
7273 Pr.ItCr "-!'„1-WI:it,i11.03";1912)!''-iF-1"; • 
720 C3SU 	:::jU 
7290 Pr.TNT 
(:riTO 7900 
f P.'.:.Th:ls LCTIVF CLUST1 7 
7 	VT..:I "Th,l i t:..1ii: " , t1:::;: 
Y: NT 
3 -: T;'?.I)Lc2 7!-4" 	7390 




7'.;1C 	 t 	
- 
72c 
7 727;1? Ci 	 C,OTO ?r=:13 
fl!'.,C 1010 
7-62 Y7'CYt,,)ty .:_ct:,, :-;vw, 
797] Gu;0 70E:0 
8000 	 c.CUTK - 7:3U1C  
.YJIO IF Ci,-:!G l'rEN 
U2C rcj 
8036 Cm2:C1:::. 
63 140 PRINT 




!=:C!ii ,7/PCUTI F 	LIGI 
8 -110 CI.9a1r) 
81'15 PESUI- : 8120 
120 	EPRO2 GoTo 81. 45 
E13: 
8140 r.:,OTO 61.1:1 
81 	'; - zCiT;ExWtr s,' 1, 0L ,7.S ,:(4 1 
el5c IF Y.ci., 0:! T ,IEN 
81E0 IF X‹.f1T5 IHE 
4(1 :1C:51: 
61e,C e 	F3 62TO 8a0C:,z-33C0700 
E19C CW1 - 0 '.71C0 
8202 PE!' PCO- H/POUTE 7TART 
52i0 FT.=-1tT0 
82:5 0 LA:4!:.;121kT ""14.- W1.91 , 13.39"!CriFf 171 : 
8232 GO"CO 51_00 
6308 	 1,1;cK-!:F 
8310  
8323 IV 
83:7 6 A1=rAT(LAflf 7741/RIG.1) 
8343 L.RtLEI:iPT(Lt-1.1inA2/P 7 ( -1 . ) 
Tr H1';..0 	X1r1PfAi ; 11: --2 1.-1- Tp(A,!, 2) 
(2,e1 i 	TNN 
33 ti?! - 1 
030 1F H2(.0 	N-2.7-TP(t2.:3) 2 Y2:: 7 F ,4, 
8390 PRIN 	 T”-F"'":',1,!Ln7 
532 Tr1=TC-LQ((X1-Y2) - 2“Yi - Y2) -2) 
8193 C!";.H 720 
6755 L1k=L;.-1!.:3CTO r4:55 
RCUTE/OUT ,7 	 PC:O.T 
LT:7-0 






1-:',.:. 	r• : , ' 	,, z,,, 	*.")':L.1 7: 	;;He'f 	! ,.:1 
:.'. -“J 	.7;" 	11:7.,:=) 	‹, 	:*'; 	!: 	7. :,!)=--'_:  
C 7;7f.;  
Iri 	PT(J).:'1" 	. 1- 7N 
65:: lq-,T j 
• 	6!:','... 	IF 	FCL- D 	: ,. -...7 	1,7 <0 	'f'; . : 
PT(L;:)-741T 
/-1)  
,- 	H5.)-u 	Ti' 	X..7--ii i 711:Y.;=T;- ) 
6i7-7FF; IF 	;.:1(3 	TH.T. Y1i-'.1 ,-, C,L. ; 
6)40 II ri)=-3 TP.IN X271- Pii!,1); (7.,?) 
6!'.:45 IT HI<C: Ti-;11 X2r7P(TN,...-71:1=1T-, ( 1 
 8E.47 T:1:.TC-1-.EitY!.-Y)- ?-ii'1-Y2) - 7.1-  
ç- ? )-.T '' - :12'CW"IIPLC7 YJ4V102.,?L' 
3%:,- 1- F - ':1 il l'T ''; - 2 - 1 - :': 
C5Sji":1 7;f2. 
CF:c.0 GSTO j1C0 
i -t00 PE:.H FC::TE., F.:CUTL. 
8765 F-?]  .T 	 ( i 
6710 IF i...:, <2 747 	'i--:..N b.100 
87a0 PRINT ""i, , G:515'.-i12":.(12):: :.7i:-7. 
6722 ;:::::1NT ' - i-,": 
87Z: GCTO nn 
• 
225 
5 5 : 113 0, (35 , 47 
105 1 4ZG/iii5sY“.1:7 
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